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1 Introduction – There is something about Nik Kershaw’s music... 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction – There is some-

thing about Nik Kershaw’s music... 
 

Background 
Looking at photos, videoclips and album covers from Kershaw’s most popular period as an artist, you 

will see a young man styled to perfection to look the part of a teen idol. His appearance is perfect for a 

poster hanging on the walls of worshiping teenage fans. Imagine picking up Kershaw’s debut album Hu-

man Racing for the first time, not yet having heard the music, look-

ing at the sleeve before putting the record on your record player. 

The face looking back at you from the cover shows the identity of 

the determined modern young man about to go places. Well within 

the style of 80’s pop typical for the period with keyboards in abun-

dance, electric drums and an overall carefree attitude, you would 

expect to hear slick and easy, keyboard driven, unchallenging pop 

music for the masses, as you center the album over the metal rod 

at the center of the turn table and gently place the tone arm on 

the record. You would not be disappointed. The album starts off 

with the energetic and catchy electric drum pattern of “Dancing Girls”. Not for long, an equally playful 

keyboard line joins in with a syncopated octave bass pattern. As yet another keyboard melody is pre-

sented the music still sounds playful and carefree despite the rhythmic complexity of the different parts. 

This is music to have fun to, to enjoy, preferably on the dance floor. Just before the vocal enters and the 

intro turns into verse, however, there is a slight disturbance in the playfulness of the tune, as the bright 

spirited, but slightly tensioned C/G harmony suggested by the two single note keyboard lines, suddenly 

plunges downwards as the bass note moves from g to eb and the melody note centers around g, linking 

the Eb to C/G as common tone. The keyboard bass line and the vocal melody then suddenly suggests 

another chord, Cm, as the vocal melody enters before proceeding to sets of notes suggesting Cm7, F/C, 

Ab/C, Cm, F/C and C. This sequence of notes is then quickly repeated but with a variation that causes 

the melodies to end in Db instead of C.  

 

Figure 1-1: Human Racing cover 
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Just as easily as these previous sentences brought me from discussing how carefree and playful this rec-

ord immediately sounds, to listing up certain harmonic technicalities, the music too wanders off quickly, 

almost unnoticeably, from having one tonal center to another, to being harmonic ambiguous, from being 

simple to being complex on several different levels. It is in fact hard for someone interested in music the-

ory to write passionately about Kershaw’s music without becoming technical.  

 

As I have already stated, you would not be disappointed if you put the Human Racing album on and ex-

pected unchallenging, carefree pop music, as the sound is certainly polished and the tunes are catchy, 

but there is more to it. Digging deeper into the details of the music you will find advanced harmonic 

changes put together in complex contrapuntal arrangements with instrumental brilliance. Kershaw’s mu-

sic is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. This paradox has fascinated me from the first time I heard Kershaw’s 

music. Kershaw’s ambiguous identity contains both the triviality of being an 80’s synth pop poster boy, 

the virtuosity1 of a skilled instrumentalist and composer/arranger, and the image of the shy boy next 

door. With this thesis I seek out to elucidate some of what goes on harmonically in a small collection of 

Kershaw songs2, and how that effects the experience of the music. My readings of the songs in this the-

sis coincide with the term close readings3, as I dig deep into the musical matter for structure and formal 

details, and then use these findings to say something hopefully purposeful about the songs’ meanings. 

Structure 
The thesis consists of six chapters starting with this introduction chapter where I will provide some back-

ground for the thesis, a brief description of the different chapters, and present some thoughts on why I 

have chosen these specific songs, how the analyses are restricted, how they relate to the popular music 

research of today, and how they may be relevant in ongoing discourses within the field. In chapter two I 

will go through central literature and some central questions relevant to my work with this thesis, and 

discus some central questions of methodology, like why we should be concerned with musical analysis. I 

will also investigate some of the theories I will be focusing on in my analysis. Chapter three through five 

consist of analyses of the songs “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me”, “Bogart” and “One Step Ahead”. 

In Chapter six, I will present a conclusion of what I have found in the analyses. 

 

1 Hawkins addresses virtuosity in The British Pop Dandy and links it to mastery of complex arrangements and more, in addi-

tion to instrumental virtuosity. (2009, ss. 178-182) 
2 I use the term “song” rather than “work”, “piece” or other in line with Allan F. Moore’s thoughts in Song Means: (2016, s. 

3) 
3 Lori Burns provides a thorough explanation of the term “close reading” in the essay “Close Readings” of popular song: Inter-

sections among Sociocultural, Musical, and Lyrical Meanings (2002) 
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About the choice of songs 
Nik Kershaw’s music fascinates me, and especially his harmonies, and therefore I wanted to write my 

thesis on Nik Kershaw’s music. One specific detail that has drawn me to his music more than anything 

else, is passages of fluctuating tonality, where the harmonic foundation changes quickly and in giant 

steps in terms of tonal relation between shifting keys and chords. These harmonically disjointed parts 

are bound together melodically by common tones, rather than harmonically by being close to one an-

other on the circle of fifths. The phenomenon is closely tied to what is called chromatic transformations4. 

I wanted to analyze songs where this phenomenon was present, and preferably in some forms that in-

spired to look at it in various ways. The three songs I have chosen all met this term and seems suffi-

ciently interesting regarding other harmonic aspects as well.  

 

“I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” is an atypical Kershaw song, in that it seems to be even more 

bright and playful than most of his other songs. In the analysis of the song, I will look closer at what, ex-

actly, makes the song seem so bright. In doing so, three passages will be given extra close attention: the 

I-V-vi-IV progression in the chorus, the two chords in the pre-chorus, and the modulation from the intro 

and first chorus back to the verses. In the analysis of “Bogart” the relation between lyrics and harmony is 

central to my reading of the song. Special attention is given to a modulation in the verse, and to the 

voice-leading of the bass and vocals in the chorus. “One Step Ahead” is the only one of the three songs 

that is not from the Human Racing album. In the analysis of this 1989 track I will be looking closer at 

how one chord is utilized in several different ways, and at the modulation in the chorus.  

 

All three analyses in this thesis are harmonic analyses. What I set out to elucidate, is the harmony. By 

“harmony” I am referring to anything that has to do with harmony. This covers the structure of single 

chords, different chord changes, harmonic ambivalence resulting in short shifts of tonality, traditionally 

referred to as tonicization, centricity, key, functional harmony, modality and general tonality. These are 

terms that are all somewhat problematic to define and distinguish from one another, and I will do my 

best to use them consequently throughout the thesis, but I will occasionally fail to do so. As the focus on 

popular music tonality’s distinctiveness has increased over the last decades in the wake of popular musi-

cological focus, the definitions of these terms are questioned, and their meanings are slowly, but surely 

 

4 Chromatic transformations refer to chords transforming into other chords in accordance to the principles of Neo Riemannian 

Operations. See section 2.5: Neo Riemannian Theory 
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being reassembled5. The usage of some of these terms will sometimes be very close to one another 

with only the slightest of nuance in meaning, and I will try to use them as precisely as possible.  

 

The analyses will sometimes address other aspects of the music than harmony, such as lyrics, vocal tim-

bre, rhythm, instrumentation, studio work and so on. The focus is, however, always on harmony. Melody 

is inextricably tied to harmony in my approach, and the two must be seen in close relation through the 

most part of the analysis.  

Aims and focus 
Pop music harmony was under debate and target for media’s attention at the beginning of this year as 

Ole-Martin Ihle in an essay in VG6 proclaimed that pop music used to be better, and that he could prove 

it.7 This led to a debate between some of Norway’s most influential music critics8 over whether his 

claims held water or not, which in turn put the spotlight on an current musicological discourse: The dis-

tinctiveness9 of popular music harmony and its evolution. This thesis will place itself right at the core of 

the ongoing work and central task of popular musicology to establish precise and unique tools, terms 

and analytical methods, better suited to understand and explain popular music harmony than what we 

have had before. In doing close readings of the songs have chosen, with attention on harmony, I hope 

to be able to elucidate the following issues:  

• Unconventional10 use of single chords in a series of chords. 

• Unconventional use of chord sequences within a larger part of the song. 

• Unconventional harmonic events other than single chords and chord sequences.11 

• Conventional harmonic events other than single chords and chord sequences, that in an uncon-

ventional musical context seems significant. 

 

5  This is a task Philip Tagg, perhaps more than anyone, has taken on. See for instance his discussions on this in Everyday 
Tonality II (2018), Troubles With Tonal Terminology (2013) or this educational video with the catchy title Troubles with To-
nal Terminology - 1: What (the hell) is "tonality"? (Tagg P. , Troubles with Tonal Terminology - 1: What (the hell) is 

"tonality"?, 2015) 
6  The article I am referring to is Musikken var bedre før – og jeg kan bevise det (2020)  
7 The proofs were built upon two main points; that chord changes in pop songs are becoming increasingly similar, and that 

the song writing is becoming increasingly professionalised.  
8 See for instance Nei, musikken var ikke mye bedre før (Stuen, 2020), Ja, popmusikken VAR bedre før (Rolness, 2020) and 

Musikken var ikke bedre før (Rakvaag, 2020) 
9 Moore writes about the importance of understanding that popular music does not follow the rules of western classical mu-

sic, and that it must be understood as something more than just being its opposite. (2016, ss. 69-71) 
10By using the term «unconventional”, it might sound as if I am suggesting that there are some conventions or rules that pop 

music is supposed to follow, and that songwriters are conscious of and dictated by when writing music. This is not the case. I 

simply mean to suggest that some chords are used more often than others, in some settings.  
11 Some examples of this are shifts between modes, modal interchanges, non-chord and non-scale tones, points of harmonic 

distinction contradicted or downplayed by metric placement, or harmonic functions that changes because of metric emphasis. 
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• Unconventional modulations and shorter periods of key shifts, driven by for instance chromatic 

transformations.12 

• Passages of harmonic ambiguity. 

• Harmonic movements that both upholds functional harmony principles, and movements that con-

tradicts them 

These findings will in turn lead to the following questions:  

• What significance do these findings have in the overall experience and understanding of the 

songs? 

• In what way and to what degree are neo-Riemannian theory (NRT), set theory, transformational 

theory, a focus on music’s geometry, jazz theory, and other perspectives useful and relevant 

tools to enlighten these findings? 

• In what way is the lack of functional harmony strength13 of importance to our experience of the 

music? 

These questions will be discussed further, and to some extent answered, in the concluding paragraphs 

of each individual analysis chapter, and in chapter six, where a general conclusion of the thesis is pre-

sented.  

 

In this thesis, I am concerned with ambiguity. I use the term harmonic “ambiguity” rather than harmonic 

“ambivalence”, as “ambivalence” would suggest that harmonic developments deviates from a chosen 

course, rather than there simply being several possible ways of reading them. This thesis provides a de-

tailed look at ambiguous harmony, within the frames of popular musicology, in which it is my opinion 

that harmony has been somewhat neglected. 

 

12 By such shorter periods of key shift, I mean what is in traditional harmonic analysis referred to as tonicization.  
13 By functional harmony strength I refer to the traditional use of the term where it is tied to harmonic continuation working 

through tensions being resolved. I use the term here without any normative connotations. A strong cadence, like the perfect 

authentic cadence for instance, is not better than the weak plagal cadence in the context of popular music, and this is unfor-

tunately an important point to make. Unfortunately, because it should be self-evident and unnecessary to point out, and im-

portant because so many people whose concern is with popular music, but whose training is classical -and that is in fact all of 

us as Hawkins points out in Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 1)- make this mistake, and it is where the argumentation of the 

already mentioned musical critic Ole-Martin Ihle crumbles (Musikken var bedre før – og jeg kan bevise det, 2020). In informal 

conversations with other students of musicology too, the notion of functional harmony being better than non-functional har-

mony, even within the context of popular music, continues to surface, even in 2020. Strong cadences are not better than 

weak cadences, but they are different. This difference is a key point in my analysis of Kershaw’s music, and I believe it plays a 

vital role in our perception and experience of his music.  
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Scope and disclaimer 
This thesis is concerned with the harmony of three Nik Kershaw songs. The analyses should not be con-

sidered complete analyses of the songs as that would exceed the limits of this thesis. Lyrics, music vid-

eos, vocal timbre, style, studio work, and other factors are only briefly touched upon. The thesis is nei-

ther an analysis of Kershaw as an artist, nor does it in length discuss other songs than the three songs it 

sets out to explore. Examples from other songs are mentioned, but only to elucidate issues concerning 

the songs I have chosen. I would have loved to extend the thesis to include analyses of more songs by 

Kershaw, like “Human Racing”, “Wouldn’t it be Good”, ”Dancing Girls” or “The Riddle” but there simply is 

no room for that as the analyses in this thesis are thorough and therefore also lengthy. More focus on 

studio work and 80s aesthetics is something I would have hoped to dig deeper into in this thesis, but 

time and space does not allow14. Neither does this thesis explore or explain pop harmony in songs by 

other artist, which would also be a natural way to expand the focus, but there simply is not enough 

pages nor time to do so. I find comfort in knowing Philip Tagg’s writing several hundred pages on one 

single piece of music lasting for fifty seconds, yet still feeling he had not looked at the piece sufficiently 

from every possible angle.15 

 

In the analyses some figures are complex, and I have devoted page space generously to both figures 

and discussions concerning some of the figures. Especially the written music examples are devoted quite 

a bit of space, and here it might be in order to clarify my thoughts on what role these and the other fig-

ures, play in the analysis: All figures and scores are my own. I have chosen to write as close to full 

scores in most of the written music examples as possible. This is because I refer to what goes on in sev-

eral instruments back and forth and having all the parts accessible seems convenient. The amount of 

work put into the written music figures justifies the space and attention they are given, and all figures, 

including the written music examples, should be read as being part of my interpretation of the songs.16 

They are not objective representations of the music, neither are they the subject of discussion – that is, 

the sounding music – they are only graphic representations that might be of help to better follow my 

reasoning in the analyses. Due to the many and large figures the total page number of the thesis will ex-

ceed 100 pages, but the total number of characters without spaces is kept well within the frames. 

 

I have reused and adjusted some ideas, full sentences and even larger parts of paragraphs from my ear-

lier work, linked to courses I have attended at IMV at University of Oslo in 2018 and 2019. These are 

either found in my term papers for the courses MUS4605-1 18H Research Seminar in Popular Music, 

 

14 This is of course a reference to a line in the “Bogart” lyrics: “If time and space allows”  
15 Tagg, Kojak : 50 seconds of television music : towards the analysis of affect in popular music (1979) 
16 This is in line with Ford’s reflections in Style as Analysis (2019) 
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or MUS4216 19V Metodologisk emne: Historie og analyse. I have also reused and adjusted some 

thoughts from an application for a position as PhD Research Fellow at the University of Agder in Febru-

ary 2020. These texts are not listed in the Bibliography of this thesis as they are not published material, 

but they are all my own original work, and are used within the first three chapters of this thesis.  

  

https://uio.instructure.com/courses/18707


 

 

 

8 Theory and Method 

Chapter 2: Theory and Method  

Popular Musicology 
Popular Musicology came about as a term in the mid 90’s17 when musicology still had not fully em-

braced popular music as a field of interest. The study of popular music was by then, however, occupied 

as part of sociological studies, where they neglected to address the music from any perspective concern-

ing music theory. Popular musicology set out to create a platform for the study of popular music 

grounded on music theory, as Derek Scott explains in The Ashgate Research Companion for Popular 

Musicology: 

 

Popular musicology addresses this neglect and embraces the field of musicological study that engages 

with popular forms of music, especially music associated with commerce, entertainment and leisure activi-

ties. It is distinct from ‘popular music studies’ in that its primary concern is with criticism and analysis of 

the music itself, although it does not ignore social and cultural context18 

 

There is an overlap between popular musicology and popular music studies. Although the problematics 

around “the music itself” is the focus point in popular musicology, as Scott states, it is impossible to ad-

dress its meaning without addressing social context. In my opinion where the two differ, lies in popular 

musicology’s focus on aesthetic meaning and not just contextual meaning. The term ‘popular musicol-

ogy’ has been problematized by for instance Allan F. Moore, who calls it potentially misleading,19 but 

acknowledges the need for an investigative methodology. 

Looking for meaning 
“SEX is as good a word as any with which to start this book”. This is the opening of the preface in Philip 

Tagg’s book Music’s Meanings, leading up to a discussion on how our notions of music are “character-

ized by the epistemic dissociation of public from private”, and how we are unable to link the two poles. 20  

Looking at the titles and opening lines from some of the leading works in Popular musicology over the 

last thirty years, it becomes evident that the primary focus within the discourse can be summed up in a 

few essential questions. Some are by now achieving consensus to some degree, and some are still 

heavily debated. One has been concerned with figuring out just what it is that we are studying. Titles 

 

17 Scott traces the term back to Stan Hawkins’ article Perspectives in Popular Musicology: Music, Lennox and Meaning in 
1990s Pop (1996) 
18 Scott, The Ashgate Research Companion to Popular Musicology (2009, s. 2) 
19 Moore, Analyzing Popular Music (2008, s. 2) 
20 Tagg, Music’s Meanings (2013, s. 1) 
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such as Settling the Pop Score21 and the chapter title Locating the Popular Music Text22 makes it evident 

that even this basic question has been subject to investigation, and rightfully so. Allan F. Moore ques-

tions whether text is even the right term for the object of attention,23 and Richard Middleton starts off his 

opening chapter in Studying Popular Music simply by asking “What is Popular music?”24 Even what the 

most central terms in music theory, used for centuries, means is questioned and debated, for instance in 

Troubles with Tonal Terminology 25.  

 

Determining where to look for what it is that we are looking for and moreover how to name it, are some 

quite fundamental questions to have sorted out. One thing most scholars from the entire specter of dis-

courses engaged with popular music research seems to agree on, is that anyone writing about popular 

music would do good to dissociate from the notion of the written music or the score as being the pri-

mary text. In his contribution toThe Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis, Christopher Doll 

addresses the musical work and what that is in pop music, as well as how and why this differs from ap-

proaches to classical music.26 Phil Ford also reminds us that the act of transcribing is interpretive, and a 

part of the analytical act, and it must not be mistaken for the primary text: “The musical score becomes 

realer than the music you hear; the map becomes the territory”27 In most cases when analysing popular 

music, addressing the primary source directly, means listening to the music. Bearing in mind the order of 

events, and how all search for meaning is interpretational, is paramount when writing about pop music. 

As Allan F Moore puts it: “To analyse a popular song is, of its very nature, to offer an interpretation of it. 

Such determination, such making, is an after-the-event operation.”28 Looking at the score as synony-

mous with the music comes from the tradition of theorizing eighteenth century western classical music, 

and the coupling is incompatible with analyzing popular music. In Settling the Pop Score, Stan Hawkins 

points at the disparity of musical training and musical practice and how our schooling in classical music 

is not necessarily fit to understand popular music.29  “Notational Centricity”, the “reification of the compo-

sition” and the search for the popular music text is also the subject of interest in Middleton’s introduction 

chapter in Reading Pop30 whereas Philip Tagg identifies how popular music, unlike art-music, is stored 

 

21 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002) 
22 This is the title of Richard Middleton’s introduction chapter to his book Reading Pop (2000) 
23 Moore, Song Means: (2006, s. 56) 
24 Middleton, Reading Pop (2002, s. 3) 
25 Tagg, Troubles with Tonal Terminology (2013) In this essay, Tagg points at conflicting use of several central terms, which 

he also debates further in Everyday Tonality II (2018) 
26 Doll, Some Practical Issues in the Aesthetic Analysis of Popular Music (2019).  
27 Ford, Style as Analysis (2019, s. 16) See also Moore’s discussion on what is to be seen as the primary text in Rock: The 
Primary Text (2007, ss. 16-17) and on notation, from the same book: (2007, ss. 34-35) 
28 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 5) 
29 Hawkins ascribes the term “notational Centricity” to Phillip Tagg in Settling the Pop Score (2002) 
30 Middleton, Reading Pop (2000) 
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and distributed in non-written form, 31 and how “important parameters of musical expression [are] diffi-

cult or impossible to encode in traditional notation”. 32  

 

When looking for the core of popular music excludes written music, where does one turn one’s atten-

tion? When Popular music first started receiving attention from researchers, it was not from musicolo-

gists. Linguists, philosophers and sociologists beat them too it.33 From a musicological point of view this 

resulted in a focal point too much on the context rather than the text.34 The Non-musos “tended to steer 

clear of the MUSIC in POPULAR MUSIC” as Tagg puts it.35 The idea to look for musical meaning any-

where else than within the music “itself” managed to awake Heinrich Schenker’s annoyance as early as 

about a hundred years ago. In the opening chapter of Kontrapunkt 1, he argues vividly for music’s value 

in its own right, and that tones meaning nothing but themselves.36 Leo Treitler on the other hand denies 

what he sees as a constructed distinction between the music “itself” and the extramusical as aiming to 

protect certain autonomous musical works:  

The duality of the musical and the extramusical was a creature of the project of redefining music under-

taken around 1800 by those whose aim was to elevate the status of music that independent of language, 

mimesis, and functions related to the institutions of church and state authority.37 

However intertwined with time, place, cultural settings and its audience music is38, it is now considered 

legitimate to include the sounding music39 in what researchers from any field defines as popular music, 

which include all aspects of the music, textual and contextual.40 Furthermore, we can do so without cre-

ating an unnatural disunion between the two41, and even use music theory’s own language when ad-

dressing sounding music. 42  

 

31 Tagg, Analysing Popular Music (2000, s. 75) 
32 Tagg, Analysing Popular Music: Theory, Method and Practice (1982, s. 41)  
33 Phil Ford offers some hysterically funny comments on both how musicology was “late to the party” of doing research on 

popular music, and what bringing analysis to the table meant to the discourse in Style as Analysis (2019, s. 15) 
34 Popular musicology on the other hand was by far and large considered by culture studies scholars to be more concerned 

with how the music was written, and less with how it was experienced, and with that missing any ability to address meaning. 

Lori Burns gives a suitable presentation of some of the critique popular musicology has received from other fields of popular 

music studies in "Close Readings" of Popular Song: Intersections among Sociocultural, Musical, and Lyrical Meanings (Burns, 

2002)  
35 Tagg, Music’s Meaning (2013, s. 5) The term “non-muso” is not the subject in the original quote, but it is a term Tagg 

continuously uses, and it is them the quote refers to. The Bold letters are a part of the original quote.  
36 Schenker, Kontrapunkt 1 (1991) 
37 Treitler, Language and the Interpretation of Music (1997, s. 43) 
38 David Bracket stresses the importance of the audience when defining genre. Bracket, Categorizing Sound (2016) and 

Moore also discusses the importance listeners understanding of a shared and understood sign system for music to be mean-

ingful. Moore, Rock: The Primary Text (2007, s. 182) 
39 Sounding music refers to both recorded music and live performances.  
40 Although Moore finds it timely to address the challenges related to convincing other fields concerned with popular music 

studies of the value of analysis. Moore, Analyzing Popular Music (2008, s. 7)  
41 Robert Walser claims that the dichotomy between culture and structure was never defensible. Ten Apothegms and Four 
Instances (2008, s. 25) 
42 See footnote 33 
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Once the text has been settled, several ensuing problems arise, such as what to discuss, how to discuss 

it, what to hopefully find, and how to continue writing about music?43 What to discuss might for instance 

refer to what Middleton calls different “pertinent units” or “pertinent patterns” such as notes, phrases or 

scales. 44 How to discuss it refers to different methods45. Regarding what one might hope to find, Moore 

reminds us to lift our structural findings up to a level where meaning can be addressed.46 He elaborates 

that analyses traditionally have been concerned with form: 

[T]he ‘analysis of music’ is often taken […] to be synonymous with the ‘structural analysis of music’, that 

is with the ascertaining of the musical relationships that obtain between different parts of a musical ob-

ject. […] It is a self-sufficient enterprise and it succeeds to the extent that it demonstrates those relation-

ships. Although that may be all very well for the music of the concert tradition (I don’t believe it is, but 

that is a separate argument), it is not adequate to the discussion of popular song[.]47 

Such a structural form of analysis seems custom-made for music written within a certain style and era, 

where the value and meaning of the analysis is reduced to simply pointing out how the music fits the 

predefined form. Richard Middleton discusses problems with “formalist modes of analysis, which tend to 

reduce meaning to effects of structure, ignoring emotional and corporeal aspects.”48 Thus, we are faced 

with two good reasons not to apply analytical models from a classical concert tradition onto pop-music: 

1: Such analysis is self-sufficient with the “solution” in that the form of the musical style is already em-

bedded in the musical work, diminishing the point of the analysis to simply point out that correlation. 

When discussing music that one finds meaningful, one should hope to achieve more than that. In Set-

tling the Pop Score, Hawkins points to memories, experiences and musical reflections as what makes 

music meaningful, based on individual listening patterns, emotions and cognitive responses, something 

no conventional analysis can fully explain49. The task of interpreting musical codes can, however, “dis-

close a world of disparate identities within a context [one is] able to relate to personally”.50 2: The form 

is not relevant to popular music as the criteria of such analytical forms, are seldomly fulfilled in pop mu-

sic. Richard Middleton looks at the similarities between the harmonic structures of certain pop songs and 

 

43 These questions will be discussed in the following paragraphs as well as in the method chapter where I strike a blow for 

analysis as method.   
44 Richard Middleton borrows these terms from structural linguistics. Middleton, Studying Popular Music (2002, s. 177) 
45 Method, analysis, hermeneutics and close readings will be given further attention in following paragraphs and in the 

method chapter.  
46Moore, Song Means: (2016) 
47 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 3) 
48 Middleton, Introduction: Locating the Popular Music Text (2000, s. 4) 
49 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002) 
50 (2002, s. 33) 
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examples from art music,51 but all in all, pop music differs severely from the norms of western tonality 

dictated by canonised works. 52  

 

So far in this chapter, my preoccupation has been to account for several problems that are central in 

popular musicology and how they have been addressed by some of the leading popular musicologists. 

But even all these questions set aside, the question of how to write about whatever one is addressing 

remains. I have already touched upon how readings of art music quickly become a formalistic exercise 

lacking any search for meaning, but it may certainly be the opposite way around as well. Roland Barthes’ 

RASCH53 and Theodor Adorno’s Vakre steder54 are two examples of writings on classical music where 

the authors seek to elucidate meaning from respectively Schumann’s Kreisleriana and in Adorno’s essay; 

a wide series of examples, but with focus on Beethoven’s music. Barthes writes passionately about the 

bodily experience of listening to the music and how he hears “no notes, no theme, see[s] no pattern, no 

grammar, no meaning”. “What I hear” he continues, “are beats: I hear what is beating in the body, or ra-

ther: This body that beats.” Where Barthes invites the reader to hear a certain peace a certain way, 

Adorno presents a series of imperatives and normative judgements on how to listen to what kind of mu-

sic55, before he continues, by stating his love and passion for Beethoven’s music and its explosions, the 

comforting, and the threatening. Both Adorno and Barthes write about musical experience, and they 

both do so using vivid and colourful language, filled with metaphors. Writing about musical experience 

rather than looking for music’s inherent meaning56 hidden within its atoms is in many ways just a change 

of focus on where to look for music’s meaning. How far away from the song/work/text one can go in 

 

51 Middleton, Studying Popular Music (2002, ss. 118-119) Other examples of this, are also given in this thesis’ chapter on “I 

Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me”. 
52 See for instance Moore’s chapter on Form, in Song Means: where he looks at how harmony as well as other musical pa-

rameters both differs and correlates in pop music and art music, and how pop music should be read as more than just a devi-

ance from the other. Moore, Song Means: (2016), or Philip Tagg’s Everyday Tonality II which, too, argues for reading pop by 

its own norms, sometimes conceding, sometimes contradicting the norms of western art music. Tagg, Everyday Tonality II 
(2018) 
53 Barthes, RASCH (1994) 
54 Adorno, Vakre steder (2003) (Norwegian Translation) 
55 The music not to listen to of course being popular music, and how to listen to music is to enjoy the totality of the music, 

and not to be preoccupied with details, as such an atomistic listening will prevent any capability of spiritual listening. Follow-

ing this argument, leaves any analytical approach to music pointless. 
56 Looking for meaning as inextricably tied to the musical work is problematic in several ways. Treitler points out that this 

leads to a favouritism of style typical works in the writing of music history, making individual “creation” and general “Evolution” 

antonyms. Treitler, What Kind of Story is History? (1984) Hawkins too, addresses the problems of presumptions of music. 

speaking for itself: Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 1). Middleton states that the possibility of different aural read-

ings far too often is ignored. Middleton, Reading Pop (2003, s. 4)    
56 Treitler points out that aesthetic autonomy and historical continuity pulls the historian in different directions, that are hard 

to reconcile. He suggests the following solution to this problem: Music history should “show the place of individual works in 

history by revealing the history contained within the works themselves[.]”56 by “reading the historical nature of works from 

their internal constitution.” Treitler, What Kind of Story is History? (1984) In other words, the historian should let the aesthet-

ics of the musical work speak for itself, and in that way elucidate the era in which it was written. 
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one’s search for meaning, and how loosely tied to the musical atoms, has been a crucial matter on the 

agenda of musicology for a long time. In New Musicology writers such as Susan McClary goes far off the 

beaten track when elucidating social structures, feminine perspectives, and sexuality through the works 

of canonised classical composers. 57 McClary has been critiqued by others – Treitler among them – for 

putting too much of her own agenda into the history, and by that overshadowing the musical work in 

question. 58  

 

Writing passionately about the musical experience, but also securing it in findings among the smallest 

pieces of musical entities might be the way to go, and in doing so, allowing oneself to rely on adjectives 

when necessary and daring to take on the role as a critic, so one does not get lost in one’s own analysis 

as Phil Ford warns against.59  

 

  

 

57 McClary, Feminine Endings (2002) and McClary, The Impromptu That Trod on a Loaf: Or How Music Tells Stories (1997) 
58 Treitler, The Historiography of Music: Issues of Past and Present (1999) 
59 Ford, Style as Analysis (Ford, 2019)  
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Hermeneutics  
Writing in 2020, popular musicologists have by now come a long way in proposing adequate solutions 

on how to write about popular music hermeneutically, and some sense of consensus is starting to form. 

One central issue has to do with where to look for meaning. The idea of looking for meaning as some-

thing strictly belonging to, and communicated by the musical text, is by now abandoned. Lawrence Kra-

mer states that “Interpretation is neither a recovery of past meaning nor an imposition of present mean-

ing.”60 He continues: “Interpretation is neither the uncovering of a hidden meaning nor the enunciation of 

a fixed one. It neither decodes nor deciphers. It demonstrates” Quite contradictory to Schenker’s idea of 

notes meaning nothing but themselves61 then, it might seem that for Kramer, notes mean nothing at all, 

until interpreted, and that this interpretation in turn articulates no definite meaning. “We can only specify 

a range of possibilities as to what [songs] might be about[…]”62 Moore argues, implying, too, that the 

meaning we find in music is neither absolute, nor the only possible meaning to found. 

 

Writing about pop music’s meaning then, is for many musicologists a hermeneutic enterprise, where the 

fusion of the listener’s and the music’s horizon is neither fully objective nor subjective. Hawkins insists 

that “any theorization of textual meaning hardly seems feasible without some form of aesthetic evalua-

tion, a task located in the spaces between the subject (musicologist) and object (musical example).” 63 

It is only in this space one can hope to – and must dare to – search for meaning. What we hear, how we 

organize it semantically, and how that matches what we “know” is not where one should look for mean-

ing. “When we interpret hermeneutically, we can neither stick to the facts nor adhere to fixed assump-

tions.” 64 Kramer states. These are the tools we use to describe and back up the meaning we experience 

when we listen to music, and saying something remotely relevant about that means combining these 

tools with allowing oneself to take that experience and the emotions it generate seriously, and that again 

means letting creativity in on the process. The problem is portioning that creativity out in right amounts 

once meaning emerges, so one does not lose sight of the musical text. “[H]ow far can a broader per-

spective of musicology be taken before it becomes lost in its sense of purpose?” 65 asks Hawkins, while 

Allan F. Moore claims that “for some listeners, it seems that a song means whatever they want it to 

mean” 66, reminding anyone writing about music to keep one’s findings relevant to the musical text. 

 

 

60 Kramer, Interpreting Music (2011, s. 7) 
61 See Schenker, Kontrapunkt 1 (1991) 
62 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 6)  
63 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 24) 
64 Kramer, Interpreting Music (2011, s. 2) 
65 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 25) 
66 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 6) 
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Musical meaning should also be recognisable and potentially relevant to other listeners. In Rock: The Pri-

mary Text, Moore uses musical affordance to describe what music might mean to listeners: “A prior task 

must be to determine the possible interpretations that a song or a piece of music affords - what it is 

possible for a listener to make of it; and that will require a detailed investigation of the sound-constructs 

themselves.” 67 Not only musical understanding, but also experience of music will vary between different 

listeners and “in order to discuss how a musical experience was, we need to communicate its changing 

effect on us, and we therefore need to be able to identify parts of pieces precisely in order to do this.” 68 

If our different potential experiences, perceptions and understandings are important, they must not only 

be recognizable but also addressed. In Hawkins words: “The possible way of looking at things has to be 

communicable, has to have its premises made explicit if it is not to reside in some hermetic space acces-

sible only to the appropriator.”69  

 

Musicology is not a natural science, hence its relevance is not to point out cause and effect in music. 

The part of musicology that engages in the search for meaning deals with matters of the human mind. 

Music means something.70 That meaning is determined by our perspective when we listen to music, as 

“a perspectiveless perspective is impossible.”71 A part of that meaning will be the aesthetic meaning the 

music holds in our appreciation of it.  

 

Analysis and Close Readings 
Why should popular musicology concern itself with analysis? Sociologists might believe that they done 

just fine without it; that is before musicologists turned their interest to popular music. The question has 

been debated for several decades. In the essay How we got Into Analysis, and how to get out72 Joseph 

Kerman quotes from his earlier essay: “Analysis seems too occupied with its own inner techniques [and] 

too fascinated by its own “logic”’”73 He continues that “the true milieu of analysis is not science but ide-

ology”. By it being an ideology, he means that we go too far in adapting ways of addressing music that 

claims to be objective, when it is nothing of the sort, and that musicologists do this without questioning 

why we use the analytical models we do, and what we hope to find, using them. Kerman´s essay was 

responded to by Kofi Agawu more than two decades later, in his essay How We Got out of Analysis and 

 

67 Moore, Rock: The Primary Text (2007, s. 25) 
68 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 5) 
69 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 10)my emphases 
70 Moore claims that “[t]o Analyse songs without addressing the issue of meaning is, quite simple, to evade the issue.” 

Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 3) 
71 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 330) 
72 Kerman, How We Got into Analysis and How to Get out (1980) 
73 (1980, s. 312) 
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How to Get Back in Again74 where he argues for making analysis fashionable again as analysis is at the 

very core of what musicology is about.  

 

What do musicologists hope to find when doing analysis of songs? This question is easier to answer if 

what one cannot hope to find when engaged in analysis is distinctly recognised first. What analysis does 

not do, is to uncover meaning. Meaning must be addressed, and analysis is the tool musicologists has at 

hand.75 Analysis does not reveal meaning directly, but by turning all stones, and looking closely at differ-

ent musical bits and pieces, the analysist can gather enough information to point out what goes on in 

the music, in “the intramusical structures of […] the ‘primary’ level of signification”.76 The formalistic in-

terest in details, the syntactic process of understanding how these details may be understood together, 

and the semantics of looking at what musical story they tell, however, is relevant when addressing the 

meaning of songs, as these are the best tools there are to describe why any music sounds the way it 

does, which is hardly ever a result of arbitrary choices.77 For this reason, musicologists should continue 

to analyse pop music, and the analysists should dare to dig deep into the smallest details78, but remem-

bering to look up from the details and find a wider viewpoint when searching for meaning. What analysis 

does, is that it maps, “and like a map, it reduces and abstracts in order to show particular relationships 

more clearly.” 79 

 

Throughout this thesis I have used the term ‘analysis’ as more or less synonymous with ‘close reading’, 

as it is described by Lori Burns as being a formalist approach, where “the musical relations of pitch and 

rhythmic structure, with a special focus on the formal organization of the song and its harmonic and 

voice-leading progressions[.]”80 yet with a post-structuralist orientation. Burns expounds on what she 

means with this, in that no absolute or fixed meaning is asserted and in that one must be “sensitive to 

the context of specific musical events within a structure”.  

 

Which brings me to my central quest: is the harmonic analysis of pop songs important? Middleton wrote 

some twenty years ago that “[t]raditionally, musicology is good with pitch structures and harmony, much 

 

74 Agawu, How We Got out of Analysis and How to Get Back in Again (Agawu, 2004) 
75 In Analyzing Popular Music, Moore explains how analyses do not justify themselves, but must be put at the service of an-

swering some larger questions. (2008, s. 9) 
76 Middleton, Reading Pop (2003, s. 104) 
77 Moore makes this point in Song Means: (2016) 
78 Lori Burns argues for more systematic discussion of the musical elements in analyses that describe musical events in ade-

quate details, so the reader of the analysis can hear what the author hears. Burns. "Close Readings" of Popular Song: Inter-
sections among Sociocultural, Musical, and Lyrical Meanings (2002, s. 45) 
79 Walser, Popular Music Analysis: Ten Apothegms and Four Instances (2008, s. 25) 
80 Burns, "Close Readings" of Popular Song: Intersections among Sociocultural, Musical, and Lyrical Meanings (2002, s. 32) 
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less good with rhythm [and] poor with timbre[.]”81 This was probably true and an important point to 

make then, but looking at what popular musicology has been concerned with for the last 20 years, it 

seems the tables have turned.82 I do not mean that harmony, pitch and structure has been completely 

neglected in analyses of popular music for the last twenty years83, but audiovisuality, timbre and rhythm 

have unquestionably found their place in popular music analysis. The pendulum has swung far. So much 

so, that I would argue that popular musicology is now more geared to rhythm and timbre than pitch 

structures and harmony. That is, popular musicology is proficient with traditional harmony, as this is after 

all what our musical training was founded upon84, but we are still far from a deep understanding of how 

popular music harmony differs from the norms of traditional harmony.85 The way to go about it to estab-

lish such an understanding, and for it to be widely accepted, is for popular musicologists to produce 

more close readings with focus on harmony and pitch structures, and, when doing so, adapting new ap-

proaches whenever expedient. Sheila Whiteley writes about new approaches to popular music research 

in Who Are You? Research Strategies of the Unruly Feminine:  

For researchers, the need to engage with previous analytical strategies is balanced by the urge to origi-

nate ideas that evidence both scholarship and critical thinking. There is, then, a sense of looking back-

wards while moving forwards, of finding new interpretational strategies which challenge received mean-

ings[.] 86 

 

Undoubtedly, these are exiting times to be involved in popular music studies. Determining what tools 

and terms that efficiently can say something meaningful about popular music is an important task at 

hand, and in the following I will present my views on the subject and present brief presentations of the 

theoretical background for some of the methods I will be using in my analyses. Schenkerian analyses, 

conventional classical step analyses and sonata form analyses are all highly efficient tools to describe 

what they were meant to describe, but adapting them to work equally well on pop music is a tall order. 

Looking for the Urlinie in the verses of Antoni Carlos Jobim’s “One Note Samba”, reading the third chord 

 

81 Middleton, Reading Pop (2003, s. 4) 
82 See for instance the latest issue of Popular Music, where a total of nine articles address issues such as identity, ideology 

and style, rhythm and metre, hip hop culture and persona, studio production, black metal authenticity, political resistance in 

aboriginal country music and even apocalyptic environmentalism. Only one article even touches upon harmonic analysis in an 

article concerning five Joni Mitchell albums, where harmony is addressed along other musical elements such as rhythm, mel-

ody, lyrics and timbre. Cambridge Core. Popular Music, Volume 38 – Issue 3 (2019) 
83 There are many important writings by central scholars that deals with harmony first and foremost. See for instance: Haw-

kins, Prince´s Anna Stesia, (2003), Moore, Patterns of Harmony (1992), Everett, Making Sense of Rock’s Tonal Systems 

(2004) 
84 Hawkins starts off his introduction chapter in Settling the Pop Score discussing the disparity between our classical training 

and our interest in the contemporary. Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002) 
85 This is something that is generally discussed in the works of some of the most central scholars such as Middleton, Moore, 

Hawkins and Tagg, and others.  
86 Whiteley, Who Are You? Research Strategies of the Unruly Feminine (2009, ss. 219-220) 
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in the changes of Ray Charles’ “Hit the Road Jack” as a predominant augmented German sixth, and 

pointing out how it is continued incorrectly,87 or indignantly complaining about the many parallel fifths in 

AC/DC’s “Back in Black” misses the mark of what these songs have to say. In Moore’s words “[o]ne of 

the most pressing of contemporary tasks is the explication of criteria for the various musics we encoun-

ter, for we have still not escaped the academic hegemony of the European canon.”88  

 

In borrowing tools from the toolboxes, from for instance the European canon, I see no need to take over 

the whole toolbox just because I find one tool useful in describing one aspect of a song. Like any crafts-

man I pick from a selection of tools and choose the best tool for the job, rather than sticking to one fa-

vourite tool, no matter what the job at hand is and what tool it calls for. As a result, in this thesis I am 

building on a rather eclectic use of theories, terms and methods where I do not submit completely to the 

traditions connected to theories and adapt them in their complete form, but rather steal the bits and 

pieces I find useful, and only use them where I find them to be useful, in line with Lori Burns thoughts 

on “wholesale adaptations” of theories.89 

 

Neo Riemannian Theory 
At the turn of the 19th to the 20th century, classical music harmony was evolving, and functional harmony 

was losing its monopoly when chromatic transformations, especially by mediants in second and third de-

gree90 became fashionable. New analytical methods and theories followed in the wake of this, to better 

suit the new analytical needs, such as Riemannian Theory, and later also set theory when twelve tone 

music came about. In the late 1990s, music theorists91 interested in the same principles reintroduced 

some of his works in what they called Neo Riemannian Theory (NRT). Common tones and voice lead-

ings are central in NRT, and it is accurate in addressing the non-functional relations of chords bound to-

gether by common tones and chromatic transformations instead of functional harmony, which is exactly 

where the traditional tools begin to fall short, and also precisely where my interest in Kershaw’s music 

 

87 I am referring to how the predominant augmented German sixth is to continue to a 6
4
 -dominant which in turn resolves to 

the dominant, to avoid parallel fifths.  
88 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 4) 
89 Burns, "Close Readings" of Popular Song: Intersections among Sociocultural, Musical, and Lyrical Meanings (2002, s. 40) 
90 For more on this, see for instance Kopp, Chromatic Transformations in Nineteenth-Century (Kopp, 2002) 
91 For some of Riemann’s original work on general music theory see Riemann, Dictionary of Music (1908), for a general in-

troduction to the theory see for instance Cohn, Introduction to Neo-Riemannian Theory: A Survey and a Historical Perspective 

(1998) and Gollin & Rehding, The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories (2014), for an example of applica-

tion of the theory to popular music see Capuzzo, Neo-Riemannian Theory and the Analysis of Pop-Rock Music (2004), and 

for correlations with geometry and mathematics see for instance Propoff, Building generalized neo-Riemannian groups of mu-
sical transformations as extensions (2013) and Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended 
Common Practice (2011) 
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begins. NRT captures the music-theoretical imagination well, as the abstract for The Oxford Handbook of 

Neo-Riemannian Music Theories states. 92 The relations are furthermore explained without relating 

chords to a tonic, which is ideal when dealing with passages of ambiguous harmony. With the eclectic 

approach to theory and methods developed for other music than pop music I have already accounted 

for, I am not interested in the complete theory, but the tonnetz and the Neo Riemannian operations 

(NROs) are perfect tools for explaining these tonal relations.  

 

Neo Riemannian Operations 
Figure 2-1: NROs in the four categories.93  

 

NRT shows harmonic relations 

through Neo Riemannian operations 

(NROs). The NROs are divided into 

four categories. The first category – 

containing only one operation called 

identity – concerns triads with three 

common tones, meaning an operation 

where you transform any chord into it-

self. The second category of NROs concerns operations with two common tones, which are called Lead-

ing note operation (L), Parallel operation (P) and relative operation (R). All operations transforms a ma-

jor chord into a minor chord or vice versa. The names of the operations found in the third category of 

NROs are derived from the second category, adding a “prime” to the name. Here, the note that was ex-

changed in the second category, is the only one that is kept as the only common tone in the operation. 

The fourth category contains compound operations. This includes any combination of operations found 

in category two and three. Interestingly the relation between for example C and its dominant G is consid-

ered a more complex transformation ( R’P) than a C into C#m (P’), for example, which only has a dis-

tant harmonic relation to C as the relative of E, four steps away on the circle of fifths.  

 

The Tonnetz 

«Tonnetz» is a combination of two German words “ton” and “netz”, meaning a web or net of tones. It is a 

useful graphic tool for clarifying transformational relations between chords, without relating them to func-

tional relations. It shows single notes as points in circles, and major and minor triads as triangles. Other 

 

92 Gollin & Rehding, The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories (2014) 

93 Note that a major chord is marked with a + and a minor chord with a -. I will not be adopting this way of separating modes 

in the thesis, as the + and – symbols can easily be misunderstood as referring to augmented and diminished fifths in triads. I 

use traditional Chord symbols. 
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triads, such as the diminished or the augmented triad, can be seen in the tonnetz as lines stretching 

through three points moving diagonally in either two directions. The tonnetz is a handy graphic tool, and 

I will be referring to it throughout the analysis, to help clarify many of the harmonic twists and turns in 

Kershaw’s music. The tonnetz reveals many geometrical patterns that have different musical relevance.  

 

Figure 2-2: The Tonnetz94  

During the analysis I will also refer to the tonnetz as a 

graphic tool to show chords with more than 3 notes. 

There is another version of the tonnetz which shows 

chords with four notes in it in a different way, using hexa-

gons rather than triangles to show chords. However, I do 

think the very strength of the tonnetz, namely the clarity in the visualization, gets lost in that version, so 

what is won does not make up for what is lost. I will therefore only be using the triangle version of the 

tonnetz in this analysis.  

Jazz Theory 
Some passages in the three songs I analyse have melodic and/or harmonic movements that seem signif-

icant, but that cannot accurately be explained by traditional music theory terms. There is, however, a mu-

sical genre where rhythmic- and harmonic displacements, tritone substitutions, Tadd Dameron-turna-

rounds, ii-V-I progressions and modal interchanges are all common, and that is, of course jazz. Although 

Kershaw himself claims he was not particularly influenced by jazz until he started working on the 1989 

album the Works95, a lot of what goes on in his music is jazz, but that leads to the question “What is 

jazz?”, and in turn: “What is jazz theory?”, or is there even such a thing as jazz theory? There are two 

major challenges with answering this question: Firstly, the definition of “Jazz” I find come closest to being 

true, is “a kind of music in which improvisation is typically an important part”.96 Jazz has evolved far from 

its origins and in many different directions, and the improvisation element is all that binds them together. 

What I will be using from jazz theory has to do with jazz harmony and not improvisation, and again there 

is no such thing as a uniform jazz harmony. What I am referring to then, is typically the kind of harmony 

developed in the be-bop era, where ii-V-I progressions, tritone substitutions and the link between chords 

 

94 The circles represent notes, red triangles major chords, blue triangles minor chords. The NROs in category 2 will share a 

line so that L is a blue triangle with a red triangle to its right, P is shown with the red triangle to the left, and R is shown with 

a blue triangle on top of a red. 
95 See Nik Kershaw’s official website (The Works, u.d.) 

96 I borrowed this definition from National Museum of National Art, (What is Jazz?), accessed 17.02.20 
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and scales – chord scales – are central.97 I will not go into detail about the conventions of such har-

mony, as that would go beyond the scope of this chapter, but in short the tools I pick from jazz theory 

has to with chord changes and how melody and harmony affect each other. 

 

The second problem with turning to Jazz Theory is that I find it not very helpfully theoretical. It is inextri-

cably linked to practice and historically taught orally from musician to musician, although theorization of 

Jazz took a giant step in the 1950s with The Lydian chromatic concept of tonal organization for improvi-

sation by George Russel. 98 By now, there are of course several books on general Jazz theory available, 

and I use Jazzteori, The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony, Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble, and Modern 

Jazz Voicings – Arranging for Small and Medium Ensembles for general reference.99 However, I do not 

always find exactly what I am looking for in these books, and I will throughout the thesis refer to differ-

ent webpages dedicated to music theory for explanations to some of the concepts I refer to. Again, this 

has to do with how jazz theory has evolved directly from musician to musician, and from teacher to stu-

dent. Blogs and forums seem to be a preferred form for exchanging ideas and knowledge, and is often 

where I have found the best explanations, and is therefore also something I will refer to.  

 

Traditional music theory  
Most of the terms we use daily when discussing music theory are associated with 19th century art mu-

sic, or music older than that. Some of them I use without questioning like “note”, “subdominant”100 or 

“rhythm”, some of them I stay clear of as they are not directly relevant to my reasonings, like “Neapolitan 

subdominant” or “rondo form”, and some of them I steer clear of because they bear with them normative 

connotations I do not want to import in my reasonings like “parallel fifths”101 or “parallelism”. Other 

terms, however, mean something very specific and are also closely tied to 19th century classical har-

 

97 Tagg calls jazz theory in general surprisingly old fashioned and tied up with be-bop harmony. Tagg, Everyday Tonality 
(2018, s. 20) This suits me just fine, as it is mainly traces of be-bop harmony principles I am interested in elucidating in this 

thesis.  
98 Russel, The Lydian chromatic concept of tonal organization for improvisation : for all instruments (1959) 
99 Kruse, Jazzteori (1987), Mulholland & Hojnacki, The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony (2013), Lowell & Pulling, Arranging 
for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003), and Pease & Pulling, Modern Jazz Voicings -Arranging for Small and Me-
dium Ensembles (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
100 The term subdominant is subordinate to the part of functional harmony theory that connotes chords to functions, and is 

perhaps, then, a misleading term to use in music that is not built on functional harmony. But, as popular music is partly func-

tional and partly modal, as Moore states in Song Means: (2016, s. 70), I find it useful to sometimes use the term, and with 

that bringing with it all its functional harmony connotations. In Troubles with Tonal Terminology, Tagg problematises the use 

of the term “subdominant” in relation to modes that have no (major) dominant; dorian, phrygian, mixolydian and aeolian, be-

cause the prefix “sub” is then a suffix for a dominant that does not exist. (2013, s. 23)  
101 I mention parallel fifths briefly in this chapter to prove this exact point. 
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mony, like the naming of different cadences. It is exactly in their preciseness and connection to func-

tional harmony I find them useful when discussing contrasts between functional harmony and modality in 

Kershaw’s music. This leads me to the perhaps most complex problem: differentiating and defining func-

tional harmony and modality, and determining when discussing the differences is even relevant. 

 

Modality, functional harmony and tonality 

These are gigantic terms, and I will not even come close to presenting a definition of either of them in 

the following. I will instead try to say something, hopefully clarifying, about how I use them in my anal-

yses. Pop music is neither strictly built on functional harmony nor modal.102 It is a mixture of the two, 

and sometimes pop music moves through lengthy passages as a hybrid, whereas other times it can fluc-

tuate between the two, juxtaposing them. In these cases, it is valuable to have precise terms to identify 

the two, but again – there is no need to adopt the entire theoretic platforms belonging to them. “Final” 

and “reciting note” mean nothing in the way I discuss modality in this thesis, so I will not use them. 

Some will probably object to talking about pop music as being in a mode and being in the key of some-

thing at the same time103, or a pop song being in a mode simply because its macro-harmony104 consists 

of the same notes as the mode.105 I find this unproblematic. To clarify my viewpoint further, I will present 

some short keynotes on what I mean by both functional harmony and modality in this thesis:  

 

By “functional harmony” I do not mean to address the relating of notes to a tonic and the systematiza-

tion of chords into subdominant, dominant and dominant functions. These terms I use even when the 

songs are not explicitly harmonic functional. What I refer to as “functional harmony” in this thesis has to 

do with the way chords succeed each other by given rules, that generally makes sure tension is being 

resolved in consonance in certain ways, which allows continuation of the music, which again in most 

cases can be narrowed down to some variation of I-IV-V-I, and in turn which direction the movements 

between two chords should take given a fixed interval.   

 

“Modality” should mean something other than everything that is associated with Gregorian music, and at 

the same time something other than just not functional harmony. I use the term in several ways; To de-

scribe music built on notes derived from a mode, to describe passages where one chord or a scale are 

 

102 Moore, Song Means: (2016, s. 70) 
103 Giles Hooper for instance, objects to this idea in Thank You for the music (2019) where he problematises the coupling 

between minor and aeolian tonality. 
104 Tymoczko uses the term “macroharmony” to explain a set of notes that serves as a pallet for melody and chords. The dif-

ference from a “scale” is that it does not imply centricity, and that the number of tones in it may vary from anything between 

1 and 12. 
105 Everett claims that music theorists are too quick to label popular music as modal in Making Sense of Rock’s Tonal Sys-
tems (2004) 
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basis for the harmony rather than a chord sequence, and to describe appearances of non-scale notes as 

modal interchanges. I also use the term as an opposite to functional harmony, for instance in the discus-

sion of the I-V-vi-IV progression, but in most cases, any reversing of the functional I-IV-V-I or parts of it, 

is referred to as being plagal rather than modal.  

 

When it comes to “Tonality”, which is an equally important term to get precise, I refer to Tagg’s discus-

sion of the term and his definitions, which coincide with what I believe it should mean.106  

 

Finally, as Hawkins points out in the opening chapter of Settling the Pop Score there is a risk in the 

“[…] tendency to focus more on the intricacies of theoretical debate than to attempt the interpretation 

of music.” With this in mind, the next three chapters are just that, my attempt to interpret three songs 

written by Nik Kershaw.  

  

 

106 Everyday Tonality II (2018), Troubles With Tonal Terminology (2013) and Troubles with Tonal Terminology - 1: What 
(the hell) is "tonality"? (2015) 
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Chapter 3: I Won´t Let the Sun Go Down on 

Me 

 Introduction 
In 1984107, the cold war and the threat of nuclear warfare was a constant concern in the entire western 

world. With “I won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” Nik Kershaw takes his stand against nuclear warfare 

as he ridicules world leaders with lines such as “Old men in stripy trousers rules the world with plastic 

smiles” and “Forty winks in the lobby, make mine a G&T. Then to our favourite hobby, searching for an 

enemy”. He promotes world peace and generally taking care of the world. This message was neither 

new nor original in 1984108 but Kershaw’s emergence on the UK pop scene was still a welcomed one 

and his music was received as both fresh, relevant and charming109, but at the same time his clever-boy-

next-door identity exposed a naivety that, however charming, defined his artistic persona as a bit odd or 

quirky110. 

 

Nik Kershaw thinks back on the days of recording the Human Racing album: “Happy memories locked in 

a basement in the east end of London (Sarm East Studios) […] rerecording the demos that secured 

me my deal with MCA Records.”111 Kershaw´s experience as a musician and performer up until then 

came from playing in bands for live audiences consisting of people of roughly the same age as the band 

themselves.112 When the Human Racing album was first released, and Nik Kershaw and the band did 

their first live performances promoting it, they were surprised to see that their audience mainly consisted 

of teeny boppers.113 The intricacy of his music on so many different levels, such as technical instrumen-

tational skills, rich and innovative contrapuntal arrangements, and the complex melodic and harmonic 

developments in his music, had earlier appealed to his peers of young men in their early twenties, whose 

 

107 The single was first released in 1983, but the album Human racing and the re-release of the song that earned its popular-

ity, was first released in 1984.  
108 For instance, there was a united artists concert in New York, 1979 called “No Nukes” where some of the greatest artists 

of the time contributed like, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, James Taylor, Crosby, Stills and Nash. Es-

pecially Springsteen’s performance is generally seen as an essential point of his career. This clip shows Springsteen’s encore 

performance: Bruce Springsteen - No Nukes - final - 1979 Madison Square Garden (2010)accessed on 02.01.2020 
109 For original reviews on Human Racing see for instance the review in Billboard Magazine (Talent: New On The Charts, 

1984, s. 52) and (Album reviews: Spotlight, 1984) or this review of a live performance in Variety: Kershaw (6) (1985) 
110 In a review of the 1984 album The Riddle, Kershaw’s naivety as a song writer is addressed: (Album Review: Nik Kershaw 

– The Riddle (Reissue))The music video for the song “The Riddle” is labelled as quirky in this short article on BBC America: 

Anglophemia: (Wicks) 
111 From the official Nik Kershaw website (Human Racing, u.d.) 
112 From the article Nik Kershaw talks 80s Pop and Human Racing 28 Years on (Sinclaire, 2012) 
113 (Sinclaire, 2012) 
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identity was tied to having a more than average musical interest and insight. Suddenly, his music ap-

pealed to the great masses of mainstream pop consumers, but that might have had more to do with 

other factors than clever modulations and jazz-like chord progression: 

 

In 1984, pop culture was fuelled by MTV´s fast growing success, and Michael Jackson revealing to the 

entire world just how famished the teenage community was for pop music superstars to worship114. Nik 

Kershaw with his James Dean like looks and charming boy-next-door innocent identity fit the bill per-

fectly, as did the super modern, state of the art keyboard-based pop sound of his music style, hitting the 

mark of the 80’s mainstream pop aesthetics. Much to Kershaw´s initial irritation, shortly after the release 

of Human Racing, he found himself playing his music to a screaming teen audience, and he faced the 

impossible task to try to drown their Beatlemania-like hysteria with the clever intricate details of his mu-

sic, so easily missed and overlooked, brilliantly disguised, clad in the glittering cloak of 80s keyboard 

slick pop sound.115  

 

Being only seven years old in 1984 myself, I do not remember the release and reception of Human Rac-

ing, and I can only imagine its appeal at the time to both teeny boppers as well as a more adult audi-

ence. As I first discovered Kershaw´s music much later, I realised that Kershaw music is also music for 

the music police, or rather that it is musicians’ music, and I experienced the appeal of the refined musical 

details as even more intriguing, due the striking paradox of them being hidden inside this extremely pol-

ished and commercial musical expression.  

 

One of Kershaw´s most polished and commercial sounding recordings, or even the most commercial and 

polished recording, is the first single from Human Racing, «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me», which 

this first analysis is concerned with. The song is an anti-nuclear weapons anthem with a strikingly posi-

tive expression, both due to the ultra-catchy chorus and keyboard hook and other musical details con-

noting positivity116, but also lyrically with the chorus simply proclaiming the title: «I Won’t Let the Sun Go 

Down on Me».  Much like in other sun related songs of the 70s and 80s, the image of the sun is used 

to illustrate positivity in some sense; In “Don´t let the Sun Go Down on Me” Elton John sings about how 

he cannot “light more of your darkness” and that “losing everything is like the sun going down on me”. 

Katrina and the Waves´ “Walking on Sunshine” from 1983 is used as a metaphor for the light mood as-

sociated with being in love, and generally feeling good. In “Total Eclipse of the Heart”, also from 1983, 

 

114 David Brackett writes about the reception of Michael Jackson’ album Thriller in “Categorizing sound” (Brackett, 2016) 
115 In the Introduction chapter of Categorizing sound David Brackett discuss how genres develop through iteration, thus caus-

ing stylistic change, and also reminds us how genres cannot be understood solely in textural terms, but is also defined by its 

audience and their reception (Brackett, 2016) 
116 This will be discussed throughout this analysis. 
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Bonnie Tylor uses “eclipse”, much like in «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» and “Don´t let the Sun 

Go Down on Me” as a metaphor for something going wrong, bringing in darkness in the form of disillu-

sion. In «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me», the sundown is a metaphor for nuclear warfare, and as in 

Elton John´s song, the chorus proclaims a denial of letting the sun set, lifting the curtains, so to speak, 

as the lines “Good or bad, like it or not, it’s the only one we´ve got” are sung, referring to planet earth, 

and reminding us all that it is worth taking care of.  

 

This analysis is a harmonic analysis of the song, with much attention to three moments of the song: The 

shift of centricity from the intro and choruses to the verse which I have chosen to call modulation by du-

ration in lack of a better expression117. The two maj7 chords in the pre-chorus, and the I-V-vi-IV progres-

sion in the chorus. I will in the analysis look at how these, and other, harmonic events affect the songs 

overall expression.  

Table 3-1: Formal Structure of “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” 

Part Meas

ures 

Harmonic 

pulse 

(Measures) 

Prominent instru-

mentation  

Chord types Genre Mood Tonality 

Intro 8 0,5  Keyboard pad, 

Lead keyboard, 

guitars  

Triads Polished, quasi-

reggae, main-

stream pop 

Happy, 

care-free, 

triumphant 

A 

Interlude 

1 

2 2 Keyboards 7Sus4 - Awaiting A  

Verse 1 8+2 10 Arpeggiated key-

boards, slap bass 

Single notes Electro, funk, pop Hectic, al-

most comic 

Ambiguous, 

becoming E 

dorian 

Pre- Cho-

rus 1 

4 2 Keyboard pads, 

flanged guitars, 

backing vocals 

Saturated 

maj7s 

pop Calm and 

soothing 

Restless 

and ambig-

uous,  

Chorus 1 8 0,5 Keyboards, gui-

tars, backing vo-

cals 

Triads Polished, reggae in-

fluenced main 

stream pop 

Happy, 

care-free, 

triumphant 

A 

Interlude, 

verse, PC 

and cho-

rus 2 

Same as the first round 

 

117 There are of course several systems of classification of modulations, some old, some new, most concerning functional to-

nality, but not all. Dai Griffith’s expression elevating modulation for instance concern non-functional tonality modulations in 

pop songs (Griffiths, 2015). I have however not been able to find any theorization of the exact harmonic phenomenon that 

takes place in this particular modulation.  
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Bridge 5 1 Guitars, keyboards, 

slap bass fill 

Power-

chords with 

contr. mel. 

Pop-rock and funk tense A, increas-

ingly unsta-

ble 

Keyboard 

Hook 2 

and cho-

rus 3 

8+8+8

+fade-

out 

2 Keyboard pads, 

flanged guitars, 

backing vocals 

Saturated 

maj7s 

pop Calm and 

soothing 

A  

 

 A deceptive guitar figure defines the song before it begins – moving into the Intro  
The song starts with a soft keyboard pad playing an A major in second inversion in the right hand over 

the root in the left. Both the soft sound of the keyboard pad, the voicing of the chord with the major 

third on top, and the swift increase of amplitude offers a sense of tranquillity, like in a sun rise. The word 

“sun” in the title, the use of (mainly) pentatonic material in the coming keyboard hook and the major to-

nality, much like Edvard Grieg´s “Morning Mood”, further embody the serene mood, which the song sets 

off into. The exact voicing of the opening chord of “I won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” is interestingly 

exactly the same as another, and perhaps the most famous pop song associated with Sun, namely 

“Here Comes the Sun” by the Beatles. All this help create a positive, careless atmosphere, which is both 

prolonged into, and further emphasized, as the song properly begins when the rest of the instruments 

joins in accompanying the keyboard hook. But even before we come that far, there is a very subtle quirk-

iness that sends the song stumbling into the groove,118 somewhat contradicting the establishing of the 

otherwise positive atmosphere. The muted guitar and vocal percussions that appears only very briefly 

before the song begins, are quirky both sonically and rhythmically. Sonically, because of the comic, car-

toonlike snappy sounds of the vocal percussion, and rhythmically because of the displacement it offers, 

causing a subtle, but still slightly stumbling start of the song.  

 

The muted guitar and the vocal percussion play the same 

rhythmic pattern with similar accentuations on the first and 

fourth of the six sixteen notes played. Figure 3-1 shows 

how they appear in the song just before the intro begins. 

As there are no other instruments heard in the song at this 

point to provide any metrical point of referance, there is 

neither any pulse. Because of this, any musical element presented bearing any rhythmic movement, 

 

118 It seems as if Nik Kershaw has a predilection for starting songs with something being just a little bit off rhythmically. The 

way the drums starts in “One Step Ahead” is another example of this where the first two bars is played in a seemingly dis-

jointed manner, obscuring the beat. A parallel may also be drawn to the harmonically deceptive opening of the song “Human 

Racing”, where the Am11 suggest an ambiguity between two tonalities E minor and A, none of which the song continuous to.  

 Figure 3-1: Vocal percussion and muted guitar in 
the intro related to the metre of the song 
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however significant or insignificant, will be given meaning and be seen as a referance point as the 

listener orients himself metrically. The first rhythmic figure to be heard is the one shown in Figure 3-1, 

but as it is presented without rhytmic context, and because of the accentuation of the first note, it will 

most probably be heard as starting on the beat, and not between beats as shown in Figure 3-2 a, or 

even having both accentuations on the beat as in the polymetric alternativ shown in Figure 3-2 b. 

 

Figure 3-2 a) and b) Two different plausible perceptions of vocal percussion and muted guitar 

in the intro                 a)        b) 

 

This gives room for confusion as the rest of the instruments join in. The now clearly unequivocal begin-

ning of the measure strikes on what the listener has just come to experience as the offbeat, causing a 

feeling of being tripped into the song. In Jazz Theory119 this is called a rhythmic displacement and is 

used by improvisators to loosen up, or blur the metric grid, often offering a sense of restlessness as the 

melodic and harmonic material being played contradicts what one wold expect to hear, dictated by the 

metrics. Just like an improvising jazz musician, Nik Kershaw creates a rhythmic displacement by moving 

a simple figure with three eights duration from an accentuated beat, by an eight note, causing it to start 

between beats, but keeping the accentuations as if it started on the beat. John Richardson is in Surreal-

ism in Icelandic Popular Music120 concerned with surrealism and how any ordinary element might seem 

absurd, simply on account of its contextual (dis)placement. The displaced percussive three eight-note 

pattern in the opening has a similar obscure effect. A similar, but much more distinct example of this can 

be heard on a-ha´s song “Summer Moved On” from their 2000 album Minor Earth, Major Sky. The mu-

sic stops as Harket sings the word “stay” with the duration of a full note in the last measure before the 

chorus. The band and the string orchestra guide or rather misguide the listener into the chorus with a 

syncopated figure lasting for three eight-notes, also with the first and fourth note heavily accentuated, 

 

119 For general jazz theory Jazzteori (Kruse, 1987), The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony (Mulholland & Hojnacki, 2013), Ar-
ranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) or Modern Jazz Voicings -Arranging for Small and Medium Ensem-
bles (Pease & Pulling, 2001). The concept of rhythmic displacements in pop is presented in a straightforward manner on the 

webpage Rhythmic displacement (Rhythmic displacement, u.d.) 
120 Richardson, Surrealism in Icelandic Popular Music (2018) 
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and also like in “I Won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” starting on the off-beat between the third and the 

fourth beat. Another similar example of rhythmic displacement in pop music is found in Phil Collins “In 

the Air Tonight” where the line “I remember, don´t worry” following the line “Well, I remember” is dis-

placed by one eight note removing the lyrically accentuated syllables “I” and “(re)memb(er)” from the 

metrically accentuated fourth and first beat121. In all these cases the pulse is challenged, resulting in a 

short sense of metric ambiguity, made possible by the lack of other instruments122 and the distinct ac-

centuations on non-accentuated positions in the metric grid.  

 

In all cases, the return of metric order is highlighted as respectively the intro, and the choruses of the 

songs begin123. The mood of the songs is strengthened because of the preceding deviancy124. A-ha´s 

chorus seems even more epic, symphonic and tragic, Collins’ famous drum fill and following drum pat-

tern so thoroughly pounding the beat has become even more awaited, and the sunshine in the Key-

board hook in the intro of “I Won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” becomes even brighter because of the 

juxtaposition to the anomality of the rhythmic displacement, however subtly presented.  

Keyboard Hook 
The keyboard hook is played on an Oberheim OB-8 keyboard by Paul (Wix) Wickens125. It is a typical 

example of early eighties keyboard driven pop music style with keyboard sounds constructed on a saw-

tooth wave form giving the keyboard sound a distinct but still warm quality.  

 

121 Dai Griffiths states in From Lyric to Anti-Lyric: Analyzing the words in Pop Song that “verbal and musical phrasing come 

together in aspects of rhythm.” (2008, s. 43), and Middleton writes in Studying Popular Music that “in songs, a close con-

nection is often assumed between words and music, with notes following syllables, […] and musical phrases fitting verbal 

ones.” (2002, s. 178)  In this case however, the connection is still there, but the displacement of the verbal phrasing from 

the musical phrasing is what causes the distortion in our experience of the phrase.   
122 In “In the Air Tonight” there is a drum machine playing in the background as well as keyboard-pads, but it is so softly pre-

sented in amplitude and its rhythm so little dense, that when the drum machine snare hits the fourth beat with an echo of 

eight-note hi-hat-like sounds following it, it more adds to the confusion, than it helps to restore metrical order. 
123 The chorus of “In the Air Tonight” does not start right away after the rhythmical deviancy. 
124 Much like what the changes in musical tension and release does to propel functional tonality, shifts in musical order and 
predictability too affects how we hear and understand music, and even our feelings. In music psychology one is concerned 

with musical anticipation and prediction, and the term prediction error is used to address moments where something other 

than what the listener expected happens in music. See for instance Reduced prediction error responses in high- as compared 
to low- uncertainty musical contexts (Quiroga Martínez, 2019) 

125 On his official webpage Nik discussed the keyboards used on different tracks. (Drum Talk: C&A page for 

nikkershaw.co.uk, u.d.) 
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Figure 3-3: The Keyboard Hook on I won't Let the Sun Go Down on Me126 

 

A simple analogue saw tooth keyboard sound with short attack- and release time is suitable for both me-

lodic and harmonic hooks and was also the basis for eighties keyboard-hooks like “Jump” by Van Halen, 

which was also played on an Oberheim OB-8127, “Africa” by Toto, or Europe´s “Final countdown”. Where 

“Jump”s keyboard hook embellishes the entire diatonic major palette, “Africa” utilises only five notes from 

its diatonic palette, F# minor, in the opening hook. “Jump”s hook is catchy and positive with its major 

tonality, short notes and syncopated rhythm, whereas “Africa”s opening is more sombre with its minor 

tonality, the long duration of five beats of the C#m chord and the halting drum rhythm. In Europe´s “Fi-

nal Countdown” The keyboard melody is intense and dramatic, built also on the F# minor scale and end-

ing on a trill evolving around the fifth with the minor sixth and fourth over the dominant C#. The key-

board hook in “I Won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” differs from all these songs with its major tonality, 

pentatonic expression128 and single note melody. The pentatonic expression further connotes traditional 

African or Asian folk music style, or American gospel music, with its positive extasy129. The playful ska-

like rhythm of the guitar further stresses the connection, and the fact that all the phrases in the keyboard 

 

126 These four bars are in fact not repeated identically, but the changes in the repetition are so insignificant that consideration 

for clarity in the score wins over the consideration for a more exact representation of the music. This, however, is different in 

the repeated 4 measures: The sixteenth notes in the hi-hat is moved from the first to the second measure, and the fill in in 

the last measure is rhythmically identical but played on the snare drum only.  
127Eddie Van Halen plays the OB-8 in the music video (Van Halen - Jump (Official Music Video), 2009)   
128 The Keyboard melody is actually not pentatonic as it contains scale degree seven, g#, but as this note is first presented 

as the second last note of the melody, the pentatonic character is already established at this point. Central to the pentatonic 

character is the absence of semitones, and the keyboard melody is up until the last measure of its four-measure duration, 

constructed entirely of major seconds, minor thirds and a perfect fourth. The scale is a hexatonic scale without a fourth, which 

is a term not widely used. Tagg discusses addresses hexatonic scales in both Troubles with Tonal Terminology (2013) and 

Everyday Tonality II (Tagg P. , 2018) 
129The connection between gospel music and a positive extasy is used in Continuum encycopedia of the popular music of the 

world, Volume II, Performance and production. (Shepard, Horn, Laing, Oliver, & Wicke, 2019) 
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hook starts on the second beat draws associations to ska or reggae music. Combined, all these factors 

create an atmosphere filled with positivity and playfulness, suitable for the overall expression of the mu-

sic, and the positive message of the lyrics. The I-V-vi-IV chord progression will be discussed later in the 

analysis, as it is the same progression used in the chorus. 

Verse 
Stylistically, the verse is a contrast to the intro, as the ska or reggae inspired rhythm of the guitar and 

bass is replaced by a funky slap bass and percussive keyboards. Harmonically too, it is constructed in a 

completely different way. At the end of the keyboard intro, the music stops for two measures, both har-

monically and rhythmically, as an Esus4 chord lingers in the keyboards and the bass.  

 

Figure 3-4 The two-measure instrumental part between the intro and 
the verse 

 

The harmonic pulse drops from a half note to two full 

notes. Both the bass and the soft keyboard pad holds the 

chord for a full eight beats duration, offering a sense of an-

ticipation and tension. The tension is further emphasized 

by a keyboard with a tremolo effect130 on 16th notes and a 

high cut filter sweeping through the chord from top to bot-

tom, leaving only a distinct e note to be heard during the last measure of its total two measure dura-

tion131. At the same time another sound is heard sweeping down through high frequencies, with only 

non-pitch noise sounding132, building in amplitude at the end of the two measures before it is abruptly 

discontinued as the verse starts. The eight beats duration in the bass and the keyboard together with 

swift tremolo rhythms, sweeping effects and increasing white noise, combined creates a distinct build up 

 

130 The tremolo effect is probably created by an arpeggiator effect in the keyboard, a common technique of the time used in 

songs like Blondie´s “Heart of Glass”, Eurythmics’ “Sweet Dreams (Are Made of These)” or Duran Duran’s “Hungry like the 

wolf”. Keyboard magazine explains how the arpeggiated analogue keyboard was essential to the sound of Duran Duran’s 

eighties synth pop, not too dissimilar from Kershaw’s sound, and how the effect was used in Duran Duran's "Hungry Like the 
Wolf" (Mitchell, 2010). Nik Kershaw explains in Nik Kershaw: Fame! Riches! Fast Cars! Lots Of Free Meals And Fizzy Drinks! 
that much effort went into programming computer codes, so that the different machines of the time would be compatible and 

synchronized: (Sutcliffe, 1984) 
131 The harmonics spectre is initially quite rich in the high frequencies and thin in the lower frequencies, resulting in a percus-

sive sound with little body and hi hat like qualities, making it difficult to distinguish what note(s) is (are) being played.  
132 Doug Van Nort discusses how “the recuperation of systemic noise into a musical context is tied to the notion of a system – 

tape studio as instrument, network of circuitry, etc. – coming to be understood as ‘instrument’, ‘piece’, or something in between” 

and how deliberate noise treatment made its way into popular music in the eighties. Noise/Music and Representation System 

(2006) 
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to the verse. Harmonically, this two-measure transition is built on scale degree five like a dominant, en-

hancing the tension even further, but with the leading note g# absent. In this case, this is of significance 

in several ways:  

• A dominant with the leading note g# in it, in this context would imply functional harmonic func-

tionality, limiting the possibilities where to go to harmonically. It would imply a return to the main 

key A by an authentic cadence. The sus4 chord reduces this expectation.   

• Nik Kershaw´s music does not always oblige to the rules of functional harmony, but progressing 

from E modally and sticking to scale chords from the mode also offers limitations, as any mode 

the music might proceed to, would have had to include E major as a chord on one of the modes´ 

scale steps.133 

• If modulating away from the dominant E by use of common tones and chromatic transfor-

mations, the possible tonal destinations would be limited by having to have either e, g# or b as 

a chord-tone. 

• The Esus4 chord is used to shift key away from A, and as it is harmonically linked to both A and 

the tonality which the modulation leads to, which I will get back to shortly, it also offers a me-

lodic link to the A tonality, both as the root in the tonic a, but also as a common tone from the 

last chord of the intro D, offering a smooth transition away from the intro.  

• The sus 4 structure of the chord is vague and tonally non-functional in its own rights134. The use 

of this chord in this exact context offers some ambiguity in two ways; The way the chord is pre-

sented, with the root held for eight beats, the duration of two measures, the metric placement at 

the beginning of a period, and the root being on scale degree five, the chord is rich in harmonic 

strength in the traditional musicological meaning of the word135. This is contradicted by the 

weakening of the chord as the note that holds the most tension, the dominants third, is replaced 

by the less potent fourth. The chord is also ambiguous in its openness, leading nowhere, and not 

pointing in any definite direction. It is neither minor nor major, and as I, in the preceding bulletins 

 

133 The options in any mode with e as the root would be ionian, lydian, and mixolydian. This would leave out the dorian mode, 

which is the mode most strongly implied in the following verse.  
134 The sus4 chord can be used in functional harmony as a suspension chord, where the fourth is lead to the third, but it is 

then the chord it changes into that defines function and not the sus 4 chord itself. For further reading on functional tonality I 

refer to for instance Arnold Schönberg’s Theory of Harmony (Schoenberg, 2010)Philip Tagg however, discus how thirdless 
hexatonic scales, like in the verse of “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” and the quartal chord structure it resembles rep-

resents independent tonal systems. Tagg, Troubles with Tonal Terminology (2013, ss. 19-22)  
135 Again, I refer to Arnold Schönberg’s Theory of Harmony (Schoenberg, 2010) for the traditional meaning of the word, as 

opposed to its meaning in New Musicology where it is  “linked to politically troubling images of unsentimental strength and 

virile power”. (Azenha, 2007) Susan McClary problematizes the term musical strength, especially when linked to masculinity 

(McClary, Feminine Endings, 2002). The way I use the terms weak and strong in this thesis, is to address whether a musical 

passage provides functional tonal development (strong), or not (weak). I use the terms without intended normative implica-

tions.  
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have discussed, seeing the note a in the Esus4 chord as a substitution of or suspension to the 

major third g#, it might just as well be a seen in relation to the minor third g. 

The song shifts key from the intro to the verse in an unusual way. This does not happen with the help of 

functional cadences. Nor does it happen via modal relations or common tones between two different 

chords, or non-chord tones preparing the way for the new key. What happens, is that the chord Esus4 is 

sustained from the two measures into the verse. That is, the chord is not actually sustained as there are 

no chords as the verse begins. But it is not contradicted either, and is in that way kept in the listener´s 

perception of tonality. Overlooking, for the moment, that the tonality changes from being presented by 

chord progressions, to being presented entirely by constantly repeated single notes and some, in terms 

of pitch space and duration, small melodies, I will in the following paragraphs concentrate on the fact 

that E continues to be the root throughout the verse, whether functionally or modally:136 

 

What happens is that, at some point, the root of the dominant E becomes the tonic. E is first presented 

as the root in the two transitional measures at the end of the chorus, over chordal material with domi-

nant implication. As the verse begins the chord structure shatters, but the root is kept. The dominant 

function however is not, or at least not for long. The metric or periodic potency of the verse´s first meas-

ure is so strong that it disputes the e as being a dominant137. The impossibility this contradiction consti-

tutes is enhanced the longer the note e is battered down by the slap bass and every other instrument, 

causing the listeners perception of E as dominant to surrender. At exactly what point during the verse 

the note e ceases to be perceived as a dominant and becomes the tonic is both debatable and subjec-

tive. But Esus4 having a dominant function in the key of A major as the intro ends, and e being the root 

of some e-centred tonality, like dorian or mixolydian as the verse ends, should be undisputable.  

 

Figure 3-5 shows how the note e changes meaning gradually. 

There are not many examples of this 

phenomenon in pop music that I can 

think of, but there are a few. Dealing 

with linear modality, the first parallel I 

feel is necessary to draw, points to 

 

136 Some might argue that the correct term for any mode’s root is final and not root. As this analysis is written within the, still 

establishing, field of popular musicology, I take the liberty of adapting and adjusting the little bits and pieces taken from other 

fields of musicology concerned with analysis, that I see fit to borrow. As the order of the notes and the linear pitch class 

space is of significance to the use of different modes in medieval music, but not in pop music, the term final is dispensable in 

this context. For more on modality in medieval music see Music in medieval Europe: studies in honour of Bryan Gillingham 

(Santosuosso, 2007), and Sørensen & Marschner, Gads Musikkhistorie (1990)   
137 David Temperley discusses how metric in music affect perception of tonality in The Cognition of Basic Musical Structures  

(2001) 
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modal jazz. In 1959, Miles Davis released the album Kind of Blue, which is commonly regarded as being 

the first, or at least the most important, album of modal jazz. The concept of modal jazz is focus on lin-

ear movements as opposed to vertical movements. Following this concept, chord changes are aban-

doned for modes, and improvisators use different modal pallets as basis for improvisations, rather than 

chord progressions. An entire mode can, however, be modulated or transposed, as is the case in “So 

What”. The song is in D Dorian for 16 measures, but for eight measures starting in measure 17 of each 

repetition, the song is in Eb dorian. But quite different from what happens in «I Won’t Let the Sun Go 

Down on Me», eb is instantly perceived as a new tonic, as it presents the same melodic material in all 

instruments, as already presented and repeated once in D dorian. Although the contexts in the two 

songs are similar, with prolonged tonality without chords,138 they are in fact two different phenomena. 

“So What” modulates with a T1, juxtaposed tonic modulation139. «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» 

does not. What happens in «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» is much closer to something that hap-

pens in Steppenwolf´s “Magic Carpet Ride” from their album titled The Second. The A-part of the song is 

harmonically ambiguous, as it can easily be heard as both mixolydian D and Ionian G140. The B part, 

starting from the lyrics “Close your eyes girl, look inside girl” is in a bluesy G. After two repetitions of 

both these parts, the four measures of G7 at the end of part B is repeated, but now played in E. What is 

curious about this, is that during these four measures of E7, e does not sound as the root. These 

measures sound like the beginning of a modulation going somewhere, and as the additional four 

measures of E7 are over, a propulsive drum groove establishes, and the bass line settles more steadily 

on the root of the chord, one is a bit surprised to find that that chord is still E7. There are several plausi-

ble explanations as to why the E7 chord does not feel like a tonic at once, but I will not go into detail on 

that here141. The point is that after the initial four measures of E7, the chord E7 lingers for an additional 

55 measures of improvisation, before returning to the A-part142. At some point during these 55 

measures, the listener starts to hear e as the tonic in a mixolydian143 E mode. This happens without a 

 

138 «So What» has two repeating chords, Em7add11 and Dm7add11, but in this modal context they must be seen as parts of 

one and the same chord, Dm13. For further reading on modality in jazz see Jazzteori (Kruse, 1987), The Berklee Book of 
Jazz Harmony (Mulholland & Hojnacki, 2013), Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) or Modern Jazz 
Voicings -Arranging for Small and Medium Ensembles (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
139 This is Griffiths expression, explained in Elevating Form and Elevating Modulation (2015) 
140 The chord progression V-IV-I is used in songs like “Sweet home Alabama” by Lynyrd Skynyrd and Steve Miller Band’s 

“Take the Money and Run”, and can just as legitimately be heard as I-bVII-IV. The possibility of reading these chord changes 

as ether ionian or mixolydian is discussed in Tagg’s Everyday Tonality II (Tagg P. , 2018) 
141 Two quick points can be made: The four-note chord structure with the minor seventh connotes a dominant function. The 

four measure G7 section it resembles was used earlier in the song to get back to D.  
142 The major third is not always explicit, and the 55-measure middle section often feels more like Em7 than E. The shift back 

and forth between major and minor thirds here can be explained with blues tonality, where a minor third can appear in major 

tonality, and a bluesy third somewhere in between the minor and major third is common, and sometimes one switches back 

and forth at will. Dmitri Tymoczko uses the different improvisors approaches to a bluesy Bb tonality in Miles Davis´ “Freedom 

Jazz Dance” to elucidate this phenomenon in A Geometry of Music (2011, s. 350) 
143 This section of the music can also be heard as Dorian or Aeolian in stretches where the minor third, and even the minor 

sixth c, are more prominent than g# and c#.  
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tonal cadence, or by any other preparation. But at some point, the perception of the chords harmonic 

function alters, by the lack of reference to any other chord.  

 

Yet another peculiar example of something similar is Wings´ “Mull of Kintyre” where the song modulates 

from A to D, before the bagpipe melody begins. This modulation has the character of a T5, juxtaposed 

tonic modulation, but the modulation back to A after an additional round of verse and chorus in D is am-

biguous, as the chords shifts briefly from D to A twice between the Chorus in D and the verse in A. Dur-

ing this eight-measure period of shifting back and forth, the melody played by bagpipes is a variation of 

the main melodic theme used in both the chorus and the verse, but altered so that the last two 

measures fit onto the underlying dominant A, instead of the expected subdominant G. This interlude 

ends on two measures on the dominant A, leading directly into the tonic A. This sounds both very natu-

ral and quite curious at the same time. Natural, because of the simple harmonic structure, and because 

of its return to the familiar home key of A. Curious, because of the sudden change of function of the 

chord which stays the same. Johnny Cash´s “Walk the Line” also shifts key by fourths, and has A´s sub-

dominant D presented and prolonged at the end of the first verse, before the second verse starts in D.  

 

Moving back to «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me», the tonality also changes from being on the 

dominant E, to being on the tonic E. Like in “Mull of Kintyre” the transition is confusing, and like in 

“Magic Carpet Ride”, the longer the tonality not initially experienced as being tonic lasts, the stronger it is 

perceived as being the tonic. This suggests that our brain can perceive a chord with dominant function, 

or perhaps any other function than the tonic, for only so long before we experience it as the centre of 

tonal gravity144. The lack of reference to other chords, and therefore other functions, seems to flip any 

other chord function to becoming tonic given enough time. What happens from the intro and choruses of 

«I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» to the verses, can be called modulation by duration.145  

 

144Temperley discusses in The Cognition of Basic Musical Structures, chapters 6 and 7, how perception of both harmony (de-

fining a chord span and its root) and key is effected by duration in several ways: The Long span rule dictates that a chord 

must have a reasonably long duration in proportion to the specific metric values of the music for it to be perceived as a chord 

(2001, s. 150). Although his use of the expression applies to perception of harmony, it certainly seems fitting as a factor in 

determining key and key changes as well. Temperley also refers to study’s that explored listeners ability to detect whether a 

piece of music started and ended in the same key, and states that “their sensitivity declined greatly for longer pieces.” (2001, 

p. 168) Again, this seems relevant in determining key changes in general. Furthermore, he discusses how the input vector of 

scale tones effect our perception of tonality, meaning that the more often you hear a note, and the longer its total duration, 

the more likely it is to be the tonic. (2001, p. 175) 
145Middleton problematises syntactic analysis in asking which parameters should be addressed, and at what level are they 

significant (2002). He goes on to address the prolonged concluding E chord that ends The Beatles’ “A Day in the Life”, say-

ing that it both breaks with the idea of a constituent meaningful chord-sequence, presented in the song so far, but takes on a 

morphemic or lexical status as “most listeners would attribute to it a certain level of significance in its own right.” (Ibid, p. 

182) As in “A Day in the Life” the tonality in the verse breaks with the tonality of the intro and choruses, as it ends the syn-

tactic string of chords, and at the same time causes our perception of tonal centre to shift as explained in the text, and thus 

bringing the e-rooted chord from a phonemic to a morphemic level.  
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Figure 3-6 Shows the first verse. 

 

 

The verse is sparse in its arrangement in different ways. There is a lot of space146 in the mix which is 

dominated by thin keyboard sounds playing one note, or pitch class, at a time, over a slap bass playing 

the same note e, which is the note that also dominates the keyboard parts. The bass adds body to the 

sound with its deep pitch, hard attack caused by the slapping technique and its rich tone. The verse is 

also harmonically scarcely arranged in terms of chords, and therefore also chord changes147, and even in 

 

146 In Configuring the Sound-Box, Dockwray and Moore distinguishes between virtual and acoustic space (2010). Ragnhild 

Brøvig-Hanssen and Anne Danielsen claims that “musical spatiality refers both to the sonic locations of the sounds within 

space and to the sonic design of the space itself”. Brøvig-Hanssen & Danielsen, Digital Signatures: The Impact of Digitization 
on Popular Music Sound (2016, s. 21) In this context, I use the term space as referring to the sonic design, in correlation 

with Brøvig-Hanssen and Danielsen’s use of the term spatiality. 
147 Tymoczko argues that harmonic consistency is one of five features that contribute to a sense of tonality and that it is cul-

ture specific, as a deeply Western idea, as the idea of a chord-progression simply does not play any role in many cultures. A 
Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended Common Practice (2011, ss. 4-7)With this in mind, one can 
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terms of notes used by the different instruments.148 The note e is present in the slap bass line, the key-

board panned to the right in the mix, and constantly with a sixteen note rhythmic pattern in the synth 

arpeggio panned to the left in the mix. Between the two panned keyboards creating a rhythmic drive 

through the verse, there are several keyboards playing the roles of counterpoints to the vocal melody 

presented in the second and third staff in Figure 3-6. These keyboard plays a variety of different melo-

dies, but the melodic pallet for all of them is limited to the b minor tetrachord b, c#, d and e. Kershaw´s 

melody line also revolves around e, d, c# and b, pivoting only shortly on the a, below the b at the end of 

the verse. The words “miles and miles” in the verse´s sixth measure, are doubled by diatonic thirds 

above, adding a f# to the sparse presentation of notes in the verse. In measure four, there is a sound 

with a quick increase in amplitude after the words “searching for an enemy”, sounding like a piano note 

played backwords, and the build in amplitude being caused by the reversing of the natural quick drop in 

amplitude after the attack on the piano. The pitch of this sound is g, but being played backwards, with 

the unnatural swift increase of amplitude, attention is drawn to the sonic, and not the melodic qualities 

of the sound. This sound is up until measure 9 and 10 the only third heard. It does not have the melodic 

or harmonic impact to constitute a minor tonality, and the verse stays harmonically ambiguous, as the 

only notes heard in any instruments combined are e, f#, (a), b, c# and d. This suggests either a mixo-

lydian or a dorian mode, making “modal” a suitable tag for the verse in two ways; the melodic pallet be-

ing derived from either of these two modes, and the lack of a chord progression and even a single third-

based triad. The melodic material in both the vocal melody, as well as all the instrumental single notes, 

riffs, and counterpoints are presented linearly as opposed to vertically149. The two additional measures in 

the verse after the periodically coherent eight measures where the vocal melody is presented, consists of 

the same accompanying elements as the rest of the verse, but with two slightly distorted guitars playing 

a homophonic melody in diatonic thirds. The guitar melody moves down an octave on the scale notes of 

e dorian, starting and ending on an e and g. This puts an end to the ambiguity caused by the vague to-

nality being neither minor nor major150, and creates a bridge to the Pre-Chorus which starts off in F lyd-

ian, to which the g# would be more juxtaposed than the g.   

 

think of the verse as being somewhat less typical Western music than it is in the chorus, and that one of the five features 

suddenly disappearing somewhat changes our perception of tonality in the verse. 
148 The different mainly plays single notes, and all together the notes played by all instruments adds up to a macroharmony 

(see footnote 104) of six notes, or a hexatonic scale (see footnote 128) 
149 For more on linear techniques, see Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) 
150 The notes c# and d together over the root e, indicates a modal tonality, so writing about the absence of a third causing 

the tonality to be neither minor nor major is incorrect in traditional functional harmony theory. With Popular music studies still 

being a fairly new field, a theoretical common ground praxis that is both practical and relevant, built on, but not bound by 

traditional principles, is not yet fully established. When concerned with popular music, modes should be seen as being poten-

tially either minor or major, defined by their third. Once again, I refer to Tymoczko’s term “macroharmony” as a suitable tool 

to look at tonality without being bound by rules of functional harmony that simply does not apply to pop music. A Geometry 
of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended Common Practice (2011) 
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Pre-Chorus 
Moving from the intro into the verse, the presentation of the Esus4 chord in the last two measures of 

the chorus, paves the way for the coming tonality built on the single note presentations of the notes e, 

(f#), (a), b, c# and d. These two measures create a bridge between the two contrasting parts, where 

some elements from the intro is kept, like the keyboard pad, and the chord being presented vertically. At 

the same time, elements from the verse are presented like the third-less Esus4 chord, and the arpeg-

giated single note keyboard panned to the left.  

 

Moving from the verse to the chorus, the Pre-chorus (PC) stands as a bridge between them, but much 

unlike the two measures between the intro and the verse, which has elements of both in it, the PC ap-

pears as yet another contrasting part between the two, but somehow manages to link them together 

anyhow. Some of the Pre chorus´ many contrasting elements is shown in Table 3-1. What then, is it in 

the PC that has any connoting qualities between the two contrasting parts it separates? The answer is in 

the harmony, and the melody line, where some quite subtle twists and turns helps to bridge the gap be-

tween the verse and the chorus.  

Figure 3-7: Pre Chorus 

 

The four-measure PC is built over two chords, each lasting for two measures. The chords Fmaj7 and 

Bbmaj7 are played on a keyboard with a voice pad, the bass guitar and two guitars with a flanged effect, 

panned to each side, as well as in the diatonic third doubled vocals151. All melodic instruments except 

the vocals play the chords with a double full note duration. The bass plays the root, the guitars play 

 

151 In figure 1.5.1 the guitars do not enter until the Bb chord in the third measure. The reason for their absence is probably 

the double guitar melody concluding the verse on the fourth beat of the last measure, so that the guitars from the verse and 

PC will not overlap or shift from the melody to the prolonged power-chords too hastily. Another possibility is that the guitar 

chords are in fact present in the mix, but audibly drowned in the mix by the other instruments. In the same way, the keyboard 

pad heard in the first two measures of the PC is much less audible in the latter two. This might be because they too are 

drowned in the mix, because they move down in pitch, or simply because they are not there. There is, however, at least an f-

note in some keyboard audible through the whole PC.  
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power chords, and the vocal pad keyboard plays the full chords. These chords are contrasting to the 

verse by the instruments they are played on152, the major tonality opposed to the dorian, their long dura-

tion, being presented harmonically in blocks instead of melodically in single notes, and also in their satu-

rated structures. 

 

The saturated chords link the different parts together by common tones and voice leading parsimony. 

The first chord Fmaj7 contains both the tonic e from the verse, and the tonic a from the chorus. The a-

note is prolonged through the Bbmaj7 chord leading all the way up to the chorus. The distance of a mi-

nor second separating the Em chord the verse ends in153 and the Fmaj7 the PC starts with is smooth 

because of the short step the bass moves in. A step up a semi tone can feel intrusive and abrupt, espe-

cially if the chords structures are similar, but here the minor thirds in the guitars at the last two measures 

of the verse makes sure the transition is heard as Em to Fmaj7, which is analogous to a diatonic pas-

sage from both i to II in a phrygian E mode, or v to VI in an aeolian A, easing the diatonic bonds be-

tween Em and A, bit by bit, enabling a smooth passage. This passage is made even smoother by the 

parallel thirds in the vocals, contributing with more notes to the melodic common ground between the 

two keys. The parallel melody gives the following dyads c + e, a + c, b + d, g + b. The minor third b + 

d is presented on the metrical accented third beat, emphasizing their belonging to the Fmaj7 chord as 

#11 and 13, both natural saturation tones154 in Fmaj7, not compromising the chords stability or func-

tion, and adding a lydian flavour to the PC. The stressing of this dyad in the first measure of the PC also 

links the tonality of the PC to that of the verse, where b and d, perfect fifth and minor seven in Em, were 

among the most frequently played notes. In the second measure they link Fmaj7 to Bbmaj7 by common 

tone and semi tone voice leading. Fmaj7 and Bbmaj7 are closely related, and it might seem strange to 

make a point out of a small detail that binds them together, but with the lydian character through the 

emphasis on the note b, the first two measures of the PC are kept in a tonal landscape closer to Em 

than Bbmaj7. This is redeemed by the smooth voice leading of the #11 b in the Fmaj7, turning into the 

root bb in Bbmaj7, and the 13, d, being led to the major third d in the Bbmaj7. The accentuation of sat-

uration notes in the vocal lines in this section is striking. Another striking aspect of these lines is the way 

they are transposed down by a major second keeping every interval the same, at the same time as the 

bass, keyboard and guitar-chords move up by a fourth. One would expect the melody and harmony to 

move in similar intervals, especially since the chords have the same structure, and the parallel melodies´ 

 

152 The only one of these instruments that was also present in the verse, except for the vocal, is the bass, and shifting from a 

fast, syncopated slap figure to picked notes with eight beats duration, the character of the bass in the two parts also offers 

textural contrast. 
153 The minor third is definite in the upper of the two parallel guitars at the last beat of the verse.  
154 For more on saturation notes see Jazzteori (Kruse, 1987), The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony (Mulholland & Hojnacki, 

2013), Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) or Modern Jazz Voicings -Arranging for Small and Me-
dium Ensembles (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
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intervals are “locked” and do not change diatonically between the two presentations. Such a similar mo-

tion in melody and harmony would force the repetition of the melody in the third measure of the PC to 

start on the notes f + a, or that the chord underneath them were Ebmaj7. The way the melody and the 

chords are transposed individually makes an exciting, but also very smooth passage leading up to the 

chorus. The smoothness comes from voice leading parsimony. The excitement is in the variations of sat-

uration notes. Where maj7, 5, 13 and #11 are accented on beat 1 and 3 in the first two measures, the 

repeated and transposed melody emphasizes the 3, 1, 9 and maj7 on the correlating beats in measure 

3 and 4. The repeated and transposed melody ends on a and c in the parallel melodies, once again facil-

itating a modulation by use of common tones, from Bbmaj7 to A.  

 

A is the last note sung in the chorus and is also the pick-up 

note to the chorus sung in the same octave. Even another a 

is sung in the upper backing vocal, identical in pitch class but 

different in pitch, as it is an octave above. This means that 

the transition from PC to chorus uses the note a to bind the 

chorus together by the exact pitch in a linear pitch space155 

creating smooth voice leading, and also uses the same pc to 

increase pitch space by an octave, giving the chorus a boost as it starts.  

 

The Fmaj7 and the Bbmaj7 chords seem to have little in common with either keys E minor or A, but 

leaning on jazz theory, their function in leading to A can be explained as being a variation of jazz’ most 

important harmonic building block, the ii-V-I cadence156. Using major7 chords this way resembles what is 

often referred to as a Tadd Dameron turnaround, which refers to a series of tritone substituted chords in 

a standard I-vi-ii-V cadence where the substituted chords are commonly played with major 7 chords in-

stead of the minor 7 and dominant 7 chords: Imaj7-bIIImaj7-bVImaj7-bIImaj7. The last two of these 

chords is exactly the chords used to get to chorus in «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me». This ca-

dence dictates a minor chord on scale degree 2 preceding the dominant. Neither the Fmaj7 or the 

Bbmaj7 is a minor nor a dominant chord. They are not even on scale degree 2 and 5 in A major. The 

 

155 Tymoczko distinguishes between circular and linear pitch class space. (2011, s. 42) 
156 The Tadd Dameron turnaround is explained further on the webpage Tadd Dameron Turnaround Chord Progression 
Workout (Vaartstra, u.d.). For general jazz theory and more on the ii V I progression see Jazzteori (Kruse, 1987), The Berk-
lee Book of Jazz Harmony (Mulholland & Hojnacki, 2013), Arranging for Large Jazz Ensamble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) or 

Modern Jazz Voicings -Arranging for Small and Medium Ensambles (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
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second of these deviations is easily explained as a tritone substitution157, where A’s ii-chord, Bm, is sub-

stituted with a chord build on b’s tritone f instead, and the dominant to A is replaced with a chord built 

on E’s tritone Bb. The impact of the chords’ functions, being altered from a minor chord and a dominant 

seventh chord facilitates voice leading parsimony due to the two maj7 discussed above, where the a of-

fers a smooth melodic passage from Bbmaj7 to A. The Bbmaj7 chord holds little dominant function as 

the leading note g# is absent, but the use of the a-note instead resembles a dominant not substituted 

by its tritone counterpart having a fourth suspension instead of a third, which in this case would be an 

Esus4 instead of an E, like the way the chorus and intro leads to the verse. Such a chord still holds 

some dominant tension even though the leading note is absent, as the release of the tension created by 

the leading note is accomplished in a diatonic half tone step, which the Bbmaj7 – A progression holds in 

abundance as shown in figure Figure 3-8:  

 

Figure 3-8: Parsimonious movements from Bbmaj9 to A 

As the upper of the two vocal melodies ends on 

Bb´s ninth c, yet another semitone voice leading 

movement occurs from c to c#. As Figure 3-8 

shows, every of the five notes in Bbmaj7 is contin-

ued by semitones or common tone movements, cre-

ating smooth voice leading158. Too many voices 

moving in the same direction, however, makes the 

chords seem juxtaposed to each other, something 

which is not a problem in pop music and offers no controversy per se, but would counteract the smooth 

continuance of the PC to the chorus in «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me». Bb’s ninth, c moves by a 

semitone upwards to A’s third c# providing a counter motion, in addition to the common tone passage 

of the a-a, to all the descending semitones.  

Vocal arrangements, timbre and vocal compulsion  
The Chorus is a triumphant parade of musical elements bearing positive connotations, some of which 

are pointed out in the section concerning the opening of the song. One element which gives the chorus 

an instant injection of positivity is the backing vocals159. The backing vocals lie on top of the lead vocal 

 

157 For general jazz theory and tritone substitutions see Jazzteori (Kruse, 1987), The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony 

(Mulholland & Hojnacki, 2013), Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & Pulling, 2003) or Modern Jazz Voicings -Ar-
ranging for Small and Medium Ensembles (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
158 In A Geometry of Music, Tymoczko explains how chords with unequal number of notes, like here, can be led parsimoniously 

to one another through the concept of permutation. (2011) 
159 For instance, the vocal triads in close position used here, are very much like the way Bob Marley´s backing singers, the I 

Threes, sing on several Bob Marley songs. Listen to for instance the backing vocals on “Three Little Birds”, “One Love/People 

get Ready” or “Is This Love” 
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melody moving in a homophone rhythm with the lead vocal in a quasi-African manner, mimicking typical 

reggae arrangements. The connotations to reggae in both the guitar chops and the backing vocals 

serves three purposes, all highly relevant for the songs meaning: «I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» 

is in many ways a protest song, with a critical and political, but still positive message. These three adjec-

tives are in some sense the quintessence of reggae lyrics, and the connection is effective. There are two 

backing vocal melody lines, and together the tree parallel voices move in a block arrangement, common 

in big band arrangements, but rarely found in pop vocals in as pure a form as here160. The opening 

chord sets the tone for the chorus with its triumphant a on top over an A in first inversion, the vocal 

blocks then move via passing chord Bm to a A in root position, which is then repeated. The repeated 

chord contradicts the underlying E in the second half of the chorus´ first measure. The top voice then 

repeats the e, as the lower two voices move up to b and d, more coherent with the E chord. The second 

repetition of the root position A then, was evidently a sixth/fourth suspension to the chord E. In the next 

measure the triads F#m/A, E/G# and D/F# are sung descending with a quarter note rhythm, -the E/G# 

as a passing chord, between F#m and D. This vocal arrangement is unusual, in that the backing voices 

are on top of, and not under the lead vocals, in the consistent parallel motion of the three voices, and in 

the consistency of the homophonic block arrangement. As I hear this song, the vocal arrangements in 

the chorus is really the icing on the cake, that gives this song that little extra finishing touch, making the 

chorus almost excessively polished. Nik Kershaw himself thought the chorus became too polished during 

the recording process, and that this was a result of the demands for the chorus to “really leap out”, 

made by the record company MCA161. Which exact part of the chorus´ arrangement Kershaw thought 

was too excessive is not quite clear. Even though he claims to “bring the chorus back into the song”162 

when performing it live, he performs it quite similarly in several live versions.163 “I just can't stand it when 

I hear it on the radio. It's too blatantly commercial. A bit twee. The thing is, it was recorded several differ-

ent ways and MCA chose the one with the most polished sound. It was wrong, it trivialised the song" is 

Kershaw’s opinion164 

 

Too excessively polished or not, the vocal arrangements do present a lift in the chorus. The lead vocals 

too, help to lift the chorus, due to a quite noticeable shift in the vocal timbre. As the verses are sung 

 

160 For further reading on typical block arrangements for big bands see Arranging for Large Jazz Ensamble (Lowell & Pulling, 

2003) 
161 Nik Kershaw discuss this in an interview on the BBC program “Sounds of the 80s” (BBC - Nik Kershaw Interview 2015 

(PART 1), 2015) 
162 (BBC - Nik Kershaw Interview 2015 (PART 1), 2015) 
163  Nik Kershaw Live - I Won't Let The Sun Go Down .. 2012 O2 Arena !!!!! (2018) 
164 Nik Kershaw’s quote from the interview Fame! Riches! Fast Cars! Lots Of Free Meals And Fizzy Drinks! 
 With Phil Sutcliffe. (1984)) 
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with a quite tense tone of voice, the lyrics here concern men of power and whether they can keep us 

out of nuclear warfare or not. Nervous scepticism in the lyrics is matched by the tense and thin vocal 

timbre. The Pre-chorus sounds less tense as the lyrics reminds us that we only have one world. The vo-

cal timbre is now much softer and sounds more up front in the mix. This makes the pleading lyrics feel 

more honest and personal. “Always a matter for interpretation in the pop performance is sincerity, and, 

in musical terms, this has to do with being convinced by the singer or not.”165 writes Hawkins. In the Pre 

Chorus we are convinced by the sincerity of Kershaw’s voice, and in the chorus we join him with high 

spirits, as the triumphant words of the title are sung and the lead vocal opens up, sounding less strained 

and confined than the verse, and more joyful than in the PC. 

The I V vi IV progression in the intro and Chorus 
For as long as pop music has been made, chord progressions have been recycled, especially simple, pri-

mary chord patterns, and some more than others.166 From the fifties and onwards the twelve bar blues 

pattern, built entirely on the three primary chords I, IV and V, or some variation of it, formed the basis for 

many rock ´n roll songs. “Rock Around the Clock” by Bill Haley and the comets, “Jail House Rock” or 

“Blue Suede Shoes” by Elvis Presley or almost any other rockabilly song was constructed over those 

chords, in the same repetitive pattern. In the sixties, harmonic diversity grew in pop music, but some 

chord sequences were still likely to resurface accompanying new melodies. The I-vi-IV-V progression 

formed the harmonic base of several fifties’ and sixties’ classics such as “All I Have to Do Is Dream” by 

The Everly Brothers, “Runaround Sue” with Del Shannon, “Earth Angel” by The Penguins, “Stand by Me” 

by Ben E. King or “Happiness Is a Warm Gun” by the Beatles. This progression is still a popular pattern 

and is used in for instance “Jesus of Suburbia” by Green Day, Ed Sheran´s “Perfect” or the chorus of 

John Major´s “All of Me”. The I-vi-IV-V progression is highly harmonically functional in regards of the or-

der tonic, subdominant and dominant proceeds each other, and in terms of the direction the different 

intervals between the chords move in; two falling thirds, and ascending second and fourth. When the 

pattern is looped167 the two last chords form an authentic cadence to the first. The looping of the pat-

tern, however, is in itself non-functional harmonically as the constant repetitions of the same chord struc-

ture inhibits any real development. All in all, pop music has become gradually less functional from the 

 

165 Hawkins, The British Pop Dandy (2009) 
166 An example of a chord progression that has travelled through both time and genre and with that thoroughly proven its 

rigidness is the I V vi iii (or I
3) IV I IV V found in Pachelbel´s Canon in D, Greenday´s post punk song “Basket Case”, the 

house song “Scatman’s World” by Scatman John, The synth pop anthem “Go West” by Pet Shop Boys as well as the rock bal-

lad classic “Crying” by Aerosmith. This is just one example. Middleton trace several other chord progressions from well-known 

pop songs, back to classical music from the sixteenth, eighteenth as well as the nineteenth century in studying Popular Music. 
(2002, ss. 118-119) 
167 Both Hawkins and Moore follows Middleton´s example, calling these loops open-ended repetitive gestures. Moore, Song 
Means: (2016, s. 77), Hawkins, Queerness in Pop Music (2016, s. 182), and Middleton, Studying Popular Music (2002, s. 

238)  
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fifties on till today168, and another progression has taken over the position the I-vi-IV-V progression once 

held. The I-V-vi-IV, commonly known as the “four-chord progression”, “the singer/songwriter-progres-

sion” or simply “the money chords” is less harmonically functional due to the plagal movements I-V and 

IV-I169, to the dominant, which is lead functionally to the tonics parallel in a deceptive cadence, which 

again moves functionally to the subdominant before returning to the top of the loop via a non-functional 

plagal cadence. The progression then, is 50/50 modal/plagal and harmonically functional, strictly regard-

ing the direction the chords moves in. 

 

The “money chords” progression I-V-vi-IV, is one of the most frequently used progressions in pop music 

today, as well as the last three decades or so, used in songs like “Let It Be” by the Beatles, “Take on 

Me” by a-ha, “Africa” by Toto, “Faded” by Alan Walker, “All of Me” (the verses) by John Legend, “Let her 

Go” by Passenger, “I´m Yours” by Jason Mraz. This is just a tiny fraction of the number of popular songs 

that uses this progression. The number of songs using it is overwhelming170. To prove my point further, 

as to just how widely spread the use of this looped chord cycle has become, I did an experiment as I 

was writing this (11.10.2019), on how far down the Billboard top 100 list I had to go before I found a 

song using this progression, starting the count at this week´s number one171. As it turns out, I just had 

to listen to two songs, as the number one hit this week, Selena Gomez´ ”Lose You to Love Me” uses a 

slight variation of the progression: IV-I-V-I
3.

172
 This week´s number two however, “Someone You Loved” 

by Lewis Capaldi, is built on I-V-vi-IV. The progression is also the one given attention in the debate men-

tioned in the introduction chapter. 

 

 

168 Walter Everett compares pop music from the fifties to pop music from the nineties in the article Making sense of Rock´s 
Tonal System published in the society of music theory´s journal, Music Theory Online. Everett looks at several melodic and 

harmonic factors in his detailed comparison, which among other findings, suggests that Rock (and pop) is getting less func-

tional in terms of functional harmony. (2004) On a webpage called Soundfly – Home for the curious musician, Dean Olivet 

has written an article on the subject: Where Have All the V Chords Gone? The Decline of ‘Functional’ Harmony in Pop 

(2017)   Robert Bowman states in The Stax Sound: A Musicological Analysis that harmonic changes in pop music tend to 

move more by root movements in thirds, as opposed to fifths (1995)  
169 In functional harmony, the order in which chords can succeed each other, is dictated by their relevance to primary chord 

functions. Primary chord functions will typically be put in the order T S D T to maintain functional harmony, which again dic-

tates the direction any chord may move by a given interval (up or down). Following functional harmony principles, a chord 

progression will move from left to right. Backward movements (from right to left) will cause the chord progression to be 

loose functionality. Functional harmony is explained in a straight forward manner on the web page Unlocking the Mysteries of 
Diatonic Harmony (2011), and more complementary in A Geometry of Music (Tymoczko, 2011, s. 212) 
170 The Australian comedy group Axis of Awesome has put together an impressive collection of songs using the I-V-vi-IV pro-

gression in a medley performed at the 2009 Melbourne International Comedy Festival. Axis of Awesome - 4 Four Chord 
Song (with song titles) (2009) 
171 For the Hot 100 list, 10.11.2019 see (The Hot 100, 2019) 
172 IV I V I3 might not resemble I V vi IV much at first glance, but as the starting chord is less important in classifying the pro-

gression than the order when the open-ended repetitive gestures are looped, this can be read as I V I
3 VI which only differs 

from I V vi IV with one single note, as the root in the vi is replaced with the tonics fifth in the I
3  chord.  
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Yet another song that uses this progression is «I won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me”. There are many 

Kershaw songs where there is more going on harmonically in the verses than in the choruses. “Wouldn´t 

It Be Good” has a complex verse, and a chorus built on a repeating four chord pattern, but the position-

ing of the tonic as the last of the four chords placed on beat three of the second of two repeating 

measures, and the added sevenths and ninths makes that chorus a bit more complex. In “The Riddle” 

too, the harmony in the chorus is built on primary and auxiliary chords from the main key, making it less 

complex than the verse with several tonal disturbances, or the constant modulating bridge of the song, 

but the order of the chords changes through the chorus, and also contains a parallel chord on scale de-

gree IV where both a major and minor chord appears during the chorus. The chorus of «I won´t Let the 

Sun Go Down on Me» is harmonically much less complex than both these still rather straight forward 

progressions. The use of I-V-vi-IV in this chorus stands out in Kershaw´s discography with its simplicity 

contrasting his usually much more complex harmonies. This thesis concerns ambiguity in Kershaw´s mu-

sic harmonically, where the contrast between the subtle and the definite, and how these are contra-

dicted in instrumentation, and ambivalent use of melody and voice leadings is central173. This kind of am-

bivalence often occurs during modulations or short deviations of tonality, tonicizations if you will, or at 

least during sections of tonal development or ambiguity in Kershaw´s music. So how is the intro and 

chorus of «I won´t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» relevant when aiming to expound these matters? In an-

swering that, I will in the following look closer at the I-V-vi-IV progression and see what characteristics it 

holds regarding subtlety and the definite, in terms of modality/functionality, voice leading parsimony and 

common tones.174  

 

The chord progression consists of all three primary chords and the tonics parallel, A, E, F#m and D. 

When placed in this order the two tonic chords I and vi are placed as chord number 1 and 3 in the se-

quence, ensuring a constant shift in function between chords(T, D, Tp, S), whereas had the chords been 

presented in for instance the order of the “fifties progression”175 the two chords with tonic function 

would be placed back to back causing the revolving motion of functionality to halt (T, Tp, S, D). The lat-

ter of the two orders of the same chords is supreme in terms of harmonic functionality, but in terms of 

variation and an even flow through functions, the first one has the upper hand, and perhaps this is one 

 

173 By subtleties in Kershaw´s music I mean for instance shifts and modulations between chords bound together by common 

tones, use of minor chords in modulations, use of plagal cadences or other modal elements. Ambivalent use of these can be 

the lack of utilisation of smooth voice leadings between pitches facilitated by common tones, or instrumental and metric em-

phasis on plagal cadences. By definite I mean authentic cadences, metric strength or instrumentation such as a crash cymbal 

to highlight a certain point in musical time. Examples of ambivalent use of this in the songs analysed in this thesis are authen-

tic cadences or use of crash cymbals being undermined metrically.  
174 The following is not an attempt to explain the I-V-vi-IV progression´s popularity, but simply to show how it´s inherent ge-

ometry is relevant when expounding balance, ambiguity, ambivalence and contrast in Kershaw´s music. 
175 For further reading on the fifties-progression see Shaffer & Wharton, The "50s doo-wop" progression (u.d.) 
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key point to its durability.176 The swaying motion moving through the tonic chords to alternately the sub 

dominant and the dominant is evident in the Tonnetz, and perhaps even more so visualised in the circle 

of fifths177: 

Figure 3-9 A, E, F#m, D in the Tonnetz  Figure 3-10 A, E, F#m, D in the circle of fifths. 

                          

 

The tonic, subdominant and dominant are the quintessence of tonality and function in any key and com-

bined with the tonic´s relative, variety given by the minor tonality is secured. These four chords´ chord-

tones make up the entire diatonic scale, providing a complete melodic pallet. The number 4 is the most 

central number in musical metre178 so this number of chords to loop is especially utilisable. The only vari-

able left to address when combining these chords into a loop is the order of the chords. Starting with 

the tonic A there are only six possible combinations of these chords, that all offer slightly different ex-

pressions and functions. As this concerns a looped string of chords, which ever chord comes first is not 

really taken into consideration, and the following six possible orders are treated as if any chord in any 

given combination might be the periodic start of the loop. Only the order matters, not start or finish.179   

 

Table 3-2: Shows the relationships between the same chords in all possible orders, in terms of voice parsimony, 
Neo Riemannian operations, modality and functionality. This table shows the six different possible combinations. The 

 

176 Moore discusses the qualities of repeated chord patterns, and how they are suitable for open ended repetitions with no 

“point to aim for”. Song Means: (2016, s. 77) 
177 Philip Tagg gives chord loops and shuttles, a great deal of attention in Everyday Tonality II (2018) where the chords are 

given the different functions tonic, outgoing, medial and incoming. From this viewpoint the order of the chords is more im-

portant than what chords they are, and tonality is dictated by the tonic of the chord in the tonic position. In “I Won’t Let the 

Sun Go Down on Me” A is tonic, E is the outgoing chord, F#m is the medial chord and D is the incoming chord.  
178 In Song Means: Moore lists how two, three or four chords are typically spaced over a four-measure duration. (ibid). For 

more on musical metre in pop music, Philip Tagg provides a tidy presentation in Music´s Meanings (2013, ss. 281 - 304) 
179 This contrasts with Tagg’s ideas on how chord loops work. I find Tagg’s ideas on chord loops to be a potentially highly 

efficient tool to explain chord loops, and even though my argumentation in the text is in contrast with his ideas, one is not 

wrong, and one is right. These are simple two different ways of looking at the same phenomenon to elucidate different as-

pects of the loop. 
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arrows in the second column are given much attention visually as this model concerns how the chords move from 
one another rather than the chords themselves. 

 

 

Table 3-2 shows how all but two of the combinations give a total voice leading parsimony of 12 semi-

tones moved. In terms of movement and counting semitones180, the less movement from chord to 

chord, the better the voice leading, the smoother the shifts, and hence also the looping durability. The 

two combinations with a total of more than 12 semi tones moved are number 4 and 6 in the table, 

which both have a total of 16 semitones moved during the progression. These two combinations are the 

only two that contain operations with both 5 and 6 semitones moved, respectively the NROs L’PR + RL 

in row 4 and RPL’ + LR in row 6. In these two combinations D, E and F#m proceed each other either 

descending or ascendingly, compromising parsimonious voice leading. The operations R’L’ from D to E, 

or vice versa L’R’ gives least parsimonious voice leading. There are only two combinations with neither 

of these operations, shown in row 1 and 5 of table 1. Combination 5 is the same order as in row 1 re-

versed. Combination 1 and 5 are the only combinations without the least parsimony operation between 

two chords, and they are also the only combinations where the two tonic chords are not presented in 

succession of each other as shown in Table 3-2. The last three columns concern modality and tonal 

 

180 For more on voice parsimony see Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended Common 

Practice (2011, s. 44) 
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functionality. The first of these shows each operation as either modal or functional181. As the table 

shows, the combination with an uneven distribution of modality and functionality are the ones with 

poorer voice leading parsimony than the others. The “fifties progression” is the only one with 100% to-

nal functionality, which in part can explain its retro sounding qualities, as pop music becomes more and 

more modal, moving further away from functionality182.  

 

Combination 1 and 5 are the only two combinations with potentially both tonic chords on the most ac-

centuated positions in the metric grid. The I-V-vi-VI is simply extremely well balanced in terms of the pa-

rameters discussed above.  

Bridge 
After the second chorus, the bridge takes us back to the keyboard hook. It is in several ways the high-

light of the song with its melodic high point in the vocal melody, hairy guitar power chords, the tense 

ringing of the repeated e note in the keyboard, but most of all because of the electric drums, the one-

measure solo bass fill, and the concluding keyboard and bass chord which, like a screaming car-skid, 

throws us back to the keyboard hook where the wheels driving the listeners constant and forced head 

nodding recovers their grip again. If there was ever one measure defining the sound of the eighties, it 

must be this last measure of the bridge183 

 

Harmonically there seems to be little coherence between the three independent movements in the vocal 

melody, the repeated e-note and the power-chords/roots in the guitars and the bass. The vocal melody 

seems to sketch out some harmony built on A, implying a dominant function at the end with the inter-

ruption of the note g, the repeated keyboard note gives the whole stretch a tension and dominant asso-

ciations, but at the same time the guitars and the bass contradicts this, adding another flavour of ten-

sion. If one were to analyse the harmonies in the bridge based on the melodic material and the power-

chords,   

 

181 This is not to say that the tonality during these four chords shift from being modal and functional in each operation. What I 

aim to elucidate by classifying each operation, is whether that single operation moves with principles maintaining I IV V I func-

tionality, in terms of directions up or down linked to the interval between any chords. For further reading on functional har-

mony see Art of Composing (Brantingham, 2011), and A Geometry of Music (Tymoczko, 2011, s. 212)  
182 See note 59 
183David Brackett explores the boundaries of genres definitions pointing out that the more stylistic components listed the 

fewer examples will fit, and that genre cannot be understood solely in textural terms anyway as the listeners role is inevitable 

in determining genre. Categorizing Sound (2016). Listening to the music in retrospect too determine how we categorise mu-

sic and what we see as typical for both genres and periods. Brackett stresses the ever-shifting characteristics of a genre sys-

tem and how it is defined by its audience. (2016) 
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Figure 3-11 The Bridge 

one could call them 

Aadd9/E, D5maj9, 

B7sus4 and 

G5maj7add13, and 

the last chord in the 

keyboard and bass an 

Esus4. To me how-

ever, this seems like 

an improper attempt 

to theorise an entity 

between the different 

elements that does not necessarily belong together. This is how I hear the bridge: as descending power-

chords increasingly alien to the A tonality, with a melody on top that does not really relate to the power-

chords at all. The three movements, the vocal melody, the keyboard note, and the descending power 

chords offer tension in three different and independent ways, that combined becomes even more tense, 

as they do not really go together by any convention.  

 

As the tension of the bridge climaxes into the eruption of the slapping and popping bass fill, the return 

of the I-V-vi-IV progression and all the polished qualities of the keyboard hook discussed earlier seems 

even more triumphant than ever, as it remerges after the juxtaposed tension of the bridge, much like the 

phenomenon addressed in the opening of the analysis, where the three sixteen notes trips the very 

opening of the song.    

Meaning 
«I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me» is concerned with the, in 1984, very real threat of nuclear war-

fare. It is, as I have pointed out, a protest song with all that dictates of political criticism. In this song, 

even doubt and fear as to whether the world’s leaders competence is questioned: “Forefinger on the 

button, is he blue or is he red?” The catastrophic consequence of the ever-present threat is dealt with in 

the song in a seemingly carefree manner, making the lyrical content of this line seem absurdly unreal, or 

perhaps rather potentially absurdly real: “Goodbye in just a minute, gone forever, no more tears.” This 

kind of lightness in the lyrics runs throughout the song, giving it a carefree and positive expression, de-

spite its gloomy thematic. The different musical elements discussed in the analysis lifts the song up as a 

high-spirited anthem for positivity and belief in the future.  
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Where the verses have a more comic or stressed, or even zany expression to them, provided with the 

kind of absurd lyrics mentioned in the last paragraph, matched musically by slapping bass lines, short 

note values, repeated notes, the tense vocal timbre, and overall electro-funky character, the chorus and 

the keyboard hook are bright and shiny with a “yes we can” attitude written all over each nuance of 

every sound wave they produce. This is achieved with all the details discussed in this analysis such as 

the use of the, by Kershaw’s standards, simple I-V-vi-IV progression, the happy gospel or reggae choir, 

the soft keyboard pads, the bouncy bass line, the pentatonic-like character of the keyboard hook, the 

ska rhythms of the guitar, and even disco-like drum beat. All of this put together creates the lively atmos-

phere in the chorus and the keyboard hook.  

 

The positivity and glory of the similar chorus and keyboard hook, is lifted even further by the way they 

are presented, always juxtaposed against something somewhat confusing or ambivalent, like the ambiva-

lent percussive rhythm opening the song, tripping us disoriented into the intro, or the ambivalent har-

monic character of the Pre-Chorus, seemingly leading nowhere until the chorus begins and the harmonic 

build-up clicks like a key in a lock, or the return of the keyboard hook where it is juxtaposed against the 

tensioned filled and harmonically self-contradicting bridge. All these contradictions or juxtapositions help 

us to hear the song as just as uplifting and positive as George Harrison’s timeless classic “Here Comes 

the Sun” mentioned in the beginning of the analysis. Here, the sun is not a metaphor for anything, the 

song is about sunshine, and the chorus simply concludes “it’s all right.” To match this level of positivity in 

a song about nuclear warfare threat is simply impressive.  

 

In “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me”, Nik Kershaw wrote a highly commercial and catchy protest 

song, loved by both teeny boppers and the music police at the same time, slipping in both highly ad-

vanced chord progressions and other musical antics, besides a still relevant and potent message simply 

encouraging everyone to take care of the earth, “Like it or not, it’s the only one we’ve got.” Listening to 

the song today over 35 years after its first release, the song sounds both retro and fresh. The song is a 

validation of how a somewhat naive or at least simple and straight forward message still can be potent 

and uplifting at the same time, when being part of a potent, and uplifting arrangement. “I Won’t Let the 

Sun Go Down on Me” is in so many ways the answer to a question people who did not experience the 

decade first-hand may ask: What was so great about the eighties anyways?  
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Chapter 4: Bogart 

Introduction  

If there was ever a place where the gloomy predictions of George Orwell’s Novell “1984” came close to 

being true, it was 1984 England184. Although far from being the dystopia described in the novel where 

every move one made was watched and controlled by Big Brother and the Thought Police, there were 

some disturbing similarities. In “1984” the world’s nations have grouped together in inter-continental su-

per states in an endless war with one another. In real life 1984, the cold war was an imminent threat, 

and the alliances NATO and the Warszawa pact divided the world in two. The perhaps strongest parallel 

between real-world 1984 England, and Orwell’s dystopic fiction, is the atmosphere so brilliantly de-

scribed in the novel, where fear and depression and no prospects for self-realisation was prominent 

more than anything. Adding to the disbelief of the common man in real-life 1984 due to the global situa-

tion, was England’s national problems, where the miner´s strikes shook the economy with Margaret 

Thatcher at the wheel.  

 

In “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me”, Kershaw deals with all of this with an attitude of denying let-

ting one-self be broken, and encourages to do what one can to save the planet. In “Bogart” too, Ker-

shaw offers some positive solutions to problems arisen in the same context as “I Won’t Let the Sun Go 

Down on Me”, but as the problems addressed in “Bogart” are more domestic than the global threat of 

nuclear warfare, and so is the solution. In “Bogart”, the answers to the protagonist’s problems are found 

in another time and place, in many ways the antithetical of 1984 England. 

 

Economically, USA stood in a big brother relation to England in the last century. But also in terms of 

power, politics, and even popular culture. Not in Orwell’s novel’s meaning of the phrase, but as a big 

brother to look up to. The dreams and thoughts of the protagonist in “Bogart” fly across the Atlantic 

Ocean, seeking the advice of his hero, Humphry Bogart, an authority when it comes to being a lady’s 

man, a characteristic the main character sees himself as lacking. 1984 was still 1984 even in the USA, 

and longing to be somewhere else also applies to somewhere else in terms of time. If the mid-eighties 

were a time of depression and fear, the positivity of the late forties and early fifties certainly represents 

the antithetical as the world war had just ended, the global economy was recovering, and the future 

looked as bright as ever. A perhaps overly romanticized view of this time and place, post war USA, 

seems the perfect place for the main characters mind escape from his fruitless love efforts, and Humphry 

 

184Orwell, 1984 (1950) 
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Bogart seems the perfect personification of the coolness and manliness that represents everything the 

main character is not. 

 

In Songwriters and song lyrics: architecture, ambiguity and repetition, Keith Negus and Pete Astor remind 

us how most pop music where the chords and melody is written prior to the lyrics are; “…not created 

first as instrumentals per se, but as lyric-less songs, structured architecturally with an awareness of the 

will to have words added and with some sense of the style and substance of those words.”185 Nik Ker-

shaw is known to write chords and melody first using a guide vocal with temporary lyrics for refer-

ence.186 In this harmonic analysis I will be looking closer at how tonality, changes of tonality, and the 

way tonality changes, effects reading of the lyrics and vice versa, as the lyrics and music intertwine.  

 

Structure 

“Bogart” starts with two measures of a lonely single bell before the intro begins with a keyboard melody, 

stretching out over eight measures before the verse starts. The verse consists of two similar, but slightly 

different halves presented in different keys. The chorus is a twelve-measure vocal melody built on the 

same melodic motive throughout, but with a harmonic and instrumental change after eight measures. 

The intro, verse and chorus are repeated before a sixteen-measure double guitar solo and the recurrence 

of the riff, rounds off the track.  

 

Formal Structure                                                                                                       

 Mea-

sures 

Lyrics Prominent instru-

mentation  

Orchestration Mood Cadence Tonality 

Intro 2+8 -  Bell, Keyboard-

pad, bass, drums  

Rich, saturated Dreamy, 

melancholic 

iv-v-i E minor 

Verse 

1a 

8 Being dominated Percussive key-

board, Gui-

tar/bass-riff 

Medium, open  Plane and 

“stompy” 

IV-V-I C + Eb 

Verse 

1b 

8 Reflecting on domina-

tions and wishing to be 

like Bogart 

Percussive key-

board, Guitar/ 

bass-riff, soft key-

board pad 

Rich, saturated Smooth and 

dreamy 

iv-v-i, 

IV-V-I 

E minor 

and Eb 

Chorus 8+4 Praying to Bogart At first vocals and 

bass, then also 

soft keyboard pad 

At first very open, sin-

gle notes, then more 

saturated and richer 

Sacral and 

dreamy 

i-VI-VII, 

iv-v-i 

 

Em  

 

185 Negus & Astor, Songwriters and song lyrics: architecture, ambiguity and repetition (2015) 

186 Nik Kershaw Reveals ALL! - The Real Meaning Behind The Riddle (2014)  
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Inter-

lude 

4 -  Bell, Keyboard-

pad, bass, drums  

Rich, saturated Dreamy, 

melancholic 

iv-v-i 

 

E minor 

Verse 

2a 

8 Chuck  Percussive key-

board, Gui-

tar/bass-riff 

Medium, open  Plane and 

“stompy” 

IV-V-I C + Eb 

Verse 

2b 

8 Jealousy towards Chuck 

and wishing to be like 

Bogart 

Percussive key-

board, Guitar/ 

bass-riff, soft key-

board pad 

Rich, saturated Smooth and 

dreamy 

iv-v-i, 

IV-V-I 

E minor 

and Eb 

Chorus 8+4 Praying to Bogart At first vocals and 

bass, then also 

soft keyboard-pad 

At first very open, sin-

gle notes, then more 

saturated and richer 

Sacral and 

dreamy 

i-VI-VII, 

iv-v-i 

 

Em  

Inter-

lude 

7 -  Bell, Keyboard-

pad, bass, drums  

Rich, saturated Dreamy, 

melancholic 

iv-v-i 

 

E minor 

Double 

guitar- 

solo 

16 -  Guitars, Keyboard-

pad, bass, drums  

Rich, saturated Dreamy, 

melancholic 

iv-v-i 

 

E minor 

Outro 8 Being encouraged to 

whistle 

Female voice, 

Keyboard-pad, 

bass, drums  

awaiting Dreamy, 

melancholic 

i 

 

E minor 

 

 

Intro 
A bell rings with a shuffled rhythm at the start of the track, like a fire truck or an alarm of some sort, 

providing a sonic background with a grave and ominous atmosphere to start the song with187. The 

gloomy bell rings out the lament of the everyday life of the restrained and jealous man. It is an alarm, but 

not a potent alarm alerting any real threat or danger. It is the halting alarm of a belittled man begging for 

help, as the first and third beat in every measure is heavily accentuated and the shuffled sixteenth notes 

that follows quickly drops in intensity as both the attack and the frequency in which the notes are pre-

sented diminishes, before the figure is repeated, again and again. This gives the figure a halting quality, 

as the distinctness each repetition starts off with transforms into hesitation in rhythm and amplitude.  

 

 

187 The sound of the bell is in fact a fire extinguisher: (Human Racing, u.d.) 
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Figure 4-1 The bell (fire extinguisher) in the intro 

 

The sound of despair in the bell is not for long accompanied by the longing and dreamy sound of the 

keyboard melody played over heavily accented minor chords in keyboards, bass and drums. The key-

board intro is in the key of E minor, and the melody is built over an arpeggiated Em7 chord. There is a 

sense of melancholy over this keyboard melody, utilizing saturation notes to a large extent, as it falls 

from its top note e down an octave as it ends. The chord changes starts with the subdominant Am7, and 

the melody moves downwards through an arpeggiated G chord, providing the harmony with Am’s 11th, 

9th and 7th. The strong emphasis on these notes does two things for the development of the musical 

character at this point; It creates a sense of ambiguity, as there are two different chords played at the 

same time. The chord G is an extension of the Am11 chord, but when given as much attention as it is in 

the keyboard melody, it is also experienced as an independent triad in its own rights.  

Figure 4-2 intro 

 

 

The use of notes far away from the tonic in a tertial structure, helps to support the dreamy character in 

this part, as it makes the overall harmony just a little cloudier and vaguer than it would have been, had it 

not utilized saturation notes to such an extent. There are, of course, other musical means to connote 

dreams in musical passages, such as the whole tone scale, but it would not have been suitable in this 
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case, as the way it is often used in movies or cartoons, is to accompany images of someone falling 

asleep, or dreams being played out as they sleep, whereas the dreams in this case has the character of 

a daydream188. Another effect the melodically G chord in the keyboard melody over the Am7 chord has 

as the songs character develops, is that it prevents the mood from becoming too gloomy or tragic. Had 

the neighbouring and more obvious notes e, c and a been used instead, the minor sixth c would have 

contributed with much melodic tension and a more tragic expression189. Instead the d, b and g facilitate 

a more nuanced mood, making the passage more melancholic than tragic, and more dreamy than 

gloomy. Likewise, the use of d instead of the leading note, d# and the chord Bm7 instead of Em´s dom-

inant B7, placed after the minor subdominant Am, and before the tonic Em gives the passage less me-

lodic and harmonic tension.190  

Verse 
In the intro, the rhythmic subdivision of the beat is shuffled, but the shuffled sixteenth notes gradually 

straightens up and become even sixteenth notes as the verse begins191. In the intro there are two instru-

ments playing rhythmic patterns containing sixteenth notes, but only the keyboard chords play notes at 

this level of rhythmic subdivision in the verse. The intro/interlude and the verses are separated with one 

measure with only vocals, where Kershaw sings a melodic line constructed on eight notes, common to 

both the shuffled and the even or straight sixteenth notes. This makes the transition away from the shuf-

fled intro more subtle, as the two different rhythmic subdivisions this way becomes less juxtaposed. 

 

As the verse begins, the mood of the song changes as the music pulls the listener out of the dreamy 

keyboard passage and into the struggles of everyday life. The verse starts in the key of C, but on its sub 

dominant F, giving the song a brief Phrygian flavour, before the authentic cadence to C via G is com-

pleted, and the C tonality is established. Being the most contrasting chord to Em, in C major, as diatonic 

 

188 This video by Berklee online, shows the technique and the effect of the whole note scale: Exploring the Whole Tone Scale 
| Music Theory | Composition | Berklee Online (2017) 
189 Moore discuss how chords, modes and scales with more minor intervals are more depressed and emotionally nega-

tive/lacking in energy compared to those with fever small intervals. Song Means: (2016, ss. 69-76) as has also been de-

bated in studies within the field of Psychology of music. See for instance Lahdelma & Eerola, Single chords convey distinct 
emotional qualities to both naïve and expert listeners (2016), Parncutt, The emotional connotations of major versus minor 
tonality: One or more origins? (2014) and Hunter, Schellenberg, & Schimmack, Feelings and Perceptions of Happiness and 
Sadness Induced by Music: Similarities, Differences, and Mixed Emotions (2010) 
190 See footnote 189 
191 This kind of rhythmic adjustment can be referred to as a metric modulation, but that usually implies a resulting change of 

tempo as explained in these articles concerning the subject in the Modern Drummer magazine: Gianni, Ostinato Studies Part 
3: Metric Modulation (2012) and Brown, Jazz Drummers' Workshop: Style & Analysis - Tony Williams: Part 2 - Metric Modu-
lation (2006). In “Bogart” the shifting between shuffled and straight 16th notes does not result in tempo change. Rather, the 

shifting must be seen as variation in the degree of shuffle, caused by the displacement of the off-beat 16th notes, much like in 

this description of Tony Williams’ Avant guard jazz drumming in the Miles Davis quintet. 
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chord in the latter, but not the first, the F chord provides an abrupt shift harmonically from the keyboard 

intro.  

 

Texturally and rhythmically contrasting the long release time of the bell and keyboard sound playing the 

melody and the long duration and soft texture of the chords in the keyboard pad, the arrangement in the 

verse is filled with short notes played with syncopated rhythms on keyboard sounds with shorts release 

time giving the song a more stompy feel. In the verse, it is initially the single note bass- and guitar-riff 

that drives the harmonies forward together with the vocal melody, accompanied by a keyboard only on 

the first chord F. This keyboard plays the F chord in second inversion, so that the third is on top at first, 

but as the chord is repeated a fourth and fifth time on beat 3 and the following offbeat in the keyboard, 

the third, a, moves along to the augmented fourth, b, adding even a Lydian feel to the tonality, which is 

still not properly settled at this point192. The top notes of the keyboard move through b as a passing 

note before reaching c on the third beat of the first bar. The chord is at this point a F5 as the third is left 

out and the fifth is doubled, but the bass follows the melody created by the top notes in the keyboard 

chords in a similar parallel motion a tenth below, providing the chord with its third after all. The keyboard 

rhythm presented in the first measure of the verse is repeated in the third measure, but in a slightly al-

tered rhythm (Figure 4-3). The alteration of the rhythm is not first and foremost due to changes in met-

ric values within the motive, but is created by the rhythmic displacement of the entire motive193. The mo-

tive is displaced by a sixteen-note causing it to start on the fourth sixteen-note of the fourth beat in 

measure two, instead of the first beat in measure three. A single alteration of metric value on the fourth 

note from a sixteen-note to an eight-note in the last presentation, prolonging the motive by a sixteen-

note, causes the two rhythmic presentations to end the exact same way with two eight-notes ending on 

beat three. The rhythmic variation in the third measure of Figure 4-3 is brilliantly constructed as it 

 

192 Tonality is a musical term with a huge variety of definitions, some similar, some compatible but with different focal points, 

and some downright contrasting. Tagg problematizes the term and the use of its different definitions side by side, especially 

where it is used as an antonym for atonal, modal or any not euro-classical music. (2013) Whereas Tagg would probably 

have used the word “key” in this case, I prefer the use of “tonality” as it involves both key, mode, harmonic functionality, types 

of cadences etc. Tagg further expounds his view in the video Troubles with Tonal Terminology – 1: What (the hell) is “tonal-
ity”? (2015). Tymoczko too addresses how we use the term differently and argues for the replacement of “…the crude op-

position “tonal/atonal” with a more nuanced set of distinctions.” A Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the ex-
tended Common Practice (2011, s. 10). For definitions of tonality within a Schenkerian tradition, see Brown M, Explaining 
Tonality -Schenkerian Tonality and beyond (2005) and Cadwaller & Cagné, Analysis of Tonal Music: A Schenkerian Approach 

(1998) Arnold Schoenberg offers a classical and general definition in Theory of Harmony: “…tonality is a function of the fun-

damental tone [tonic]: that is, everything that makes up tonality emanates from that tone and refers back to it.” (2010, s. 

150) This definition resembles Hugo Riemann’s definition too in Dictionary of Music (1908), but which is closer to what 

Tymoczko refers to as centricity. A Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended Common Practice (2011) 
193 Chick Corea explains and demonstrates the concept of rhythmic displacement and its effect. Chick Corea Jazz Keyboard 
Demo — Rhythmic Displacement, (2015) 
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sounds almost exactly like the presentation in the first measure, because of the rhythmic similarities in-

herent in both presentations. In fact, only the fourth note has different metric value from measure one to 

three.194 The effect the variation has, is that on the first presentation, the figure seems tidy and con-

trolled as it starts on the beat, abruptly lifting the carpets to the everyday-thematic of the lyrics. In the 

second presentation, it seems odd and slightly off due to its now more syncopated character, enhancing 

the quirky qualities of the protagonist. The harmonically open keyboard chord on the third beat in both 

presentations of the keyboard figure creates space in the arrangement, which is further developed in the 

next six beats, played without chord completely as only the single notes of the bass and guitar sketches 

out the harmony.195  

 

Figure 4-3 Pick-up measure and the first three measures of the verse 

       

The juxtaposed contrasts in rhythm, texture and harmony between the intro and the verse signal a 

change in the narratives as Kershaw starts to sing. The stompy rhythms, thin orchestration and the C 

tonality creates a tidy and mundane musical pallet for the complaints of the first-person narrator196. The 

lines "my love plays games with me" followed by "I don't mean Gin or Monopoly" are both accompanied 

 

194 In measure two of Figure 4-3 the fourth note is written as a sixteenth note followed by a sixteenth rest. In measure three 

the fourth note is an eight note. The differentiation is done with considerations to a coherent layout that also incorporates the 

displacement and syncopations.   
195 Philip Tagg points out how many pop/rock-songs uses riffs to sketch out chordal accompaniment. (2018, s. 211) His 

point is that riff and melody put together is polyphonic music, as he is problematizing the term “polyphonic”. Such polyphony 

implies harmony, or chordal accompaniment, but the implications given by two contrapuntal melodies will always leave room 

for different interpretations, as is also the case here. My point is only to state that a single note riff + vocal melody does in 
fact have harmonic implications, even though potentially ambiguous.  
196 The idea of the major tonality as ordinary, and as what the abnormal minor diverges from, is not new. It is one corner 

stone in theories on why we experience minor tonality as sad and major as happy: Parncut, The emotional connotations of 
major versus minor tonality: One or more origins? (2014) Susan McClary critiques the way a variety of such binaries and the 

transference of their meanings on to one another, has been used traditionally in musicology, especially when linked to sexual-

ity and gender, and when given qualities of strong/week, or masculine/feminine, (Feminine Endings, 2002) but even she 

connotes major tonality with positivity and minor with negativity. (1997, ss. 25-26) 
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by a straight forward authentic cadence, F, G and C, thinly orchestrated, underlining the banality of the 

way these words are presented, even though they offer a somewhat serious allegation towards the 

women of his desire. The repeated and concluding IV-V-I cadence seems also to hammer down the inev-

itability of the situation the protagonist finds himself in. Allan F. Moore points out how a repeated ii-V-I 

cadence in the Tavares’s “Heaven Must be Missing an Angel” seems to “situate the dual protagonist in 

an eternal present, since the harmonic pattern continually completes but fails to stop.”197 Much like the 

chord changes in “Bogart”. But as the repeated continually completing chord changes in “Heaven Must 

be Missing an Angel” creates a notion of eternality, the notion of inevitability in “Bogart” is not really dis-

rupted, as much as developed as the chord progression moves on after only two repetitions in a similar, 

but altered way.   

 

As the  protagonist continues to complain over his situation, the words "strings me along like some pet 

animal or other" are illustrated harmonically by the tonality being "strung along" too, as both the vocal 

melody, the keyboard chords and the bass- and guitar-riff is transposed up by a minor third without a 

cadence or other preparations of any sort198. The verse so far is built on the two first measures being 

repeated identically by the accompanying instruments and similarly by the vocal melody. The way this 

entire two-measure building block is suddenly presented in a new key gives a feeling of it being jerked 

up by a minor third rather than being modulated, and in that, it illustrates the way the first-person narra-

tor is being strung along by his controlling partner without a will of his own. 

 

 

197 Moore, Where is Here? An Issue of Deictic Projection (2010) 
198 I do not mean to say that pop music modulations usually rely on functional harmony cadences. I am simply pointing out 

that there is no such cadence here that would have helped to prepare the way for the upcoming key. With other preparations 
I mean pivot chords, an introduction of a scale note belonging the upcoming key, or other musical elements that would simi-

larily help to ease or blur the change of key. The change of key does not resemble any of Griffith’s elevating modulations ei-

ther (Elevating Form and Elevating Modulation, 2015), as it jumps directly from (old) tonic to (new) sub dominant as the 

transition takes place.  
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Figure 4-4measure 4-8 of the first half of the verse 

 

In the change of key from C to Eb, the potential smooth transformation from C to Ab, made possible by 

the common tone c or the many parsimonious voice leadings by semi tones, is in fact not only avoided 

by the accompanying instruments, but the change juxtaposes the two chords to a maximum. The riff in C 

ends on the third, e, and moves on to the tonic in Eb major's sub dominant Ab´s root ab which gives a 

quite abrupt feeling of dislocation, as the riff suddenly leaps by the interval diminished fourth. In the vo-

cal melody, however, the transition is much smoother, as it closes in on a c melodically from e and d as 

the key shifts, as if the c would have been the fifth in the expected chord F but is now the major third in 

the Ab chord instead199. The vocal melody binds the two sections of the verse together by use of com-

mon tones where the instruments do not. In other words, the parsimonious voice leading possibilities 

facilitated by the chromatic transformation from C to Ab is utilized in the vocal melody, but not in the in-

strument parts. 

 

 

199 I argue that F is the expected chord simply because it is the first chord in the repeated F-G-C progression heard in the 

verse so far, but also in terms of voice leading as both the bass/guitar-riff and vocal melody closes in a stepwise diatonic mo-

tion approaching the root and the fifth of the expected F chord, in the riff even via the leading note e. Harmonically, the chord 

C being F’s dominant, at least opens for the possibility of its continuation to F. (I deliberately chose to avoid terms as implies 
or indicates a continuation through an authentic cadence and so on, as pop music harmony does not develop and move by 

functional harmony principles alone. The dominant relation and the leading note in the riff definitely have strong leading quali-

ties towards F, but concluding on that alone that it should expect C to lead to F, would be to misunderstand how pop music 

harmony works completely) Pop music usually only flirts with functional harmony. It is not bound by its rules. Several scholars 

have covered this. See for instance Moore, Song Means: (Moore, 2016, ss. 69-76), Tagg, Everyday Tonality II (2018, s. 

33) or Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 46) 
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Figure 4-5 The tonnetz shows how the vocal melody correlates the parts in different keys together by the common 
town c, as the instruments at the same time juxtaposes the two parts by a maximum, moving directly from C’s third 
e, to Ab’s tonic.  

  

 

What the different ways the transition from C major to Eb major operates in vocally and instrumentally 

does, is this: The sudden and surprising manoeuvre from e to ab in the riff underlines the way the narra-

tor is strung along. At the same time the effortless stepwise movement of the vocal melody illustrates 

the normality of that situation for the narrator, as he is used to every whim of the controlling partner and 

has little will of his own.  

 

In the section in Eb (measure 5-8 in Figure 4-4), the first two measures of the riff are not repeated. 

Only the notes sketching out Bb and Eb is repeated before ending on a dramatic g, the dominant of 

Eb's relative Cm. The dominant tension intensifies even more, as the g is lead upwards chromatically to 

g#, the leading note of A minor's dominant E. And this is where we find ourselves as the second half of 

the first verse begins, in Am. Or at least so it seems, as the metric placement of the chord at the begin-

ning of this eight-measure period is prepared for in a chromatic movement from its leading note, but that 

is forgetting that the two-measure building block of the verse starts on the sub dominant level. The Am 

chord in the ninth measure of the verse feels like a tonic, and still does, even as the following Bm is 

played. The f#-note in the Bm does not feel too alien as a dorian interchange in Am, adding just a hint 

of harmonic ambiguity. It is only when the Em is played that the E minor tonality is constituted.  

 

The beginning of the second half of the verse is similar to the beginning of the first half in melody, chord 

functions (IV-V-I becoming iv-v-i), the riff and the percussive keyboard chords discussed earlier. There 

are some differences as well. The most apparent difference from the first half of the verse, is that the 

song now has a minor tonality, like in the intro. And like in the intro, all the chords are minor. There are 

no dramatic dominants potentially resulting in a tension filled harmonic minor scale. The expression is 
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the soft and non-functional tonal expression of E aeolian200.  Something else that is different, is the addi-

tion of the keyboard pad, which now provides the entire second half of the verse with soft harmonic wall 

to wall carpets of keyboard chords. The aeolian tonality and the addition of the soft keyboard pad once 

again alters the mood of the song entirely. Gone is the quirkiness of the first half, where the guitar and 

bass in unison by themselves seemed a bit corny, giving the lyrics a farcical dimension, suggesting a 

reading of the narrator's character as being week or even pathetic. In the second half of the verse, how-

ever, one listens to the words with sympathy, as the narrator complains "why do I play her game, when 

she can't even remember my name?"201 The smooth melodic continuation as the keys shift from E minor 

to Eb with the transformation of Am into Ab is made even smoother, than was the case moving from C 

to Eb, as the melody now is further stressed by a diatonic third doubling above, moving from g, via f and 

landing confidently on an eb at the beginning of the Ab-section on the word “name”(measure 12 in Fig-

ure 4-6). 

Figure 4-6 The second half of the first verse (measures 9-16) 

  

 

200 Moore discusses the different characteristics of different modes and their «[...]impact on the expressive nature of songs 

using these modes» in Song:Means: (2016, s. 72) In music psychology one often refers to two vectors, one of low-high 

arousal emotions, and one of positive-negative. Musical tension, minor and major mode, tempo as well as lyrics affect our 

emotional response to music. See The emotional connotations of major versus minor tonality: One or more origins? 

(Parncutt, 2014) How different emotional responses is associated with different chords, and tempo also affects our overall 

perception of music. See Lahdelma & Eerola, Single chords convey distinct emotional qualities to both naïve and expert lis-
teners (Lahdelma & Eerola, 2016) and Hunter, Schellenberg, & Schimmack, Feelings and Perceptions of Happiness and 
Sadness Induced by Music: Similarities, Differences, and Mixed Emotions (Hunter, Schellenberg, & Schimmack, 2010) 
201 See footnote 200 
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As I have already pointed out, there is a component of the second half of the verse (Figure 4-6), resem-

bling the first half (Figure 4-4)in a way not yet addressed, and that is the melody. One would expect the 

melody to move similarly to the harmony, and as the chord sequence moves up by a third, one would 

expect the melody to do the same, but this is not the case. The melody is simply repeated identically in 

the first four measures of the second half of the verse. Once again, the melody binds different parts of 

the song with contradictory harmony together. Tymoczko uses a circle of thirds202 to elucidate the close 

relations between diatonic chords with roots in tertial203 distance (mediants). Figure 4-7 shows how a 

single-step-voice-leading is all that differentiates diatonic triads in tertial relations.  

 

 

202 Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music -Harmony and Counterpoint in the extended Common Practice (2011, s. 10) 
203 I borrow this term from Tagg, (2018), who in Everyday Tonality II uses it mostly to explain harmonic structure, as whether 

chords are built mainly by thirds or quarts (quartal). Here, I use it as an adjective form of the noun “third” to describe the dis-

tance of a third between two notes in separate triads. 
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Figure 4-7 Circle of thirds 

 

 

In this thesis, where I look at ambiguity in Kershaw´s harmony, changes in tonality are essential, espe-

cially those places where modulations or short temporary changes in tonality are vague and subtle, or 

where there are longer stretches of restless tonality204. When looking closer at some of these passages 

in Kershaw´s music, I have found that the way he sometimes moves between keys are quite unconven-

tional in pop music, like the modulation by duration in "I Won't Let the Sun Go Down on Me", where a 

dominant becomes the tonic, simply by lasting for so long that the dominant tension disappears and our 

perception is altered into seeing it as a tonic. The ambiguity in the similarities and differences between 

the beginning of the first half of the verse of “Bogart” and the second half, is worth some attention:  

 

As our western tonal harmony is built on the stacking of thirds205, chances are that a neighbouring note, 

a diatonic third away from any chord note, may very well be another chord note or a suitable saturation 

note206. This gives the possibility to displace or modulate a melodic movement by diatonic thirds, while 

keeping the underlying harmonies in the original key. This kind of melodic sequencing is fairly common, 

but in “Bogart” it is the opposite that happens, as the melody stays the same, and the harmonies are 

displaced by a third. 

   

 

204 Again, I prefer to use the wider term “tonality” rather than key. As it embodies not only key, but modes, centricity, chord 

progression variations, harmonic functionality, scales, macroharmonies and more. Any slight changes in such parameters 

might cause our perception of centricity to alter for shorter or longer periods of time.  
205 The Berklee Book of Jazz Harmony (Mulholland & Hojnacki, 2013) and Everyday Tonality (Tagg P. , 2018) 
206 See Figure 4-7 Circle of thirds. 
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Figure 4-8 Harmonic versatility of broken chords in the vocal melody 

 

Figure 4-8 I shows how the different scale chords derived from the two, in this case relevant keys, C and 

E minor, fit onto the two melodic triads the vocal melody for both the lines “my love plays games with 

me” and “why do I play her game” consist of. The two columns in the figure are the two measures the 

melody spans across. The first three syllables are turned into melody with a melodic A minor triad in sec-

ond inversion arpeggiated upwards, over one single chord, F in the first round and Am in the latter. The 

last three syllables are put into melody with an E minor triad in root position arpeggiated downwards. 

These three notes are sung over the duration of a half note, where only one chord is sounding, G the 

first time and Bm the second, but as the last note is sung on the off-beat before a chord change, that 

note must also be seen in connection with the following chord as an anticipation note207. The figure 

shows all possible choices of diatonic chords available, and the blue arrows shows the actual harmonic 

movements taking place. Only minor and major chords are shown. The different chord-notes/non-chord-

notes or intervals each melody note represents to each different chord is written in columns under the 

melody note. The numbers refer to scale degree in relation to the chords root with the customs of chord 

symbol ciphering. In other words, all intervals are major or perfect unless other is stated, except for the 

seventh which is minor and the third which is defined by the chord symbol. “3” in a minor chord refers to 

a minor third, and a major third to a major triad. Augmented and diminished intervals are marked with 

“b” and “#”. The circled intervals indicate chord notes, and the overlined notes indicate intervals that 

compromises the chords stability and clarity.208  

 

 

207 For more on how anticipations are treated harmonically see for instance Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble (Lowell & 

Pulling, 2003) and Modern Jazz Voicings (Pease & Pulling, 2001) 
208 For more on what saturations are considered available tensions and how they are treated harmonically, see footnote 207 

Overlined notes in this example indicates non-available tensions. 
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Figure 4-8 shows that three chords (Em, G and Bm) will create conflicts between the melody and the 

chords stability and character in the first measure, and two in the second measure (D and Bm). They 

are marked with italic letters. The first harmonic movement F-G-C moves up with a whole tone step from 

the first measure to the beginning of the second and proceeds down a fifth right after the last note. This 

harmonic movement (IV.V-I) is then “locked” and transferred onto the second harmonic movement Am-

Bm-Em (iv-v-i). The chords F, G and C is a good match to the melody notes, in that there are no notes 

interfering with the clarity of the chord, and in that five of six possible notes are chord notes. That is if 

one reads the last note e as an anticipation to the chord C. Even though the figure shows a variety of 

possibilities in harmonising the melody with the available triads from the relevant scales, the forced 

structure of the chords’ movements severely decreases the possible choices when modulating the entire 

chord pattern. The second round of chords, Am, Bm and Em has a good match to the melody in terms 

of maintaining the chords characteristics, all though not quite as good as in the first round. These 

chords, too, give a total of five chord notes in the melody, where three are found in the first measure, in 

which the melody this time is made from chord notes entirely, but the second measure contains the note 

g, which somewhat compromises the stability of the underlying chord, Bm. Again, the last note e is read 

as an anticipation to the following chord Em.  

 

The reason for why this exact combination of melody notes and harmony, b, g and e over Bm, works so 

well, is because of the way the entire three-note motive “play her game” relates to the Em chord that 

follows. In jazz theory this concept is referred to as “playing across the bar lines”, “harmonic displace-

ment” or simply “suspension”, and is suitable to explain these three notes. The idea is that an improviser 

prolongs the duration of a chord of choice, at the cost of the duration of another, as basis for his/her 

improvisation’s tonal pallet.209 This can be done melodically without changing the harmonic background, 

like it is done in this example of “Bogart”, where the E minor pallet is stretched melodically, but not har-

monically. This manipulation of the melody/harmony relationship brings a sense of ambiguity to the mu-

sic. 

 

The melody is built on the exact same notes within the exact same pitch space, giving the passage affili-

ation. At the same time, the tonality shifts from major to minor giving the song continuation. It is the 

same, but it is different. The same, however, can be achieved in another way, much more common in 

 

209 This technique was central in the be-bop era, and improvisators such as Charlie Parker and later Lennie Tristano used it 

frequently. For more on this technique see: Searching for Freedom in Improvisation: Obsevations on the Music of Lennie Tris-
tano and Ornette Coleman (Perkiömäki, 2002). See The Contributions of Earl "Bud" Powell to the Modern Jazz Style 

(DeMotta, 2015) or Beyond Borders: Broadening the Artistic Palette of (Composing) Improvisers in Jazz, Doctoral Thesis 

(Graaf, 2017) 
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both popular and classical music210. If a song modulates to its parallel, the melody will by far and large 

stay within the same pitch space, and the tonality, too, will shift between major and minor. What then, is 

the difference between a key change by parallel modulation and the one found between the first and 

second half of the verse of “Bogart”? A modulation directly from C to C minor would emphasize the 

tragic character of the parallel minor, whereas a modulation to the mediant minor seems less dra-

matic211. But in “Bogart” the tables have turned, so to speak, as the two parts in different keys are sepa-

rated by the section in Eb, Cm´s relative. The modulation from C, via Eb to E minor is much more dra-

matic than a modulation from C, via Eb to Cm. Not only then, is the shift from the first and second half 

of the verse the same, but different. It is also quite awkward, due to the P´ operation from the keys Eb 

to E minor, the subdominant Am at the beginning of the E minor part and the displacement of the mel-

ody in relation to the harmony.  

 

Of the four measures in E minor, only the first three follows the same i-iv-v pattern as the I-IV-V, in the 

beginning of the verse. In the fourth measure, the harmonic pattern is disrupted as the iv Am, is contin-

ued to the tonic´s relative G, which moves to the subdominant´s mediant C, as we are closing in on yet 

another modulation to Eb (See measure 12, Figure 4-6). At this point the tonality is quite ambiguous, 

suggesting both E minor and A minor as keys. This is due to several factors: The metric positioning of 

the subdominant as the first chord in the period, the short duration of the only chord presented, Bm, 

which is not a scale chord in both E minor and A minor, the structure of the melody which starts on an 

a, has e as the lowest and last note of the first phrase, the total ratio of chords on sub dominant level if 

read in E minor; Am and C (5/8), versus the tonic level´s 1/4 (Em and G), but most of all because of 

the similarities to the fourth measure of the first half of the verse. In fact, these two measures are identi-

cal, with the additional vocal on “remember my name” the second time, even though they are presented 

in two different keys. This subtle “slip” back into the former key of C, facilitates an almost exact replica of 

 

210 One example where music modulates between parallel keys, facilitating the use of the same melodic themes in both keys 

within the exact same pitch space, is Rodgers and Hammerstein´s “My Favorite Things” where the melody eb-bb-bb-f-eb-eb-

bb-eb-eb-f-eb is first sung over Ebm but repeated over Eb later in the verse. In this example the melody is, like in “Bogart”, 

presented identically. This is possible because of the neutral characteristic of the broken Ebsus2-chord, which contains no 

third, making it suitable for both minor and major harmonisation. In music written in the sonata form, the exposition will pre-

sent a theme in one key, which will then typically be presented in the parallel key in the development. In Mozart´s “Piano So-

nata no. 16 in C major” the exposition ends in the dominant key, G major, before the development starts with the exact same 

theme that the exposition ended with, g-g-d-g-b-d-b-g-b-c-a-f#-a-g, only now presented in the dominant´s relative key, G mi-

nor: g-g-d-g-bb-d-bb-g-bb-c-a-f#-a-g. The theme stays within the exact same pitch class space in the two different presenta-

tions.  
211 Maus, Glamour and evasion: the fabulous ambivalence of the Pet Shop Boys (2001) 
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the modulation to Eb from the first half of the verse.212 Compare measure 1 in Figure 4-4 and measure 

4 in Figure 4-6.  

 

Chorus  
The verse ends with the words “Wish I could whistle like The Big Sleep´s famous lover” referring to a 

scene from the 1944 movie “To Have and Have Not”, where Bogart´s character Harry Morgan is en-

couraged to whistle whenever he wants the character Marie Browning, played by Lauren Bacall, to ap-

pear. This sentence sends us into the chorus with a change of lyrical focus at the same time as the un-

derlying harmony, Gsus4 and G, change function, acting as pivot-chords213 between the keys Eb and E 

minor. Up until now, the story being told has addressed how the first-person narrator is bullied and con-

trolled by the woman he desires. Whether the woman is his lover or not is not evident from the lyrics, 

and is not relevant either, as the narrator´s jealousy seems timely anyways, as his affection for the 

woman is not reciprocated. The wish to be able to simply whistle to get the woman of his desire, would 

solve all his problems, but as that is not a real possibility, he turns his attention instead to the man who 

in his mind has that power, namely Humphry Bogart, calling out his name in every other sentence 

throughout the chorus214. The chorus presents a line of questions to Bogart from the Narrator, where he 

both begs for help and seeks his advice. Simon Frith claims that “Pop love songs don’t ‘reflect’ emotions 

[…] but give people the romantic terms in which to articulate and so experience their emotions.”215 In 

“Bogart” we do not adapt the emotions of the protagonist, but the lyrics awake our empathy. Similarly, 

harmony and melody in “Bogart” do not reflect emotions but provide a rich pallet for us experience our 

emotions. 

 

 

212 The constant shifts between keys and major and minor tonalities supports the narrative shifts in the lyrics. In Glamour and 
evasion: the fabulous ambivalence of the Pet Shop Boys, Fred E. Maus discusses the effects shifts between minor and major 

tonality as well as ambiguous harmony has on Pet Shop Boys´ music. (2001) 
213 Pivot chord here means that its function pivots as it is related to two different keys due to its placement. Here, it is related 

to the key of Eb and E minor. In Eb functioning as the relative, C minor’s dominant, and in E minor functioning as relative. 
214 In Songwriters and song lyrics: architecture, ambiguity and repetition, Keith Negus and Pete Astor explores how repetition 

in pop song lyrics may be used to articulate obsessive desires (2015, ss. 237-238). In “Bogart”, the protagonist shows ob-

sessive tendencies both towards the woman he desires and Bogart. In the chorus, the constant repetition of the line “hey 

there, Bogart” or some variation of it, is supported musically by long stretch of the Em chord, the constantly repeated and 

static rhythm of the bass and drums and the repetitive character of the vocals.  
215 Frith, Popular Music: Critical Concepts in Media and Cultural Studies (2003, s. 207) 
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The sincerity of the narrators begging for help is emphasized musically by the sudden thinning out in the 

orchestration, where only a few instruments are left, none of them playing anything but single notes, cre-

ating even more space216 in the music than in the verse. There is only the bassline, the vocal melody, 

and a thin keyboard sound accompanying it in unison217. This orchestral light transparency highlights the 

vulnerability of the narrator and exposes his complete submission.  

 

Figure 4-9 The Chorus 

 

 

 

216 Again, I refer to Dockwray and Moore’s definition of the soundbox in Configuring the sound-box 1965-1972 (2010) and 

Brøvig-Hanssen & Danielsen adaptation and development of the term in The Naturalised and the Surreal: changes inthe 
perception of popular music sound (2013) 
217 In From Lyric to Anti-Lyric: Analysing the Words in Pop Song, Dai Griffiths is concerned with Verbal Space, the connection 

between the music and the words and what effect shifts in verbal space has on the music. (2008) 
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The opening words “Hey there” are stressed in that the bass follows the melody in unison, leaving the 

first downbeat of the measure tonally empty, where only the floor tom is played on before the snare 

drum too accentuates the second and third eight note under the words “Hey there”, as to call attention 

from Bogart before the plead for help begins218. The delay of the root in the bass gives the chorus a na-

ked expression from the start, and when it briefly appears on the second beat, an octave above the e in 

the second measure of the chorus, it does not enforce much tonal gravity. For the remainder of the next 

three measures of the chorus, the bass plays a melody similar to the second half of the bass line of the 

verse in Pink Floyd´s “Another Brick in the Wall, Part 2”, with the root e, being played on the first beat, 

the fifth b on the third beat, and the minor seventh d, on the forth beat. Although there are no chords at 

this point in the song, this strongly indicates the chord Em, and as the bass notes changes to c and d in 

the fourth measure of the chorus, the perception of harmony changes to the chords C and D. The cho-

rus is harmonically contrasting to both the verse and the intro as there are no chords, but even if we 

choose to read the notes provided by the vocal melody and the bass as the chords they indicate, they 

represent contrast219. All other chord sequences in this song are simple IV, V, I progressions in their re-

spective keys or some variation of it, whereas the chords in the chorus follows the pattern i-VI-VII. The 

change of harmonic pattern occurs at the same time as the lyrics shifts from having the protagonist tell-

ing about his problems to another focus:  

 

In the chorus, the narrator does not contemplate over what his hero, Humphry Bogart, would have done, 

had he been in his shoes. His plead for help and advice, address Bogart directly in second person:   

 

218 In Analyse This, Bethany Lowe and Freya Jarman takes a closer look at self-referential pop songs, or songs that refers to 

something that goes on musically. (2019) This self-referential correlation between lyrics and music also works the other way 

around, as in “Bogart”, where the snare drum emphasizes the words “Hey There” like a marching drum demanding immediate 

attention from a military infantry. Similar examples of this kind of instrumental reference to the lyrics can be heard in almost 

any song containing the word “stop” like Sam Browns “Stop” (Although the music more hesitates than stops as the chorus 

starts), or Mark Ronson’s “Uptown Funk”, where the music stops as the word “stop” is sung.  
219 Although a chord is usually defined as consisting of three or more notes sounding together as a triad, the dyad, too, may 

very well function as a chord, and may even dictate minor or major tonality as they do in the chorus of “Bogart”: The root 

gives the dyad a point of centric reference, and the third gives it the character of being either minor or major. These chords 

are ambiguous on their own merits, as a third (the interval, not the single note on scale degree three) may also be perceived 

as a triad’s third and fifth, or other. They will, however, give some implication of mode no matter which way we read them. 

Several pop songs rely on these types of two-note chords for the harmonic arrangement: Justin Bieber´s “Love Yourself”, Ve-

ronica Maggio´s “Jag kommer” and Halsey and Khalid´s “Eastside” are all good examples of songs where dyads containing a 

root and a third are used to a large extent instead of triads. Dmitri Tymoczko is in A Geometry of Music, concerned with voice 

leadings and chord progressions using dyads and their voice leading potentials in the Two note chord space. (Tymoczko, 

2011) Allan Moore addresses dyads similar to the examples in the text, and how triad inference is necessary, in a relevant 

way in Patterns of Harmony, although he misses the mark with his example as the chords (E, D and C#m) is played as triads 

with the fifths b, a and g# distinctly sounding in the original studio recording of “Killer on the Loose”. (1992, s. 79) Tem-

perley is occupied with models of determining the root of different pitch-sets, dyads as well as triads in The Cognition of Basic 
Musical Structures (2001, ss. 137-165) Dean Olivet has written a thorough article on the subject on his webpage Soundfly 

(2016) Lori Burns gives the voice leading relations between the dyads created between bass line and vocal melody, sub-

stantial attention in the analysis of Tori Amos’ “Crucify” in Disruptive Divas: Feminism, Identity & Popular Music (2002) 
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Hey there, Bogart 

Could you help me out 

Talk to me, Bogart 

What is it all about 

Hey there, Bogart 

Proud and brave and strong 

Talk to me, Bogart 

What did I do wrong  

Help me, Bogart 

If time and space allow 

Talk to me, Bogart 

What would you do now 

 

The way the formulation of his imperative plead, addressing Humphry Bogart in second person rather 

than in third person, makes it more intense, direct, and perhaps more believable, as it suggests a confi-

dential dialog between the narrator and Humphry Bogart220. This resembles another situation where a 

similar rhetorical method is used, which the chorus draws strong connotations to: Rhetorically, through 

the use of second person, thematically in the begging for help, in terms of orchestration by the amount 

of space in the mix, harmonically by the Gsus4 chord being resolved to G right before the chorus starts, 

and even through the vocal timbre, where the vocal melody is doubled by a low range voice speaking 

the words in the same rhythm but with no tonal pitch characteristic, much like a congregation speak 

singing a hymn. 221  

 

The first-person narrator´s plead for help and advice is not the seeking of help from a friend or peer. It is 

a prayer. And it is a prayer to the narrator´s god, Humphry Bogart, and in the chorus of “Bogart” we find 

ourselves in church. 

 

 

220 Angelina Sophiadi discusses how imperatives help to establish a sense of personal interaction in lyrics from a linguistical 

perspective in The Song Remains the Same…or Not? (Sophiadi, 2013) Although pop song lyrics are not poetry and should 

not be treated as such, but as being poetry-like as Griffiths argues in From Lyric to Anti-Lyric: Analyzing the words in Pop 
Song (2008, s. 42) there is a link between lyrics and poetry, and as Keith Negus and Pete Astor points out, “scholars of po-

etry seem far more willing to discuss these links than musicologists”. Songwriters and song lyrics: architecture, ambiguity and 
repetition (2015, s. 234) Building on this, I see no reason not to look beyond the borders of musicology to find support for 

my reading of the lyrics of “Bogart” and it’s meaning. 
221 In ‘Chelsea Rogers’ was a model – Vocality in Prince of the Twenty-first Century, Stan Hawkins claims that “[e]ffortlessly, 

vocal parts can shift the mood of a song.” (2009, s. 342) When the low frequency mumbling in the chorus begins, it has an 

immediate effect on the mood of the song. In Performing Rites, Simon Frith distinguishes between words as “speech-sym-

bols” and “sound-symbols”. (1996, s. 173)Both perspectives are relevant in understanding how the speech-singing affect 

our reading of the chorus.  
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The lyrics contain several parallels to questions typically discussed during service, from the more general 

“talk to me”, and “help me out” to the more philosophical “what is it all about”. With this last question, 

the main character lifts the thematic up from the everyday life problems concerned with in the verse, to 

the more elevated question “What is the meaning of it all?” In doing so, another dimension to his charac-

ter is revealed, showing not only his insecurity, but also a profound humbleness, regret, willingness for 

submission, and a significant amount of confusion. His confusion is revealed in his wish to deduct a gen-

eral and elevated meaning of it all from the quite mundane and concrete problems concerning unrecipro-

cated desire, as the question “what is it all about?” is more commonly used concerning philosophical 

questions of life and death, where the protagonist here uses it in the context of not being able to score 

with the woman he desires.  

 

The line “proud and brave and strong” is interesting as well, as it resembles quite a few lines from vari-

ous hymns, where the only purpose of the lyrics seems to be to describe Jesus´ strength and power, re-

minding the congregation of their weakness and inadequacies222. This parallel increase the gap between 

the narrator and Bogart, making the narrator seem completely submissive, and constitutes the notion of 

Bogart as an elevated almighty oracle. The eight line in the chorus “what did I do wrong” takes the lyrics 

right into the core of Christian sense of guilt and shame, playing on the idea of Original sin. Just like 

Christians who must acknowledge their sins and accept Jesus as their saviour in order to be admitted to 

heaven, the protagonist in “Bogart” seeks out his own flaws, but in a much more self-centred way as the 

question can be read rhetorically, perhaps not fully inviting Humphry Bogart to answer the question after 

all.  

 

In the last four lines of the lyrics, the prayer takes a slightly more constructive direction, and the protago-

nist dares to dream of a better “time and place” and asks the rhetorical but still constructive question 

“what would you do now?” at the end of the chorus. Put together, these lines somewhat alter their 

meaning, and the question seizes to be rhetorical and rather reveals a genuine wish for Bogart to actu-

ally being able to help: “If time and space allows, what would you do now?” Time and space, being post-

war USA, or rather that time and space would allow for Humphry Bogart to appear, proud, brave and 

strong in 1984 England, to help the protagonist improve his chances with the woman of his desire.  

 

Musically this section is elevated with the re-introduction of the keyboard pad and the minor chord se-

quence Am, Bm and Em, already giving both the intro and the verse a melancholic dreamlike expression. 

 

222 See for instance the lyrics to the hymns “O Jesus, Strong and Pure and True” or “Jesus, Good Above All Other”  
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This lifts us out of the humble church service prayer and back into the world of dreams and hope, lead-

ing us back into the opening keyboard melody. As the chorus harmonies change, the melody stays the 

same, much like what happens between the first and the last half of the verses. The melody is built on 

the three notes g, e and d, and briefly passing through f#, forming a somewhat neutral tonal expres-

sion223 which facilitates alteration of the harmony. In the verse, the harmony is displaced, or sequenced, 

in different keys, and with similar functions, iv-v-i, and I-IV-V.  In the chorus, the two harmonic patterns 

used to accompany the same melody, are completely different, but in the same Key: Em % % C D224 (i-

VI-VII) versus Am Bm Em % (iv-v-i). The prolonging of the “prayer- melody” over the harmony belonging 

to the dreamy keyboard melody brings the prayer out of the real-world context and into the dream 

world. The lyrics in “Bogart” shifts between straight forward descriptions of real-life problems, humble 

prayers and romantic, yet melancholic dreams, as the harmonic patterns shift from a clunky C major, via 

a thinly orchestrated, almost Gregorian, chant like melody in the sacral chorus in E minor, to the dreamy 

keyboard melody in E minor too.  

Back to the verse 
The keyboard melody brings us back to the cold realities of the protagonist´s life, as the second verse 

begins. The last measure of the keyboard melody is left open, un-orchestrated, just like in the intro, leav-

ing the pick-up measure to the second verse “I have to tell you ´bout Chuck” unaccompanied. The way 

this little melody binds the two different sections of the song together, and also combines two com-

pletely different moods, is worth attention. The full stop in the pick-up measure of the verse does two 

things when it comes to continuation between the two sections; It separates them in time, enough for 

them not to be too juxtaposed, as that would cause an abrupt shift in rhythm, chord, key, orchestration 

and overall musical character all at the same time. It also highlights the vocal melody and the lyrics, 

which bridges neatly between the two contrasting parts as it holds elements of both parts225. The mel-

ody e, g, a, b, c, b, and x (no distinct pitch), is derived from the E minor tonality of the chorus and key-

board interlude. The lyrical content concerning Chuck, belongs thematically to the second verse. The way 

 

223 By neutral tonal expression, I simply mean that the collection of notes are few in numbers and constructed from versatile 

scale degrees, or scale degrees that to little degree firmly dictates minor or major mode: The way the two different chord pro-

gressions in the chorus are used to support the melody built on the D major tetrachord d, e, f# and g, the only non-chord 

notes, or saturation notes, in the melody are Em’s 7th and 9th d and g, C’s 9th and #11th d and f#, D’s 9th e, and Am’s 7th and 

11th g and d. None of these melody notes compromises the chords character or stability, much as in the example from the 

verse. See Figure 4-4measure 4-8 of the first half of the verse.  
224 I use “%” here to indicate repetition of a single chord over more than one measure. 
225 In Studying Popular Music, Middleton points to a “[…] close connection [which] is often assumed between words and 

music, with notes following syllables, motives often correlating with words or word-groups, and musical phrases fitting verbal 

ones.” (2002, s. 178) The sentence “I have to tell you ‘bout Chuck” consists of seven one-syllable words, fitting neatly into 

the seven-note melody e, g, a, b, c, b, x starting on the off-beat between beat one and two. The phrasing, however, offers an 

interesting contradiction between verbal phrasing and musical phrasing, as the verbally lightly phrased “‘bout” fo llowed by the 

verbally stressed word “Chuck” is placed on the two eight-notes beginning on beat four, creating a conflict with the musical 

phrasing in which the first of the notes is stressed and the last is not, creating a conflict between lyrical and musical insist-

ence.   
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the last word of the line “Chuck” is speak-sung without a distinct pitch, makes it possible for the E minor 

melody to lead right up to the verse, which starts with the chord F, as the melody ends rhythmically on 

the last eight-note of the measure, as an anticipation. This means that the note should be treated as a 

chord note to F, which it might perfectly well have been, with the continuing of the descending stepwise 

movement from c, to the note a, both a chord-note in F, and a scale note in E minor. The fact that it is 

not, gives the word “Chuck” emphasis as it is slung out in the open measure on the offbeat with accen-

tuation and lack of tonal relation to the following F chord. It also causes the start of the verse to seem 

plump and rhythmically off, due to its slight deviance from the customary way of treating such notes. The 

clunky start efficiently brings us back to the problems of everyday life in the second verse.  

 

As in the first verse, the first eight measures are thinly orchestrated and in the keys of C and Eb. The lyr-

ics in this section concerns Chuck, an indestructible, witty and pretty, six and a half feet tall all American. 

In the last phrase “He´s witty and pretty and all American, I´m afraid” there is a pause with a quarter 

note duration, giving the words “I’m afraid” extended meaning, as they can be read directly related to the 

remainder of the sentence, or on their own, simply as “I’m afraid.” As the comforting keyboard pad and E 

minor tonality enters, the lyrical focus shifts to the woman of his desire, who “[…] thinks that he’s so 

smart. She doesn’t know that she’s breaking my heart” as the first-person narrator complains, before the 

song returns the chorus.  

 

The Double guitar-solo 
The doubts, the hesitation, the feeling of shortcoming and the agony of inner conflict is written all over 

the double guitar-solo, where the two guitars panned slightly to each side struggle, fighting for attention, 

interrupting each other, and finishing each other’s phrases. The two guitars counterpoint each other 

throughout the entire solo, sometimes playing in unison, sometimes playing different melodies but with a 

homophone rhythm, at times complementing each other’s rhythmic motives and at times simply pursu-

ing completely different, independent ideas. Both guitars dwell upon scale degree 7,9 and 11 several 

times, stressing them with long note lengths, and starting and finishing phrases on them. These three 

scale degrees, in this case the notes d, f#, and a, as I have already pointed out, helps create a dreamy 

unrooted feel to the music, suitable to depict the inner struggles and worries the narrator deals with, es-

pecially at this point of the song where there is nothing more to say, and Humphrey Bogart still has not 

rewarded him with any advice or anything remotely concrete to use in his love duel, facing Chuck.  
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I would have loved to dig deeper into the guitar solo, and to do a detailed analysis of it, but I am afraid 

that would exceed the scope of this analysis, which is a harmonic analysis, and since the chord progres-

sion used under the solo, Am-Bm-Em , has already been dealt with, I will simply leave it at that, as the 

protagonist at this point of the song wistfully laments over his misfortune, as the song closes in on its 

end.  

 

Meaning 

“Bogart’s” main harmonic building block is the IV, V, I cadence which is constantly moved around in dif-

ferent keys, causing shifts in tonality. When repeated back to back, the simple cadence creates a simple 

harmonic background, which reinforces the mundane setting for the story being told, where every-day 

love-life problems is the focus point. When presented in alternate keys, the cadence helps to create nu-

anced shifts in the mood, suitable for shifting moods in the story, as the protagonists sometimes com-

plains, sometimes daydreams and sometimes speaks directly to Humphry Bogart in a prayer like man-

ner. The simplicity in the IV-V-I cadence is constantly compromised by the way it is dislocated in different 

keys, much like the ii-V-I progression is used in jazz harmony226, creating a rich tonal expression where 

several stretches of chords causes the tonality to be ambiguous. A key element in explaining the tonality 

of “Bogart” is the many ways displacements play a vital role; There is a slight displacement of the even-

ness of the sixteenth note subdivision in the shuffled intro and keyboard interlude to the much more 

even distribution of sixteenth notes in the verse. The keyboard chords in the verse are objects of rhyth-

mic displacement, as all repetitions following the first presentation, each time they appear, are conse-

quently displaced by a sixteenth note. There is an accentual displacement, in the form of a most ambigu-

ous syncopation in the vocal melody in the open pick-up measure before the verses, where the last eight 

note feels accentuated at first, but contradicted by the instantly following more accentuated down beat 

on the first beat in the first measure of the verse. The arpeggiated Em in the vocal melody over the Bm 

in keyboard, bass and guitar offers a harmonic displacement, There is a displacement of the chord 

changes at the end of the chorus where the changes of the chorus is replaced with the chord changes 

of the intro as the chorus continues for four measures still, and last but not least, the displacement of 

the entire chord progression F G C to Am Bm Em resulting in a change of key between the two different 

halves of the verses, while the melody is kept in the same pitch, takes the song to a completely different 

level in terms of ambiguity. The two halves of the verses are the same, but they are different. It is the 

changing same. 

 

226 In jazz, it is common to have several ii-V-i cadences back to back so that the i-chord is a pivot chord functioning also as 

the ii-chord in the next cadence. (for instance, Em7-A7-Dm7-G7) The way the IV-V-I-progression in “Bogart” is placed back 

to back however, does not result in long strings of functional harmony. 
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How does this reflect what goes on in the story being told in the lyrics? The lyrics as well as the har-

mony facilitates ambiguous readings in different ways. The protagonist is pathetic, but still we sympa-

thize with him. His dreams and desires awake a sense of hope, but are still quite sad and gloomy, given 

their impossible nature of separation in time and space. The romantic nostalgia of the long-gone inno-

cence of the simpler life of the fifties are soothing, but also dangerous, as we very well know that social 

relations were not free of dissonances then either. Where the tonal ambiguities come from a variety of 

displacements, the ambiguity of the lyrics rather come from a set of dualities. There is the duality of 

space, ever shifting between Hollywood and England, where there is a duality in the way the main char-

acter sees USA as well, as it represents both everything he desires to be, but also all the discomforting 

glory of his rival Chuck. The verses and the chorus represent a duality between reality and fantasy. There 

is a duality in time between 1984 and the heydays of Humphry Bogart movies with Lauren Bacall in the 

late forties and early fifties, but most of all, there is the strange and bewildering ambiguity in the way the 

main character addresses Bogart. The way his prayer-like pleads and seeking of advice addresses Bogart 

as both a Hollywood star, and at the same time as the characters he has played in his movies, is resem-

bling to the way the Christian congregation treats Jesus, God and the Holy Ghost as one and the same 

in the Holy Trinity. In the song, Humphry Bogart is a combination of all the heroic characters he has 

played and the actor and Hollywood star, combined and worshipped in a (un)Holy duality for the main 

character.  

 

Nik Kershaw sings the song with a thin, soft, almost nasal timbre, with quite a few excessive vibratos at 

the end of some phrases, giving the light and easy vocal timbre an even more innocent expression. Nik 

Kershaw´s voice is the cute voice of a good boy, not a rock-star demanding attention with natural au-

thority and raw power. The gentle and almost child-like timbre of his voice certainly affects how the lis-

tener experience the song. The soft and gentle timbre help to classify the song as being more pop than 

rock, but there is more to it than that: A rock singer screaming at the top of his lungs, does not only 

scream because he wants to produce a loud amplitude. The scream also signifies something raw, some-

thing dangerous and powerful, boosting the singer´s image as a bad boy.227 There is little to be found in 

Kershaw´s vocal performances that implies an attempt to build such an image. His voice rather connotes 

the opposite, but there is something else in the timbre of his voice that shows affiliation to something 

other than cuteness, and that is weirdness but also intellect – the hallmarks of the nerd. Nik Kershaw’s 

 

227 In Running with the Devil, Robert Walser explains how certain vocal notes in Heavy Metal music are “[…] held out to sig-

nify power and intensity, like sustained notes on the guitar, or they are rasped, shrieked, or moaned, to contribute noise and 

extremity. (Walser, Running With the Devil, 1993) 
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voice is the voice of a nerd, inviting the listener to hear and appreciate the subtle complexity in his mu-

sic, which is found both in his technically brilliant guitar playing, bearing the witness of countless hours 

of practice, as well as in the painstakingly assembled keyboarded sequences, but most of all in the har-

mony. His peculiar vocal timbre showcases him as the composer, not the star.228 Watch the footage 

from the Live Aid concert from 1985 and compare the performance of Nik Kershaw with the one of 

Queen and Freddie Mercury. By no means diminishing Queen and Mercury’s talents and status as com-

posers, but rather emphasising to what little degree Kershaw’s seems to be linked to or to embrace the 

role of a star.229  

 

Back to “Bogart”, the protagonist continues to “play her game” even though he knows it will never get 

him her affection. He is the man he is. He is not witty and pretty or six and a half feet tall, and one can-

not help but to have sympathy for him. He is painted with Kershaw’s clever brush. His story is told 

through Kershaw’s clever but unheroic, fragile and hesitant voice, projecting the mundane and anti-he-

roic sides of Kershaw’s identity onto the protagonist, over a clever musical background showcasing the 

most distinguished attributes of the song; the virtuosity in the harmonies, the arrangement and detailed 

orchestration. But when did a woman ever fall for such attributes in a man? Women wants Chucks and 

Bogarts. 

 

But the song holds an ace up its sleeve, striking a last blow for the unheroic clever man next door! At 

the end of the track, an E minor chord is held for eight measures, while a female voice-over draws our 

attention. What we hear, are the words of Marie Browning inviting the protagonist, or perhaps the lis-

tener to whistle like in “To Have and Have Not” before the song ends with the sound of whistling. What 

effect does the whistling have? Will the whistling cause 1940’s Lauren Bacall to appear? Does it em-

power the protagonist with Bogart’s enchanting powers? No. The answer comes intensely in the shape 

of a slap bass and a hectic hi hat figure following Kershaw’s capitulating voice singing the opening line “I 

think I’ll call the whole thing off” as the next track on the Human Racing album, “Gone to Pieces” ab-

ruptly pulls us back to the mundane realities of everyday life.  

 

228 Kershaw expounds in the interviews Nik Kershaw - "I was a Rubbish Popstar" (2018) and Nik Kershaw: I Never Wanted 
To Be A Muscleman(Black, 1984)  
229 Live Aid- Queen- Full Set HQ (2018) and Nik Kershaw - Wide Boy (BBC - Live Aid 7/13/1985) (2013) 
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Chapter 5: One Step Ahead 

Introduction 

As decades turn, it seems there will always be a transitional period in pop music where elements of what 

defined the preceding decade stylistically is still present, as the aesthetics of the next decade gradually 

takes over. The flip over from the 1980s to the 1990s was no exception in that manner, and listening 

to pop music from 1989 thirty years later, it is astonishing how some of the most popular songs sound 

distinctively 80s, whereas some you might be surprised to find are not actually from the mid-1990s230. 

Just how far the stylistic evolution of pop music had come in 1989 is evident when you look at the num-

ber of House hits on the charts that year, like Capella’s “House Energy Revenge”, or Technotronic’s giga 

hit “Pump up the Jam”.231 1989 was the year 90s icons Roxette had their first major hit with “The Look”, 

setting the tone for mainstream pop in the coming decade, whereas Soul II Soul’s “Back to Life” and 

Bobby Brown’s “My Prerogative” gave us a notion of what R ‘n B music would come to sound like the 

following years. International superstar Madonna stood firmly with one foot in the past and one foot in 

the presence, as her 1989 album Like a Prayer contains classic 80s pop sounding songs like “Cherish”, 

but also the house inspired “Express Yourself”. No genre or style, however, came to define the 90’s as 

much as Boyband music, which first came about with New Kids on the Block’s hit “Hanging Tough” also 

released in 1989. A final point as to how far the 80s had started to turn into the 90s in 1989, is Sav-

age’s House remix of the 1986 hit “(I Just) Died in Your Arms” by Cutting Crew, already treating the 

then three-year-old song as a retro sounding classic, ready for a makeover suitable for the coming dec-

ade. 

 

The aesthetics of the 80s style, however, were still standing strong at the turn of the decade, something 

the song “One Step Ahead” is a good example of. The song is keyboard-based with warm soft pads, thin 

timbred percussive clav-like keyboards typically 80s sounding. The slap bass and electric drums in the 

bridge too are hallmarks of the 80s mainstream pop style. The theme of cold war in the lyrics is also 

typical for the decade. The song is stylistically very typical 80s sounding, as 1989-Nik Kershaw has per-

fected, rather than evolved his style since his 1984 debut. But as so often in pop music, once style is 

finally perfected, the notion of what is in fashion has moved on, making yesterday’s heroes obsolete, left 

 

230 For more on identifying style and genre see Categorizing Sound (Brackett, 2016) 
231 For a brief introduction to the role house music played in in the pop scene in 1989 see Hawkins’ Feel the beat come 
down: house music as rhetoric. (2008, ss. 83-84) 
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outside the discourse.232 Where the bouncy slap base notes, multi layered funky keyboard-riffs, and dis-

torted guitar lines arranged neatly in parallel diatonic thirds, topped with a fair sprinkle of vocal percus-

sion was all cutting edge in 1984, this was not the case anymore five years later. The song was the first 

single from Nik Kershaw´s fourth studio album The Works, and was not recorded until after Nik Kershaw 

had rejected the first mix of the album, the result of a collaboration with Peter Wolf that Kershaw found 

to be fruitless.233 

 

The expression “One Step Ahead” can be used in terms of time and action, using “step” as a synonym 

for “move”. This meaning implies that the action taken is not necessarily final. Aretha Franklin´s song 

with the same title, “One Step Ahead”, facilitates a foundation for romantic reflections, as the I-person in 

the song is “only one step ahead of your arms” and “one kiss away from your sweet lips”. The use of 

“ahead” instead of “away” also suggests that taking such a step would be a step backwards in terms of 

personal or emotional progress, giving the song a soft bittersweet touch from the perspective of some-

one being hurt emotionally, appealing to the empathetic sides of the listener.  

 

No empathy, however, is appealed to in Nik Kershaw´s song, where the title refers to excellence and 

having the upper hand. This song´s lyrics are yet another example of Kershaw´s collection of lyrics con-

cerning the struggles of everyday life in some form or another. Kershaw’s identity seems to be thor-

oughly rooted in the mundane and ordinary, something his lyrics reflect, but with his New Romantic style 

and poster boy appearance, the mundane and familiar is lit up as Kershaw’s dares to aspire for some-

thing better in his lyrics to. Typical for several of these lyrics, is that some form of struggle is illustrated 

during the verses, with a contrasting better situation being pointed out as a solution to the situation in 

the chorus. In “Dancing Girls” the troublesome situation is boredom and disillusion, and the solution is 

dancing girls used as a metaphor for drugs234. “Wouldn´t it be Good” concerns broken spirits, and the 

proposed solution is simply to wish oneself away and live carelessly. “Bogart”, as I have discussed in the 

previous chapter, is a song about someone feeling belittled by a woman, and the solution is to seek help 

and advice from Bogart. In “One Step Ahead”, the struggle given attention, is coping with the demands 

and competitions in everyday life, comparing it to a race. Just like in the songs mentioned above, the 

verses are all about thoroughly stating just how bad the situation is, and just how difficult and tough it is 

 

232 David Brackett explains in Categorizing Sound how style and genre is not only defined by identifying different stylistic 

trademarks in the music, but also in the way it develops and evolves. (2016) 
233 On Nik Kershaw’s official website, he describes the process of making the album as “constantly bumping heads with Pe-

ter”, and states that he ended up finishing the album alone. (The Works, u.d.) 
234 Nik Kershaw om sin største hit: – Det er bare tull! (2019) 
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to endure. The chorus´ lyrical function is a bit different in this song, as it does not really propose an al-

ternate better situation or a solution, but the I-person rather comes to terms with the situation, striving 

to be the best, one step ahead of his competitors.  

 

In Surrealism in Icelandic Popular Music,235 John Richardson adapts the aesthetic categories cute, zany 

and to a smaller degree interesting from Sianne Ngai236 to his reflections. He points out how it is signifi-

cant that these categories evade traditional distinctions between the popular and the avant-garde, and 

how Icelandic musicians flirts shamelessly with avant-garde aesthetics. This draws a parallel to Kershaw’s 

music, which too flirts with avant-garde aesthetics within the format of the popular,237  but in a com-

pletely different way: In Kershaw’s music the cuteness is in the aesthetics of the polished sound and his 

poster boy appearance, and the interesting is located in the intricacy of the harmony, arrangements, and 

instrument craftsmanship. So is the case with almost all of Kershaw’s songs, but in “One Step Ahead” 

the zany, too, takes one step forth and is more noticeable in Kershaw’s performance in this song than 

others, through timbre and vocal compulsion238, lyrics, music video, and harmony. In Ngai’s essay the 

aesthetic categories “[…] refers to basic human and social competences increasingly encroached on by 

capitalism over the past half century[.]”239 and for the zany these are affect and emotion. In this analysis 

I will use especially the aesthetic category zany to shed light over different aspects of the song.  

Structure 

At first glance, the song “One Step Ahead” is structured in a way typical to pop music, with verse follow-

ing intro, again followed by a chorus and so forth. The intro sets the tone for the verse presenting the 

accompanying elements used in the verse. The verse, however, is somewhat more complexly built than 

the average pop song, as it consists of two contrasting parts, where the second part separates two dif-

ferent versions of the first part in two different keys. The contrasting second, or middle part of the verse 

also offers the harmonic pathway between the two similar parts, sounding in intensity, function and met-

ric placement like a pre-chorus. During the chorus, the melody works its way downwards, ending on the 

same e as the verse preceding it did, as it also modulates back to the key the verse ended in. The song 

is filled with seemingly unnecessary swift shifts back and forth between keys, as both the verse and the 

chorus modulate from C#m to Em. Verse and chorus are repeated once before the bridge paves way for 

 

235 Richardson, Surrealism in Icelandic Popular Music (2018) 
236 Ngai, Our aesthetic categories : zany, cute, interesting (Ngai, 2012) 
237 In the introduction chapter the polished sound and the catchiness of his tunes as a contrast to the complexity of the mu-

sic is mentioned as an initial motivation to write about his music in this thesis. 
238 I borrow the term from Hawkins and Ålvik who use the term “vocal compulsion” in Melody, Vocal Compulsion, and 
Rotoscoping (2019) 
239 Ngai, Our aesthetic categories : zany, cute, interesting (2012, s. 13) 
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a guitar solo leading into the final verse, presented in yet another key. The song ends with three repeti-

tions of the chorus where the first two are presented without the initial modulation, before it reappears 

in the last repetition.  

 

The song is by far and large built on just a few elements being moved around and combined in new 

ways. The guitar-patterns in the verse helps determine the rhythmic character of the song, placing it well 

inside a funky pop expression, but it is not the rhythmic character of the guitar that affect the song the 

most. The neutral character of the 7sus4 guitar chord240 makes it a versatile piece in the harmonic puz-

zle. It is presented in a variety of different bass notes during the song, changing its function each time. 

The different combinations of 7sus 4 chords and bass-notes creates several different harmonies with very 

different functions. This forms the basis of the harmonic development of the song. Table 1 shows the 

structure of the different parts of the song, and their different keys. Although many of the different parts 

are played with chords lacking thirds, so that the chords themselves do not fall into the category of ei-

ther minor nor major, the overall tonality in this song is best explained with being either minor or ma-

jor.241  

Table 5-1: Formal structure of “One Step Ahead” with its different keys 

Structure    Measures key 

Intro     2+4  C#m 

Verse 1    8+4+4 C#m and Em 

Chorus  1    8  C#m and Em 

Interlude    4  C#m 

Verse 2    8+4+4 C#m and Em 

Chorus  2    8  C#m and Em 

Bridge     8  restless but suggesting F#m, A, Am or C 

Guitar interlude   4  Ambiguous but suggesting F, Am or C 

Verse 3    4  Am 

Chorus 3 (first two repetitions) 8+8  C#m 

Chorus 3 (last repetition)  9  C#m and Em 

 

 

240 As these chords contain no third, they are neither minor nor major, and therefore non-functional. On their own they have a 

cold and vague expression, but in combinations with other chords, or bass notes, the chords function changes. 
241 One could explain much of the 7sus 4 tonality in the song as being derived from the pentatonic tonality I,II,IV,V,VI but this is 

not the case in this song as the guitar chords forms new chords with different roots when combined with and defined by dif-

ferent bass notes, and because the vocal melody (and some keyboard melodies) clearly states a minor or major tonality as 

they, in several harmonically vague passages of the song, move through scale degree three. 
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Intro  
The song starts with an Emaj7 chord being faded in with a soft keyboard pad sound before the drums 

stumble into the groove during the first two measures.242 From measure 3 the drum groove gets going 

and is accompanied by guitar and bass in addition to the keyboard. The bass groove, as shown in Figure 

5-1is the same as in the verse and forms the basis for the bass patterns throughout the song, except 

for the bridge, which has a contrasting straight forward eight note rhythm. The repeated one-measure 

bass figure bounces playfully around the tonic on scale degree 7, 1 and 3 in the C# minor scale, until 

the fourth beat where a f# on scale degree 4 is played a perfect fifth below the tonic, somewhat com-

promising the C# as an otherwise clearly stated root. The f# note is emphasized with the duration of a 

punctured eight note, in a riff otherwise built by eight- and sixteen notes, and melodically being the low-

est note in the riff, a full forth lower than the second lowest note B. This little oddity gives a subtle ambi-

guity to the tonality in the intro as the bass line suggest C#m, but at the same time hints in the direction 

of some F# grounded tonality.  

 

This tonal duality is further accented by the guitar playing a F#m7 chord, and the keyboard pad supple-

menting with a b, making the complete chord a F#m7add11/C#. The guitar chord is played first as a 

sustained block chord, then arpeggiated, before it is finally repeated rapidly in a crescendo, bringing us 

into the verse. All together the intro suggests both F#m and C#m at the same time, as one is uncertain 

whether it will bring us to C#m via the subdominant played over the root, or to F#m via the root chord 

being played over a bass riff, stressing the fifth on the first three beats of the measure. The C#m key is 

not completely established until the verse starts, the guitar chord changes, and the vocal melody enters. 

All the notes in the opening chord F#m7add11 as played by guitar, bass and keyboard, function as sat-

uration tones to C#m later in the song except for a, so the subtraction of that note paves the way for a 

less “murky” centricity243 once the verse begins.  

 

242 All three songs in the analyses of this thesis present some variation of this phenomenon. In “One Step Ahead» it is Vinnie 

Colaiuta who plays the drums, and provides the song with its rhythmically challenging intro. 
243 The flattened sixth destabilises a chord. If part of a chord it would compromise how the chord is read, and one seldom 

sees b6 in written chords. The chord is then usually defined as something else instead. 
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Figure 5-1:Intro 

 

Attention is drawn to the sound of the guitar chord, its rhythmic complexity, and its voicing structure with 

an a, e and f# as top notes forming a unusual combination of the large interval perfect fifth with the 

small interval major second on top off that, creating a sense of cluster voicing, as the closeness of the 

major second is emphasized as top notes, much like the suspended 4th chord, but with the added dis-

tance of a whole step in the lower interval. Jazz guitarist and composer Jens Larsen calls these chords 

Triad Based Cluster Chords, a term I will adopt in the following with the abbreviation TBCC244 This unu-

sual triad found on top of the F#m7 played by the guitar in the intro forms the basis of much of the to-

nality in the song, presented in ever new variations, again giving it new meaning for each version it pre-

sents itself in.  

Figure 5-2: F#m7 guitar voicing in the intro. 

 

The guitar chord in the intro placed far to the front of the mix245, has a warm sound, 

and has been treated abundantly with reverb, softening its edges in deep contrast to 

the much thinner and dryer guitar in the verse that follows immediately after the intro. 

This contrast in both the rhythmic density and sonic qualities in the guitar part, eases 

the passage from intro to verse. That might sound like a contradiction, but the fact is 

that the guitar chord in the intro and in the verse are the same chords. The upper 

 

244 In Triad Based Cluster Chords the low note is the fifth, the middle note the ninth and the top note the third of any chord. 

In “One step ahead” this chord structure is also used in alternative contexts, giving three notes other chord note functions. I 

find the term useful in addressing this specific structure in this analysis and I will use it in discussing other voicings than the 

voicing it was initially intended for by Larsen. The concept is further explained on the web page jenslarsen.nl (Larsen, 2019)  
245  Virtual spacing in pop music recordings is discussed in Configuring the sound-box 1965-1972 (Dockwray & Moore, 

2010),The Naturalised and the Surreal: changes in the perception of popular music sound  (Brøvig-Hanssen & Danielsen, 

2013) and Digital Signatures: The Impact of Digitization on Popular Music Sound (Brøvig-Hanssen & Danielsen, 

2016)where the expression “sound box” describes a virtual 3D space where instruments and effects are spread out horizon-

tally, vertically and in depth, from back to front. 
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triad246 in the intro chord is moved to frets up on the guitar as the verse begins. With the same structure 

and the same sound, the sudden movement of all notes in the chord moving in the same direction and 

by the same intervals would have juxtaposed the two chords and made the transmission from intro to 

verse seem more abrupt.  

Verse 
Figure 5-3:Verse 

 

As the verse begins, the guitar part is based on the structure of the TBCC on top of the guitar voicing in 

the intro, two frets up, but as the notes a, e and f# then represented scale degree 3, 7 and 1 in the un-

derlying F#m7add11/C#, the b, f# and g# in the first part of the verse, represents scale degree 7, 4 

and 5, as the chord is still played over the same bass-riff revolving around c#. The structure of the 

TBCC, constructed by a perfect fifth and a major second, makes it a neat piece of the puzzle that fits 

into complete minor or major chords in different ways, as it does not imply function or minor/major 

mode. The interval between the two outer notes is a major sixth, the inversion of a minor third, but the 

character of this chord when it is voiced this way makes it so similar sounding to the sus4 chord, built 

on a quartal structure, that it strongly connotes the sus4 chords neutral qualities. In the verse, the chord 

is used as a sus4 chord, with the root C# exchanged with the minor 7, b.  

 

246 I use the term “triad” here as meaning any combination of any three tones, as it is for instance Tymoczko’s A Geometry of 
Music (2011) The concept of upper triads is explained in for instance Lowell & Pulling’s Arranging for Large Jazz Ensemble 

(2003), and Pease & Pulling’s, Modern Jazz Voicings -Arranging for Small and Medium Ensembles (2001) 
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Figure 5-4: The structure of the 7sus4 chord used in the song 

 

8 measures into the verse, the song have stayed in one key for a total duration of 

14 measures, an impressive length by Nik Kershaw’s standards, and so the modu-

lations begin. Initiated by the vocal melody, building from c# via e and f# in bar 8 

of the verse, the note g is reached in bar 9, adding a bluesy flavour to the melody, 

which soon falls back to the more familiar f# and e, both scale notes in C# minor. 

The melody then moves back and forth between these three notes, before the 

phrase ends on a d, a note quite alien to the C#m tonality, but by now thoroughly prepared for by the 

melodic material first introducing the note g, and then approaching the d note in a stepwise melodic 

manner forming a descending D major tetrachord. As the melodic material in this way gradually ex-

changes C#m’s scale degree 2247, d# with a d, and the fifth g# with a g, the underlying harmonies 

evolves into something becoming a far step away from C#m. 

Figure 5-5: The contrasting middle section of the verse 

 

By use of the same, or at least similar voicing structure248, the guitar chord g, d and e forms the basis for 

this contrasting part of the verse, now utilizing the twangy character of the open strings. In the first 

chord Am7, the d is replaced with a c and an a, but in the two succeeding chords, the TBCC is utilized in 

different ways so that its notes’ interval function in relation to the chords’ root, changes as the bass 

 

247 The d# note has not yet been presented melodically, but the introduction of the d still serves as an important piece in a 

tonal development towards Em.  
248 In the complex blend of guitars and keyboards it is difficult to say affirmatively, given by the harmonic situation, which sat-

uration tones are actually being played, and by which instrument.  
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notes defining the chords changes under them.249 When the bass line plays the a, b, d pattern, begin-

ning with and accentuating the b note, the chord becomes an Em7/B. In the next measure, the bass line 

bounces around c on the notes g, c and d, once again beginning with and accentuating the middle note, 

in this case c. Combined, these notes now becomes a Cadd9. In the last measure of this 4-measure 

contrasting part in the verse, the bass suddenly accentuates the a and d notes, making the chord briefly 

feel more like an Am7add11, before the brief d and b pick up that brings us neatly to Em, which is the 

tonal centre of the remaining 4 measures of the verse. 

 

When the modulation from C#m to Em is finally consummated after the four-measure middle section of 

the verse, the thematic material is by far and large the same as the first eight measures. There are, how-

ever, some subtle variations in this part worthy of attention; first of all, the melody is altered so that in-

stead of it being sung on scale degree 5, 4 and 3, starting on the fifth, the melody now starts on the 

fourth, moving down to the root e, via the minor third g, accentuating the fourth even more than in the 

first presentation of the verse. This makes this part of the verse melodically much closer in pitch space 

to the initial melody, as the two first notes a and g are just a semitone higher than the initial starting 

notes g# and f#, even though the keys are distanced by a minor third.250  

 

The bass line too, is slightly altered in the last four measures of the verse, as the somewhat oddly placed 

subdominant on beat four is now substituted with the tonic e an octave below the starting note of the 

riff manifesting E minor as the current key. I have accounted for the effect the alteration of the melody 

has, and a similar point can be made for the bass line, as the low e is closer to the initial f# than the 

fourth, a, would have been. The physical limitations given by the bass guitar, with e being the lowest 

note, makes it impossible to produce the c# an octave below the starting note in the riff, forcing an al-

ternative note.251 When in E minor the root an octave below the starting note is available, and is chosen 

over the fourth, a, giving the riff more depth and punch, as it closes in on the chorus. 

 

 

249 Again, the way the TBCC is used by Jens Larsen (Larsen, 2019) the third is the lowest, the seventh is the middle note 

and the root is on top. These are the interval functions in relation to the root that changes. The different ways the TBCC is 

utilized is shown in a table at the end of the analyses.  
250 For more on circular pitch space see (Tymoczko, 2011, ss. 28-33)  
251 The bass line might in fact very well be played by a keyboard sequencer and not a bass at all, but the boundaries given by 

the bass range is still relevant, as the bass line might very well have been written and played on a bass guitar prior to the 

recording session.  
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Figure 5-6: The last four measures of the verse  

 

Something similar is done to the internal structure of the guitar chord, which is now presented in yet an-

other way, this time slightly altered in its structure so that the fifth is the lowest note, the seventh in the 

middle and the fourth on top. The chord is the same as in the C#m part of the verse but inverted in sec-

ond inversion instead of the third. This results in a triadic structure, which is commonly referred to as a 

shell voicing by jazz musicians.252 

 

In the same way the Em melody a, g and e is closer to the C#m melody g#, f# and e in pitch class 

space, so is this chord closer to the C#7sus4 in the beginning of the verse. The second inversion of the 

E7sus4 chord rather than the third results in several examples of parsimonious movements253, which 

significances will be discussed further in the following: 

 

252 In this case, the lowest note is the fifth and not the root, so to call it a shell voicing is not quite accurate, but my point is 

that the internal structure of the chord is that of a shell voicing.  

 

Figure 5-7 
Shell voicing. 
Here shown 
as 
Bm7(no5) 
used in “One 
Step Ahead” 
but with e as 
tonic so it 
becomes 
E7sus4(no1
) 
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E7sus4 in relation to the C#7sus4 at the beginning of the verse 

It might seem remote or even unnecessary to even discuss the two sections off the verse in terms of 

voice leading and parsimonious movements as they are in fact interrupted by the middle section, but as 

they are similar in almost every thinkable way, modulation accounted for, except for slight melodic varia-

tions in the bass and vocal, and the inversion of the guitar chord, this seems significant, and it binds 

them together in pitch space although separated in time.  

 

Figure 5-8: Example 1 shows the two chords in the same inversion. Example 2 shows the chords as they are actu-
ally played in the song  

 

In the first example, all voices move in the same direction and by the same interval. Each voice moves by 

three semitones (minor third) which gives a total of 9 semitones being moved. The second example 

shows the chord as it is played. Here, one voice moves by a semitone from g# to a, one voice moves by 

common tone, and the last note moves by four semitones (major third). This gives a total of five semi-

tones being moved which is not only four semitones less than in the first example, but two of the voices 

has very parsimonious movements as they combined only move by one semitone.254 The last movement 

from f# to d also only moves by a semitone more than any of the movements in the first example. By 

comparing the two chords in example 2 we see that they are inversionally related.255 The chords are not 

inversionally equal256, but the small deviance of just one semitone from b to c in the lower note of the 

E7sus4 chord for them to be equal is not enough to stop them from being harmonically consistent.257 

 

E7sus4 in relation to the Cmaj7add9 ending the middle section of the verse  

Looking at these chords it seems like they have little in common except from being derived from similar 

macroharmonies, that they share a similar internal chord structure as they are both in second inversion 

 

254 More stepwise movements are considered to be more parsimonious than fewer large steps with the same total number of 

semitones moved. For more on stepwise movements see (Tymoczko, 2011, s. 79) 
255 Tymoczko explains the impact of chords’ inversional relativity in A Geometry of Music. (2011, s. 34)  
256 This is close to what Larsen calls a “shell voicing derived cluster chords” (Larsen, 2019) 
257 Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music (2011, s. 7)  
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and that they both are lacking their respective roots.258 In terms of effective voice leadings, however, the 

chords are separated by a total of seven or nine semitones regarding whether you measure them in the 

circular or linear pitch class space.259 This does not make for a very smooth transformation, but as you 

can see in Figure 5-5 there is a suddenly appearing two-note keyboard melody at the end of the middle 

section, which expands the current harmony upwards to include an a, emphasizing it as a top note, and 

by that ensuring a smooth transformation to the next measure where a is the top note in both the guitar 

chords and the starting note of the vocal melody. 

E7sus4 in relation to the C#m at the beginning of the chorus 

There is no build up in the verse leading to the chorus, other than a modest drum brake. Furthermore, 

there is no functional cadence paving the way harmonically, no melodic preparation by bringing one or 

more of the three notes that E minor does not share with C#m, (g#, c# and d#) into the verse gradu-

ally, or any obvious preparation for the verse. Except for one: The modulation from E minor to C# minor 

as the chorus begins, is what Dai Griffiths defines as a T9 juxtaposed tonic to tonic modulation in “Ele-

vating Form and Elevating Modulation” 260. Where he sets out to explain and classify certain modulations 

frequently used in pop music, with that in common that they are not prepared for by a cadence261, and 

that they have an elevating effect which can be used to give a pop song an extra boost or injection of 

energy as the song draw near to the end. These modulations are meant to be abrupt and have an, if not 

surprising, then at least noticeable effect. To illustrate this, Dai Griffiths mentions a few common expres-

sions of the same phenomena in his essay, like crowbar modulation or truck driver modulation. These 

expressions give a fitting image of the effect these modulations may have, but quite contradictory, some 

of them, especially those concerning mediant relations like the T9, invite to a bit more sophisticated 

change of key, using common tones. The shift from the verse to the chorus is ambiguous in this way. It 

is abrupt and subtle.  

 

The verse ends melodically with the vocal response “no time for fun”, which has an e as the last note. 

Even though the chorus does not start at the exact same pitch, it starts on the same note, or pitch class 

e an octave above.262 The pc e both concludes the verse and starts off the chorus, binding the two to-

gether melodically. Harmonically a smooth transition to the chorus is facilitated by the transformation of 

the E7sus4 chord into C#m as shown in Figure 5-9 b).  

 

258 I am only referring to the guitar chord. The roots are of course present in the bass.  
259 Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music (2011, ss. 28-33) 
260 Griffiths, Elevating Form and Elevating Modulation, (2015) 
261 Some of the modulations described in this article are prepared for with a dominant, via a mediant transformation of the 

old tonic, but any longer cadence would exclude the modulation from fitting the definition of being an elevating modulation as 

defined in this article.  
262 Although different in pitch space, the two notes are in the same pitch class, which binds them together as common tones. 

Guy Capuzzo distinguishes between pitch classes shared by two triads (pc parsimony) and pitches shared by two triads (p 

parsimony). (2004, s. 181) 
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Figure 5-9: The PR operation from the E minor key to the C# minor key (a), and the chords moving from E7sus4, 
or Em7add11 if you include the vocal melody in the voicing of the chord (b). They are both represented by a hori-
zontal line on the tonnetz, still sharing one common tone, e, with C#m.  

a)        b) 

              

Both outer voices of the E7sus4 guitar chord move in contrary motions inwards to the C#m chord in 

root position which is distinctively sounding in the keyboard part and less distinctively in the guitar part. 

All voices in these triads move stepwise assuring parsimonious motion although two voice leadings, b-c# 

and d-e move by whole tones giving the transformation a total of 5 semitones moved. If we include the 

vocal and bass melody in the harmony and see all instruments in context harmonically, the first chord 

becomes an Em7add11 which has an even more parsimonious motion to C#m as shown in Figure 

5-10: 

Figure 5-10: The different voice leadings from Em7add11 to C#m 

 

The parsimonious transformation, the common tones and the non-functional harmony263 brings subtlety 

into the abrupt transition from verse to chorus. 

Chorus 
The zanieness264 of Kershaw’s performance reaches its full potential, as the vocal melody leaps up by an 

octave as the chorus begins. The tension in the vocal timbre has been building throughout the verse, 

 

263 “Functional” refers to the rather specific harmonic conventions of “functional harmony” as it has to do with the succession 

of tonic, subdominant and dominant function. The concept of permutation is discussed in Tymoczko’s A Geometry of Music 
(2011)It addresses how one single pitch can be represented by several different voices at the same time, allowing chord 

sequences to move between chords of unequal numbers of chord notes, like here.  
264 I use this word in reference to Ngai’s use of the word in Our aesthetic categories : zany, cute, interesting (2012) and to 

the previous discussion in this analysis of how these terms applies to this song. 
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consequently with a conspicuously distinct articulation of the words. The words are initially sung softly, 

creating an atmosphere of confidentiality which gradually reveals frustration as the lyrics leads us into 

the chorus with the words “I tense myself, waiting for the starting gun, no time for fun.” The lyrics in the 

chorus continues: “I work all day and I think all night. I break my body but that’s all right”. These words 

are sung with raised intensity in Kershaw’s voice as both pitch and amplitude also rises. Between the 

two sentences there is a notable sigh in significantly lower frequencies than the sung words providing 

this whole section with an additional sense of frustration.265  

 

The funky guitar rhythms of the verse have almost disappeared in the much more keyboard driven cho-

rus, where the softer keyboard pad plays the chords back to back in whole note figures. The sharper 

sounding clav-like keyboard offers drive and propulsion with its offbeat reggae rhythm together with the 

bass still playing an energetic bassline based on that in the verse. Much like in “I Won´t Let the Sun Go 

Down on Me”, the song moves from a funky expression in the verse to a thoroughly polished reggae in-

spired expression in the chorus.  

 

As the chorus continues, the now more minor/major-triad based chords shift from C#m via Ab5, back to 

C#m and F#, where the Ab5 chord with its diminished fifth bring tension as it contains a tritone from 

scale degree 2 to 6 in addition to the tonic. A tritone within a chord represents no controversy by itself, 

but juxtaposed between the other chords in the chorus, that are all simply minor or major without any 

saturation or augmentation, the tritones tension is noticeable. Also, having the minor sixth in it, which 

also brings some tension266, this chord stands out proposing a slight sense of despair and melodrama to 

the chorus, before the heroic sub dominant´s parallel F# considerably, but briefly changes the mood of 

the chorus, creating an ambience of expectation and adventure following the words “I think all night” The 

notion of the zany protagonist is fuelled, as the protagonist’s nocturnal contemplations are accompanied 

by the surprising and positive major parallel of the sub dominant.  

 

The chords so far are solidly grounded within a C#m tonality with the modal interchange from C#-dorian 

being the only slight deviation. The straight forwardness of the harmony continues for a bit longer with a 

perfect cadence of C#m´s relative E, before C#m dominant G# brings tension back to the harmony, 

avoiding a swing too far into tranquillity. The dominant tension of the G# chord follows immediately after 

 

265 I am not sure how much significance should be read into this sigh, as this is a vocal percussive effect Kershaw use exces-

sively in his music, but then again, his lyrics often deals with frustration and despair.  
266 In Song:Means Moore claims that the more minor intervals a song has, the more depressed/emotionally negative the ef-

fect of the music is likely to be. (2016, s. 75) 
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the words “I break my body, but that’s all right” are sung, suggesting an ironic or sarcastic reading of the 

words, but it is rather once again the zainieness of the protagonist the chord reflects on.  

Figure 5-11: Chorus 

 

 

5 measures and half way into the chorus, the melody starts off with what initially sounds as a third repe-

tition of the two-measure melody line “I work all day and I think all night”, which is slightly varied in the 

second repetition “I break my body, but that´s all right”. At this point of the song, however, we are in for 

a melodically and harmonically turn of events, as the chord progression sets off in a surprising direction, 

forcing the melody to plunge down a major sixth as the tonic it seeks out is no longer a minor third be-

neath the starting note e, but an octave below. The second pitch in the first two melody lines in the cho-

rus was d#, but as the underlying chord in the fifth measure of the chorus is D, followed by a G and an 

Em, d# and g# are exchanged with d and g on the melodic pallet. The D chord replaces B if you com-

pare measure 5 to measure 1 of the chorus, and in that way exposes another PR operation, moving 
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from B to D. Harmonically, the D chords represents a step away from C#m, but it is not until the swift 

additions of G and Em that the current harmonic development is understood as more than a short devia-

tion or tonicization. Where we are going is, however, still not quite clear, as the shifts have only been 

presented over a period of six beats, beginning in the middle of a measure267. Enough melodic and har-

monic material has at this point been presented to make E minor seem like the probable harmonic desti-

nation, and as the two last measures of the chorus contains the chords C6, Am7 and Em7. All the differ-

ent notes in the E minor scale have been presented, the duration of an E minor macroharmony now 

spans over three and a half measures, and we are safely back in E minor, only to find ourselves quickly 

pulled away, once again back to C# minor as the verse starts. 

 

The change of keys via common tones and PR relations, as well as other NROs, tends to result in medi-

ant relations between the keys modulated between268, as is also the case in “One Step Ahead”, jumping 

endlessly back and forth between C#m and Em. The constant shifting between keys distanced by a mi-

nor third is quite like something found in another Kershaw song, namely “I Am the One and Only”, which 

he wrote for Chesney Hawks in 1991. There is, however, a difference as to how the two songs shift be-

tween keys, or rather, the effect the modulations have in the two songs. Both songs modulate halfway 

through the verse, both songs modulate to the key a minor third up, and both songs modulate back to 

the starting key of the verse as the chorus starts.269 Only “One Step Ahead” modulates during the cho-

rus. The other does not, but sounds as if it modulates on account of the following harmonic charade: 

The chord A is thrown in and accentuated dynamically, durationally and metrically, creating a harmonic 

landscape between B and G#m, as a mixolydian or frygian modal interchange270, slightly alienated from 

 

267 For more on how metre affects how we perceive tonality see Temperley, The Cognition of Basic Musical Structures 

(2001) Metrical concerns and how they affect our hearing of David Bowie’s “Ashes to Ashes” is discussed in Dillane, Aileen; 

Devereux, Eoin; Power, Martin J.’s Culminating Sound and (En)visions: Ashes to Ashes and the Case For Pierrot (2015, s. 

46) 
268 In Neo-Riemannian Theory and the Analysis of Pop-Rock Music, Guy Capuzzo is concerned with how “pop-rock progres-

sions that are well modelled by NROs typically contain modal mixture and root motion by third” (2004, s. 181) Dmitri 

Tymoczko uses a “circle of thirds” to elucidate how diatonic triads with roots a third apart share two common tones. (2011, 

s. 20)  
269 That is if one accepts relative keys as being the same key or macroharmony. «I am the One and Only» might be said to be 

in G#m and Bm in the verse and in B for the chorus, but one can easily argue that it makes little difference whether the G#m 

part should be considered to be in G# eaolian or in B ionian, as they have the exact same chords, the same notes from the 

same scale, and none of them require a dominant to define them. I do not mean to imply that all modes should be consid-

ered as being the same key as long as they contain the same notes and chords, but when it comes to relevant keys, espe-

cially where the minor’s relevant dominant is absent, I think we would be better off in many cases if we were to treat them as 

two sides of the same, in pop music analysis. Moore argues in Song:Means that pop songs may switch swiftly and effortlessly 

between relative keys, but that where we choose to hear the tonic is of significance. (2016, s. 75) Dmitri Tymoczko distin-

guishes macroharmony from tonal centricity in A Geometry of Music, where macroharmony is not necessarily bound to the 

centricity of (just) one tonic. (2011, ss. 15-17) 
270 Just as one macroharmony contains the potential tonic of both relatives aeolian and ionian mode, so is the case with the 

relatives mixolydian and frygian mode.  
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both B and G#m. “One Step Ahead” offers some harmonic ambiguity created by use of common tones, 

parsimonious voice leadings, introducing notes from the upcoming macroharmony prior to the modula-

tions, or placements on metric weak beats in every modulation.271 All this downplays the modulations, 

and makes them more subtle. 

 

“I Am the One and Only” flaunts them: Moving from G#m to Bm in the verse, the melody rises steadily 

upwards with the two minor tetra-chords g#, a#, b, c# and c#, d#, e and f# turning briefly on the d#. 

This melodic phrase reaches its highpoint on f#, which is accompanied by a Bm chord setting off into 

the new key after a similar ascending motion in the harmony, at the same time transforming the domi-

nant´s function from that of B to Bm: C#m, B/D#, E and F#. The modulation is emphasized in pitch 

build up and supported by the modulation moving upwards (T3). The modulation from Bm to B, too, 

emphasizes the change of key, as the same chord changes, now transposed to Em, D/F#, G and A as-

cends to B as the chorus begins, instantly turning the tonic into its parallel major, triumphantly providing 

the words “I am the One and Only” with the platform for a flying start. None of these excessive affirma-

tions of key change is found in “One Step Ahead”, as any distinctiveness in key change in either direction 

is in some way or other contradicted or downplayed by melody, chord voicings, duration, build up or 

common tones. 

Bridge  
After the first round of into, verse and chorus, the whole sequence of these parts is repeated with some 

contra punctual keyboard fills added in the verse. After the second chorus the bridge builds up to a short 

guitar interlude. The bridge stands out providing contrast in intensity, melody-themes, instrumental den-

sity, rhythmic qualities and harmony.  

 

271 With this, I am referring to all the examples given in this analysis where any form of harmonic ambiguity is central. 
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Figure 5-12: Bridge 

 

It starts off with a F#m7 chord being arpeggiated upwards, played with a thin electric piano sound, ac-

companied by short, pumping eight note roots in the bass, shifting to an Amadd11, and an Em7/B in 

the next measure, before a constant fall of diatonic fifths occupies the two next measures. This part of 

the song is marked by an ambiguity in the tonality, as it stands with one leg in a F#m tonality and one 

in a Am/C – tonality. Neither of the two ever fully takes over, as the focus shifts as soon as any of the 

two start to gain foothold. What speaks for this part to be in F#m is the fact that F#m is the first chord 

in this part and fills the whole first measure of the (repeated) four measure period. This has impact both 

metrically, as in where the chord is presented, but also in terms of duration, as in for how long the 

chords lasts for, which is a full measure, whereas the harmonic pulse for the entire part otherwise, is 

only a half note. The turnaround leads to A, the relevant of F#m, which can very well be used as a de-

ceptive cadence to get back to F#m, but at the same time, can also very well be related to Am as a ii-V-I 

cadence with the minor chord on scale degree ii being a minor chord instead of a half diminished minor 

chord, that you would expect to find, due to a modal interchange from A dorian. The turnaround in the 

last bar, then, is ambiguous in its own rights, leading somewhat, but not entirely to both F#m and Am.  
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Figure 5-13: Step analysis of the Bridge. *stands for modal interchange. / separates a chords function and the chord 
it functions to. E in this case is the dominant V of F#m´s III, A. 

 

The middle measures fit quite well into a Am/C tonality, as all the chords are diatonic to Am or C, and 

the order of the chords, including the turnaround is highly functional. The most brute point in this part 

harmonically, is the sudden jump from F#m7 to Am7, but again the effect of this is de-emphasized by 

the utilization of the common tone e, binding the two chords together by melody, and not functional har-

mony.  

 

The movement from F#m7 to Am can be shown in the tonnetz as consisting of two triads (triangles) 

combined, F#m and A. All the notes of an A are inherently built-into the F#m7, and the P operation be-

tween A and Am shows that they share not one, but two common tones: 

Figure 5-14: The P operation from F#m7 to Am 

The 

Bridge suggests two different keys but does not linger long enough to confirm either. It is harmonically 

restless, as well as ambiguous.  

 

Guitar interlude and Verse 3 
The guitar interlude is built on the middle section of the verse, but transposed down a fifth, making the 

underlying harmonies Dm7, Am7/E and Fadd9. The bass line is doubled by a keyboard playing it a fifth 

below the original key, resulting in a murky timbre, making it difficult to distinguish the different notes. All 

in all, this section is just as harmonically ambiguous as the bridge, as it can be belonging to a Am/C to-

nality, or as being a lydian F. In my reading, it is neither. Both the Dm and the F chord feels like sub 

dominants, but the Am7/E does not supply centricity either. It holds no harmonic gravity, as it is per-

ceived merely as a passing chord between the Dm and F, partly because of its metrical insignificant 
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placement in the second measure, but also because of its inversion with the fifth as its bass note. An-

other reason why this part feels harmonically ungrounded is of course that it has already been presented 

twice in another key, and was then used to modulate from C#m to Em (Figure 5-5), similar to how this 

brings us from a section where F#m is emphasized, to Am. Whereas C# minor was well established as 

key in the verse, though, the F#m tonality in the bridge is not, so this time around this chord progres-

sion feels even more indistinct as it comes from a harmonically ambiguous section. Therefore, it plays a 

less clear role than it did in the first two verses, were it represented something contrasting, taking us 

away from the familiar. This time around, it brings us to Am, which has already been given harmonic at-

tention in the previous part. So, there is an element of contradiction here, where the connotations of this 

chord progression tell us that we are to be led away to something new, as we are really going to Am, a 

tonality flirted with for 8 measures, not carried out as the tonic until verse 3. Most of what goes on in 

the third verse have already been discussed in relation to the first verse. It is, however, an interesting 

mixture of elements from both the first part of the first verse in C# minor and the last part in E minor, 

now transposed to A minor. 

The last round of choruses  
The energy dies out as the third verse moves into the chorus. The bass plays a d note that falls by a 

semitone to c#, on which it rests for a while before the bass disappears from the mix entirely, leaving 

only the guitar, the thin clav-like keyboard and the drums to accompany the vocals, resulting in a sudden 

drop in energy. The guitar voicing in the third verse with e on top transforms smoothly into the C#m of 

the chorus where the vocal melody prolongs the e as top note, in the instrumentation This subtle voice 

leading transition cause the chorus to start off with low intensity. There is a thinning out in the instru-

mentation that lasts throughout the first round of the chorus, with only the guitar and the clav-like key-

board still playing, and the remaining instruments first reappearing at the end of the round leading us 

into the next round. Round two of the repeating choruses is elevated in intensity, as the drums and key-

board pad returns. So far this resembles a common practice in pop music, where a base low in intensity 

is formed on which to create a build-up from, as the repeated last choruses run their repeated laps of 

honour. But there is more to this concluding triple chorus, as Nik Kershaw has an ace up his sleeve 

when it comes to re-building energy and intensity into the song. There were more subtracted from these 

choruses than just instruments in the orchestration.  

 

Much like in the classical sonata form, where the exposition presents the themes, and modulates as in 

the first verses and choruses of this song, the development uses the thematic material in new ways, cre-

ating harmonic instability as in the bridge, guitar interlude and third verse of this song. This song, too, 

has a concluding part kept in the home key, like the recapitulation in the sonata form. So, as the first 
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two choruses modulates from C# minor to E minor, these concluding repeated choruses do not. This 

has the effect of making the chorus appear in a more predictable, tidy and straight forward manner, and 

one step down in terms of intensity. In these first two repetitions of the chorus, the first four measures 

are repeated almost identically, instead of moving on to the modulating measure 5-8. The only differ-

ence, harmonically, is that the E is exchanged with a C#m in repetition 2 and 4, making the chord se-

quence’s affiliation to C# minor even less challenged, as it does not even flirt with its relative E. 

 

This is quite uncommon in pop music, as very few songs even have a modulating chorus to begin 

with272, but there is at least one pop song where something similar takes place, and as it happens, this 

song was released only a few months after “One Step Ahead” in June, 1989. This song is worth looking 

into while we are pursuing the subject of subtracted modulations from repeating choruses resembling 

sonata form Recapitulations: Alice Coopers song “Poison” from his 1989 album Thrash, is very interest-

ing in terms of harmony. The chorus is built on a straight-forward vi, IV, I, V progression, thoroughly eval-

uated in chapter 3, which is one of the most used progression in pop music, often repeated in infinite 

loops. This is also the case with “Poison”, but there is a twist, as the chorus´ first four repetitions of this 

familiar four-chord progression modulates to a new key for each repetition, creating an intriguing and 

ambiguous mix of the familiar and the foreign at the same time. At the end of the song, just like Nik Ker-

shaw, Alice Cooper keeps the repeated chorus in the “home” key and subtracts the intense and charac-

teristic modulations from the concluding round of choruses. Where Alice Cooper leaves it at that and let 

the chorus´ simply fade out, Nik Kershaw does not. In “Elevating form and elevating modulation”, Dai 

Griffiths measures when modulations occur in songs, and makes a point of a few songs where the mod-

ulations are surprisingly close to the end of the song. In this matter, “One Step Ahead” is in a league of 

its own, as Nik Kershaw reinstates the modulations in the third and final repetition, resulting in a change 

of key only a few measures273 before the song ends! This is the same modulation as heard in the first 

two choruses of the song, but after having the chorus presented twice without the modulation, and after 

the energy drop and build up, it gives the song a surprising lift in intensity just before the song ends, 

sending it off into silence at its very peak. It is the sound of the frantic but fruitless work of the zany fi-

nally fizzling out. 

 

272 By this, I mean songs where the chorus is in a different key than the verse in each presentation, like for instance “Penny 

Lane” by the Beatles.  
273 This is depending on when one sees the modulation as being completely constituted, which is a matter of debate, as this 

modulation is a process, as discussed earlier in this analysis.  
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Summary of harmonic fluctuations and antics in the song 
I refer to the moments of harmonic complexity and virtuosity in this song both as fluctuations, as they 

more often than not result in changes of centricity, shortly or over longer periods of time, but also as an-

tics, which probably deserves an explanation, but I will get back to that towards the end of the conclu-

sion. 

 Table 5-2: The different ways the 7sus4 chord is used in the song 

Part    notes  intervals chord structure              root 

Intro     a, e, f#  3, 7, 1,  m7/V   f# 

Verse measures 1-8  h, f#, g# 7, 4, 5  7sus4   c# 

Verse measures 9-12  g, d, e   3, 7, 1  m7/V   e 

    g, d, e  5, 9, 3  add9   c 

Verse measures 13-16* b, d, a   5, 7, 4  7sus4   e 

Guitar interlude   c, g, a  3, 7, 1  m7/V   a 

    c, g, a  5, 9, 3  add9   f 

The same chord-structure is used functioning in a total of four different ways and several transpositions 

of these. In only one chord, marked “*”, there is a slight alteration of the structure. The different ways 

this chord is utilised, in conjunction with how modes are downplayed with emphasis on the fourth, rather 

than thirds, both harmonically and melodically, gives the song a restless and ambiguous tonal expres-

sion. All in all, the song is harmonically complex and restless in other ways as well. There are numerous 

key shifts in the song, and they repeatedly operate by transformations utilizing common tones. The most 

abrupt modulation in the chorus is de-emphasized by its metric placement on a weak beat.  

 

meaning 

The frenetic movements of the harmony fashions the identity of the protagonist and give association to 

the way he strives to excel, and to the timbre of Kershaw’s strained voice, sounding both tense and ea-

ger, but also sincere at the same time, all seasoned with a fair sprinkle of nervous vibratos ending the 

phrases. The most striking characteristic of the vocal timbre, however, is neither of these. It is the dis-

tinctness of which the words are articulated. The distinct articulation gives the words leverage, and a 

sense of sincerity. There is no irony in this voice. Ngai writes about zanieness that “[T]he desperation 
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and frenzy of its besieged performers, […], point to a laborious involvement from which ironic detach-

ment is not an option.” 274 The performer in this case is Kershaw as an artist, but also the zany protago-

nist in the song. The parting of the two is as difficult as it is pointless, as they are bound together by the 

voice they share. The protagonist’s identity is fashioned by Kershaw’s identity275  

 

It is difficult to read the lyrics in 2020 without reading a small portion of irony into the lyrics, as they un-

interruptedly seem serious and self-pitying, without much nuance to the lament. But doing so, overlooks 

that this song was written prior to the age of irony, the 90s. Looking back, the eighties seems more like 

a time for self-importance and pretentiousness, even in popular culture. This might be partly because of 

what was considered humorous in the 80s has been lost over the last 30 years, but also because of 

how seriously one could allow to take oneself without seeming ridiculous. Acknowledging this is probably 

a key factor to understanding both 80s humour, as well as the lack thereof in settings where one would 

expect to find it from a 2020 perspective, like in these lyrics. 

 

I do not intend by any means to tread far into the field of audiovisuality, but watching the video, too, it 

becomes clear just how seriously and sincerely the words were meant to be taken.276 There is not a hint 

of a smile on Kershaw’s face throughout the entire video, and the fists, the tense mimic, and the con-

stant self-righteous pointing at himself reveals a lack of humour and ironic distance, which again seems 

odd when watching in 2020.277 

 

I referred to the harmony in the song in the last section as being filled with antics, and I believe it is a 

good word for many of the strange or even awkward harmonic passages of this song, like the modula-

tion at the very end of the song. The antics are not funny, but they certainly are humorous, but it is the 

frantic, intellectual and even serious humour of the zany. The way seriousness and playfulness battle 

each other is a key element to this song.278 The playfulness in the many brilliant musical details of con-

trapuntal movements, funky riffs and harmonic fluctuations, does not match the seriousness of the 

words, the voice or the video, and in this conflict, looked upon from the elevated position of retrospect, it 

 

274 Ngai, Our aesthetic categories : zany, cute, interesting (2012, s. 12) 
275 Frith discusses whether a voice can express personality in Performing Rites, and the relationship between the voice of the 
author and the singer. (1996, s. 185) 
276 Dai Griffiths states in his essay “From Lyric to Anti-Lyric: Analyzing the Words in Pop Song” that “the video of a song can 

radically alter a listener´s understanding of the words.” (Griffiths, 2008, s. 59) The lyrics to “One Step Ahead” can be associ-

ated with motivation, ambition and drive, but having those associations, watching the video for the first time, the listener 

might possibly understand the words to be more concerned with bitterness, stress and self-pity, due to Kershaw´s mimic. 
277 I would have loved to go into the area of audiovisuality at this point, put there simply is no room to do so within the scope 

of this thesis. Hawkins writes about interpreting ironic intent in music in Settling the Pop Score (2002, ss. 18-22)  
278 In The British Pop Dandy, Hawkins discusses how virtuosity, control of style and parody is linked. (2009, ss. 178-182) 
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is the seriousness of the song that loses. It does not even just lose; it becomes unintentionally funny. 

The hermeneutic view also fares ill with the understanding of style in the song as it sounds obsolete in a 

way that none of the other two songs I have analysed in this thesis does, despite the fact that this song 

was released five years after the other two. 

 

The 1989-album The Works and “One Step Ahead” marks the end of Nik Kershaw´s solo career, as he 

went on to writing songs for other artists, a role he felt more comfortable with.279 Kershaw did not re-

lease another solo album for ten years and has not since been able to reach the same level of success 

as the 1984 albums Human Racing and The Riddle provided him with. As the 80s came to past, Nik 

Kershaw´s music was progressive in perhaps only one way: His lyrics were often somewhat dark and 

misanthropic, and “One Step Ahead” was no exception. During the 90s pop lyrics became increasingly 

centred around negative feelings such as hate, spite or sadness.280 Musically, Nik Kershaw was quickly 

becoming obsolete with his instrumentation and arrangements sounding distinctly tied to the 80s281. 

Harmonically, he was unfortunately no forerunner either in 1989, as pop music harmonies in general 

seemed to become less complex during the nineties and onwards.282  The title “One Step Ahead” then, 

is a misleading title, as Nik Kershaw in 1989 was becoming an anachronism, more one step behind 

than he ever was during his career.  

  

 

279 Nik Kershaw talks about how was uncomfortable in the role of a pop star in the interview I Was a Rubbish Popstar 
(2018), and has even written a book about a fictional character uncomfortable with his role as a pop star called Making it in 
Music (2001) 
280 Kathleen Napier and Lior Shamir points out how lyrics in popular music are becoming more negative in Quantitative Senti-
ment Analysis of Lyrics in Popular Music (2018) 
281 One way in which his music was beginning to sound obsolete at this point is the way his programming of different ma-

chines supports a clearness in the sound and distinctness in timing, rather than the opposite. This is identified by Brøvig-Han-

sen and Danielsen in Digital Signatures: The Impact of Digitization on Popular Music Sound, as a central difference in how 

technology was used in the eighties, as opposed to later use of technology where processing would typically deliberately 

sound more manipulated. (2016, s. 101) 
282 See for instance the recent debate in several Norwegian newspapers addressed in footnote 6 and 8. 
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Chapter 6:  Conclusion and findings 
In my three analyses, I have discovered examples of original use in terms of both single chords, chord 

sequences and other harmonic events, as well as conventional harmonic events juxtaposed in an uncon-

ventional context. Many of the harmonic events of interest that occur during Kershaw’s inventive modu-

lations or short harmonic fluctuations, compromise notions of centricity. Repeatedly, I have demonstrated 

how this leads to harmonic ambiguity. In addition, my analyses reveal how many of the modulations are 

subtle, due to the utilization of common tones in chromatic chord transformations within decisive mo-

ments, downplaying the expectations and norms of key change. My main findings in the majority of the 

moments of harmonic significance I have analysed in the three songs result in an observation that mel-

ody provides consistency while harmony provides change. In pop songs, when following rules of strict 

functional harmony, modulations are propelled forward through the resolution of tension into conso-

nance both harmonically by cadences and melodically by leading notes. To this end, this thesis has at-

tempted to expose how these three songs circumvent such propulsion. Popular music that does not 

abide to the rules of functional harmony causes little controversy, and seldom does one encounter the 

modulations Kershaw’s music contains. Thus, the constant key shifts in his music display such differ-

ences constantly. In pop songs, modulations generally occur primarily through elevated modulations and 

functional harmony cadences. While these concepts are hitherto well examined in literature, I have con-

sidered how Kershaw’s music modulates in other ways, as discussed in the course of this thesis. 

 

In Neo Riemannian Theory, transformation is a central concept, and is suited for elucidating how the 

modulations in Kershaw’s songs operate differently from functional harmony modulations. Changes of 

key here are never driven from A to B; centricity is not moved, but transformed. It is this difference that 

has a significant impact on how we experience the songs, something that has been confirmed in many 

countless informal conversations with friends, fellow students, and family. Rather than clear perceptions 

of movement per se, encoded in our several hundred years old history of listening to functional harmony 

music, we can experience an eerie notion of a crucial change that we cannot accurately identify. Ambigu-

ously, we encounter affiliation and dissolution at the same time as songs fluctuate restlessly through 

keys. In Table 6-1a list systematically details the most central harmonic events in the three songs and 

how they relate to what I have discussed hitherto.  

Table 6-1: Findings 

Harmonic event Example Description and effect 

Minor chords and/or minor 

key in modulations  

Bogart: Intro-verse (Em), verse (Am and Em) and chorus 

(Em)  

One step Ahead: Verse-chorus (C#m), verse (Am7) and cho-
rus (C#m) 

These minor chords occur in deci-

sive moments of key change. 
Downplays modulation 
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Reverse harmonic movement 

of I-IV-V-I or parts of it in 

modulations 

IWLtSGDoM: Chorus-verse (I-V), verse-PC (I-subV/V)  

One Step Ahead: The middle section of the verse (iv-i/v-) 

 

Somewhat downplays modulation 

Long duration of single 

chords or modes 

IWLtSGDoM: Verse (E dorian) 

Bogart: Chorus (Em) 

One Step Ahead: Verse (C#7sus4 and E7sus4) 

Harmonic development stops. Mo-
dality facilitates mood shifts  

Modulation by duration283 IWLtSGDoM: Chorus-verse (V becomes i) The chords function alters almost 

unnoticeably with time if not ini-
tially a tonic. Creates ambiguity. 
Downplays modulation 

Identical melodic material be-

ing presented with different 
harmonic content in different 

keys 

IWLtSGDoM: PC (melody and harmony are transposed individ-

ually) 
Bogart: Verse (e-a-c-b-g-e over both F-G-C and Am-Bm-Em) 

 

Creates ambiguity. Downplays 
modulation 

Pivot Chords 

 

Bogart: Verse-chorus (V/vi becomes III) Downplays modulation 

Chromatic transformations 
and common tones between 

chords in modulations 
 

IWLtSGDoM: PC-chorus (a in Bbmaj7-A) 
Bogart: verse (c in C-Ab) 

One Step Ahead: Verse 1 and 2(e in C#7sus4-Am), verse-
chorus (e in E7sus4-C#m), chorus-verse (e in Em-C#7sus4) 

Bridge (a and e in F#m7-Am), verse 3 (e in A7sus4-C#m) 

Creates ambiguity. Downplays 
modulation 

Deemphasis of modulation 
due to metric placement on 

weak beat in the harmonic 
rhythm  

Bogart: The Chorus has no clearly emphasised tonic until the 
second measure of the chorus. 

One Step Ahead: Chorus (Modulation to E minor starting on 
beat 3 in measure 5) 

Creates ambiguity. Downplays 
modulation 

Ambiguous or obscure tonal 
centre 

 

IWLtSGDoM: Chorus to verse (E dorian or A), the entire PC 
(Pre-Chorus) (obscure) and bridge  

Bogart: Verse (Em/Am) 

One Step Ahead: The middle section of the verses, the modu-
lation to E minor in the chorus, the entire Bridge (F#m or Am)  

Key shifts in music will be ambigu-
ous at some point. In the events in 

the examples these moments are 

prolonged. Creates ambiguity. 
Downplays modulation.  

Short duration of key 

 

Bogart: All keys in the verse 

One Step Ahead: Em in the choruses 

Creates ambiguity. Downplays 

modulation as the keys are not 

given time to settle in our percep-
tion   

Saturated and/or augmented 

chords 

IWLtSGDoM: Both chords in the PC (Fmaj13#11 and 

Bbmaj13) 
One Step Ahead: Every chord in the intro and verse if you in-

clude the vocal melody: F#m7add11/C#, C#M7add11, Am7, 

Em9/B, Cmaj9 and Em7add11, chorus (A#5) 

Saturated chords are not neces-

sarily ambiguous in their own right, 
but the way they are used in these 

examples gives room for ambiguity 
and downplays modulations  

Complete cadence upholding 
functional harmony  

IWLtSGDoM: The PC is an exhaustively altered ii-V-I cadence.  Due to its complexity caused by 
the alterations these chords do not 
strengthen the modulation 

Juxtaposed tonic – tonic 

modulation 

One Step Ahead: Verse-chorus (E7sus4-C#m) This strengthens the perception of 

key change, but it occurs at the 
same time as a parsimonious chro-

matic transformation, so the effect 
is little. 

Deceptive plagal cadence 
playing a central role in the 

modulation 

One Step Ahead: From the middle-sections of the verse to the 
last part of the verse (Cmaj9-Emadd11) 

Downplays modulation 

quartal harmony derived 
Sus4-chord structures 

IWLtSGDoM: Verse (E7sus4) 
Bogart: Verse-chorus (Gsus4) 

One Step Ahead: All chords in the intro and verse. 

Creates ambiguity. Downplays 
modulations or connotes musical 

ornaments typical for church music 
(“bogart”) 

Dyadic harmony, thin orches-
tration. 

 

IWLtSGDoM: Verse (mainly single notes instrument parts) 
Bogart: The first part of the verse in Eb, the chorus (both sin-

gle note riff + melody) 

Facilitates ambiguity 

Subdominant emphasis Bogart: Verse (all parts of the verse in all keys are 50% sub-

dominant, and the subdominants are the first chords) 

Downplays modulations 

 

283 The difference from the examples in the previous row is that here the chords function changes as a direct result of the 

long duration. 
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Stepwise melodic build up to 

non-scale town related to old 

key, but scale note in upcom-
ing key 

One Step Ahead: First part of the verse-middle part (c#, e, f#, 

g in the vocals when moving from C# minor to E minor) 

Downplays modulations 

Chords with roots moving in 

tritone intervals 

One Step Ahead: Bridge (F-Bm) Creates ambiguity 

 

Rather than rigorously count or compare these events and by that reveal some true meaning hidden in 

these songs, this table represents a summary of the prime harmonic events discussed in the analyses, 

which have been central to my reading of these songs. While I acknowledge that many other aspects of 

harmony in these songs might have been addressed284, I have intended in these findings to illustrate one 

crucial point, namely that modulations tend to be downplayed in the songs under scrutiny. In my three 

analyses, I have shown how this influences the experience of these songs from different perspectives. 

For instance, in the analysis of “I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me” the music moves through a wide 

range of musical expressions including funk, mainstream pop, reggae and even gospel, connoting what I 

read as different positive emotions to song. The song transforms prominently yet effortlessly. This is fa-

cilitated by smooth and subtle modulations. In “Bogart” the reading I provide of the song’s harmony 

draws close attention to its relation to the lyrics. The song lures us into the mind of the protagonist, 

where his melancholia, self-pity and dreams are exposed, evoking both pity and empathy. The song 

transports us through time and place, getting us to land humbly on our knees in the protagonist’s hea-

then church. Once again, the subtle yet intense harmonic fluctuations are crucial. Finally, in “One Step 

Ahead” tension is continued in the suspended structure of the indistinct 7sus4 chord, frantically chased 

around the restless tonality of the song. In the chorus the zany performance plummets into a modula-

tion, showcasing the fruitlessness of its excessive efforts. A sense of seriousness jostles with playfulness 

throughout the song, sustained by the ambiguous harmonic movements affording both affiliation and al-

ienation at the same time. 

 

What then do the three readings of harmony have in common one might ask? Regardless of the differ-

ent perspectives of the analyses, the harmony in all these songs drives change excessively at the same 

time it facilitates resilience to the very same changes. Ambiguity, contrasts and balance are centralised in 

this way. Time and time again, compositional change in these songs (both harmonic and other) is bal-

anced against the familiar as I have shown in the analyses. Whenever something musically familiar is 

prominent at the same time as distinct musical progress, the changes become less abrupt. This would 

suggest that whenever affiliation is balanced with continuation in decisive moments of musical change, 

 

284 The table could have shown more findings that supported functional harmony or showed distinction in modulations. This, 

however, is not the point I am making here. The findings in the table show what sets these songs apart from more conven-

tional pop harmony, and that is what the table is meant to show.  
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the changes become less intrusive. Therefore, these songs change excessively and rapidly, while still be-

ing experienced as coherent entities. The rapid changing harmony fashions change in the musical mood 

and provides a broad pallet for musical experience.  

 

Kershaw’s identity is affiliated to the style of New Romantics285, both musically and stylistically, in terms 

of appearance and image. It is as if his identity simultaneously embodies the paradox of the authentic 

and the seemingly constructed,286and as a skilful performer, Kershaw’s compositional identity seems 

somewhat lost in the constructed image of his artistic identity. The sometimes quirky and awkward man-

ner of his conduct as a performer. combined with his strained and unheroic, but highly precise and well 

articulate voice, suggests that he was not all together comfortable in the role of a pop star. That said, his 

dissociation from the constructed image might increase his authenticity, as the juxtaposition of the boy 

next door uncomfortably clad in flamboyant baggy pants and mullet, put on stage with some of pop mu-

sic’s all-time greatest stars, revealed his vulnerability, sincerity and innocence287. This paradox is echoed 

in the harmony of the songs under scrutiny in this thesis, as the chord progressions are cleverly con-

structed, but never showcasing the cleverness flamboyantly. While the harmony changes effortlessly and 

discreetly, it always has a major impact. 

 

In my application of theories and methods I have continuously argued that meaning is not located within 

the formalistic findings of close readings. Notably, the findings presented in the summary in Table 6-1 

only elucidate aspects of aesthetics. Throughout this thesis aesthetic meaning is discussed from different 

perspectives in the analyses, albeit it often implied rather than spelt out. In my opinion this is because it 

can only be exemplified by means of the analyst’s own interpretation. Hence, the real meaning of any 

music is derived from our experience of it.  

 

Experiences of music are inextricably tied to emotional, bodily and intellectual responses. These re-

sponses are individual as people respond differently to the same music, and they are not fixed as we 

also respond differently when listening to different kinds of music. It is in this hermeneutic space be-

tween the music and the listener that musical meaning exists. In the course of this thesis I have showed 

 

285 For more on New Romantics, see Hawkins’ The British Pop Dandy (2009) 
286 Authenticity is thoroughly discussed in several writings of popular musicology. See for instance Hawkins. Settling the Po 
Score (2002)and The British Pop Dandy (2009), Burns & Lafrance, Disruptive Divas: Feminism, Identity & Popular Music, 

(2002), Walser, Running With the Devil (1993) and several of the essays in Scott’s The Ashgate Companion to Popular Mu-
sicology (2009) 
287 Hawkins & Broch Ålvik links A-ha’s lead singer Morten Harket’s quirkyness and innocence in a similar way in A-ha’s “Take 
on Me”: Melody, Vocal Compulsion, and Rotoscoping (2019, s. 84) In both Ngai’s Our aesthetic categories : zany, cute, in-
teresting (2012) and Richardson’s Surrealism in Icelandic Popular Music (2018) the innocence of the cute is central to the 

understanding of the aesthetic category. 
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how these songs can be understood through the significance of harmony, and how harmony affects the 

experience of listening to these songs. Yet such understanding only hints at the direction of musical im-

pact, which is not only associated with musical experience but through musical pleasure and enjoyment. 

“[M]usical ‘meaning’ cannot be limited to translatable signification. In music, we look not only for under-

standing but also for enjoyment.288 As musical experience is individual and subjective, its meaning be-

comes impossible to identify distinctly, and what we are left with are traces of signification in what is 

translatable. My findings not only show the most essential moments to my readings of the songs, but 

also the moments that holds the strongest appeal to my appreciation and enjoyment of the songs.  

 

In this conclusion I have showed how these translatable harmonic events influence experience of the 

songs in different ways. From this perspective, I hope to have concurred with Hawkins’ call for “[…] an 

approach to music interpretation that is intent on exploring how sets of different musical rules shape our 

aesthetic responses.”289 In the end, the analyses and the conclusion have attempted to elucidate how 

the downplaying of functional harmony strength in these songs, allow tonality to fluctuate widely without 

exhausting the listener, facilitating a variety of vivid expressions lyrically, sonically, energetically and emo-

tionally.  

  

 

288 (Middleton, 2002, s. 247) 
289 Hawkins, Settling the Pop Score (2002, s. 30) 
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Armstrong, B. J., Dirnt, M., Cool, T. (2004) on American Idiot [Spotify]. WEA International Inc. 
spotify:track:58KPPL1AdLHMvR2O2PZejr 

GRIEG, EDVARD 

Peer Gynt Suite Nr. 1, Op. 46:1. Morning Mood 

Grieg, E. (2017) on Peer Gynt [Compilation][Spotify]. Warner Music Group. 
spotify:track:450CqsW4UTnuv6Lr2PV8wZ 

HAWKES, CHESNEY 

The One and Only 

Kershaw, N. (1991) on Buddy’s Song [Spotify]. Chrysalis Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:69Tyiih00ZZKboHFnXp0VF 

HYMNS  

Jesus, Good Above All Other 

O Jesus, Strong and Pure and True 

JOHN, ELTON 

Don’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me 

Taupin, B., John, E. (1974) on Caribou [Spotify]. Virgin EMI. 
spotify:track:11FcfHd3SOmmrWJPGe7Y30 

KATRINA & THE WAVES 

Walking on Sunshine 

Rew, K. (2006) on Katrina & the Waves [Spotify]. Capitol Records Inc. spotify:track:05wIr-
ZSwuaVWhcv5FfqeH0 

KERSHAW, NIK 

Bogart 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:2Cfbb7aBMKjzzFFmmprLQR 

Dancing Girls 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:1BYl8fDs7rG4lv9ARZuOdM 

Gone to Pieces 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:2GvoYu4ONbkING1nbiGDEI 

Human Racing 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:0rVWtw7KcnBum5aLiJn1iP 

I Won’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:65YtzNpiPhGVzg6GPzkotn 

One Step Ahead 

Kershaw, N. (2006) on The Works [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:3Vt9lUZrur6RZDzmlhy7Hs 
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The Riddle 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on The Riddle [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:6sn3FHCq2csvNkq2h9Au8V 

Wouldn’t It Be Good 

Kershaw, N. (1984) on Human Racing [Spotify]. Universal-Island Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:00FDHurakzVEiPutdUxXXq 

KING, BEN 

Stand By Me 

King, B. E., Leiber, J., Stoller, M. (1962) on Don’t Play that Song [Spotify]. Atco Records. 
spotify:track:3SdTKo2uVsxFblQjpScoHy 

LEGEND, JOHN  

All of Me 

Gad, T. & Stephens, J. (2008) on Love in the Future (Extended Version) [Spotify]. Sony Music 
Entertainment. spotify:track:3U4isOIWM3VvDubwSI3y7a 

LYNYRD SKYNYRD 

Sweet Home Alabama 

King, E., Rossington, G., Van Zant, R. (1997) on Second Helping [Spotify]. Geffen Records. 
spotify:track:7e89621JPkKaeDSTQ3avtg 

MADONNA 

Cherish 

Madonna, Leonard, P. (2009) on Celebration (double disc version) [Spotify]. Warner Records 
Ltd. spotify:track:7BLKBIoijWCkDyOATEr5vW 

Express Yourself 

Madonna, Bray, S. (2009) on Celebration (double disc version) [Spotify]. Warner Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:6ioBgySxoeQKALvAeLEmId 

MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS 

Piano Sonata no. 16 in C major, K. 545 “Sonata Facile”: I. Allegro 

Mozart, W. A. (2020) on Mozart Top 10 [Spotify]. Warner Music Group. 
spotify:track:7nxPAXn2XMeN5mMIIB12AJ 

MRAZ, JASON 

I’m Yours 

Mraz, J. (2008) on We Sing. We Dance. We Steal Things [Spotify]. WEA International Inc. 
spotify:track:1EzrEOXmMH3G43AXT1y7pA 

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK 

Hangin’ Tough 

Star, M. (1988) on Hangin’ Tough [Spotify]. Sony Music Entertainment Inc. 
spotify:track:16flEBCtUF67V5yO0GxYWn 

PACHELBEL, JOHANN 

Canon in D 

Pachelbel, J. (2014) on Pachelbel – Canon in D and Beyond [Spotify]. U-5. 
spotify:track:6nkyCZZDT2rmTJcJSJiOGi 
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PASSENGER 

Let Her Go 

Rosenberg, M. (2012) on All the Little Lights Novelette [Spotify]. Sony Music Entertainment 
Netherlands B.V. spotify:track:7DFNE7NO0raLIUbgzY2rzm 

PET SHOP BOYS 

Go West 

Belolo, H., Morali, J., Willis, V. (2003) on PopArt – The Hits [Spotify]. Parlophone Records Ltd. 
spotify:track:5Klo65Y9uouLjNVDV3pqh7 

PINK FLOYD 

Another Brick in the Wall -Part 2 

Waters, R. (2016) on The Wall [Spotify]. Warner Music. spotify:track:7rPzEczIS574IgPaiPieS3 

RONSON, MARK 

Uptown Funk (Feat. Bruno Marsh) 

Ronson, M. et al. (2014) on Uptown Special [Spotify]. Sony Music Entertainment (UK) Ltd. 
spotify:track:32OlwWuMpZ6b0aN2RZOeMS 

ROXETTE 

The Look 

Gessle, P. (2009) on Look Sharp! (2009 Edition) [Spotify]. Parlophone Music Sweden AB. 
spotify:track:0ZfM5XfJTtFPhOxAERRnNY 

SAVAGE 

(I Just) Died in Your Arms Tonight  

Nicholas, E. (1989). On Arms [Sotify]. Extravaganza Publishing Srl. 
spotify:track:2WXeKFPde8c1FI4Xtlz0t8 

SCATMAN JOHN 

Scatman’s World 

Larkin, J., Catania, A. N. (2017) on Scatman’s World [Spotify]. Iceberg Records A/S. 
spotify:track:6dugx9WBSS8TDxbKqp9zmj 

SCHUMANN, ROBERT 

Kreileriana, Op. 16:7. Sehr rasch 

Schumann, R. (1972) on Schumann: Kreisleriana; Allegro; Romance; Novelette [Spotify]. Decca 
Music Group Limited. spotify:track:0r2bMjbaCcUEugJjrx5dGX 

SHANNON, DEL 

Runaround Sue 

Dion, Maresca, E. (2007) on Little Town Flirt [Spotify]. Mole Hole Records. 
spotify:track:6hhZ7kD8MY8Sd7OOi9Knu9 

SHEERAN, ED 

Perfect 

Sheeran, E. (2017) on Divide (Deluxe)[Spotify]. Asylum Records UK. 
spotify:track:0tgVpDi06FyKpA1z0VMD4v 

SINATRA, FRANK & JOBIM, ANTÔNIO CARLOS  
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One Note Samba (Samba de Oma Nota So) 

Jobim, A. C., Sinatra, F., Stoloff, M.. (2010) on Sinatra/Jobim: The Complite Reprise Recordings 
[Spotify]. Frank Sinatra Enterprice LLC. spotify:track:54DTLQMjyF60TY8b4jkKRa 

SOUL 2 SOUL 

Back to Life 

Wheeler C., Shaw, E. D. Jr., N, Hooper., Law S., Romeo, T. B. (1989) on Keep on Movin’ 
[Spotify]. Virgin Records Ltd. spotify:track:7vvRkLPIvfjjmCIqNxBuEZ 

STEPPENWOLF 

Magic Carpet Ride 

Kay, J., Moreve, R. (1968) on The Second [Spotify]. Geffen Records. 
spotify:track:4c4jJJoaiY21t2TyRZgdWS 

STEVE MILLER BAND 

Take the Money and Run 

Miller, S. H. (1976) on Fly Like an Eagle [Spotify]. Capital Records LLC. spotify:track:1Zhr-
REyOOeFV6TxDOyiPwu 

TECHNOTRONIC 

Pump Up the Jam 

Kamosi, M., De Quincy, T. (2009) on Pump Up the Jam [Spotify]. ARS Entertainment Belgium. 
spotify:track:21qnJAMtzC6S5SESuqQLEK 

THE BEATLES 

A Day in the Life 

Lennon, J., McCartney, P. (2015). On Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band [Spotify]. Calder-
stone Production Ltd. spotify:track:0hKRSZhUGEhKU6aNSPBACZ 

Happiness is a Warm Gun 

Lennon, J., McCartney, P. (2015). On The Beatles [Spotify]. Calderstone Production Ltd. 
spotify:track:71LsKf3xISiOlY1mj7FFPP 

Here Comes the Sun 

Harrison, G. (2015). On Abby Road [Spotify]. Calderstone Production Ltd. 
spotify:track:6dGnYIeXmHdcikdzNNDMm2 

Let it Be 

Lennon, J., McCartney, P. (2015). On Let it Be [Spotify]. Calderstone Production Ltd. 
spotify:track:7iN1s7xHE4ifF5povM6A48 

Penny Lane 

Lennon, J., McCartney, P. (2007). On Magical Mystery Tour [Spotify]. Calderstone Production 
Ltd. spotify:track:1sjmKmR4u9xDeJHjDCn2bZ 

THE EVERLY BROTHERS 

All I Have to Do is Dream 

Bryant, B. (2008) on The Very Best of the Everly Brothers [Spotify]. Warner Records Inc. 
spotify:track:7dblNGnRXEBrVJunazs2U5 

THE PENGUINS 

Earth Angel 
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Belvin, Hodge, Williams. (2011) on Earth Angel – The Very Best of the Penguins [Spotify]. X5 
Music Group. spotify:track:2NuMeCS2NXS2RZIS9f9U86 

THIN LIZZY 

Killer on the Loose 

Lynnot, P. (1980) on Chinatown [Spotify]. Mercury Records Limited. 
spotify:track:3t8XbMisF3Q7VlKuJpXnxR 

TOTO 

Africa 

Paich, D. & Porcaro, J. (1982) on Toto [Spotify]. Sony Music Entertainment Inc. 
spotify:track:2374M0fQpWi3dLnB54qaLX 

TRAVARES 

Heaven Must be Missing an Angel 

Perren, F., Lewis, K. St. (1994) on Greatest Hits: Blondie [Spotify]. Unidisc Music Inc. 
spotify:track:5agQemiKjbWDpSq63uEoCN 

TYLER, BONNIE 

Total Eclipse of My Heart 

Steinman, J. (2004) on The Very Best of Bonnie Tyler [Spotify]. Sony Music Entertainment (UK) 
Ltd. spotify:track:5prTs2HAw2G4idHZyeFp8o 

VAN HALEN 

Jump 

Van Halen, A., Lee Roth, D., Van Halen, E., Anthony, M. (1983) on 1984 [Spotify]. Warner Rec-
ords Inc. spotify:track:7N3PAbqfTjSEU1edb2tY8j 

WALKER, ALAN 

Faded 

Walker, A., Froen, A., Greve, G., Borgen, J. (2018) on Different World [Spotify]. Sony Music En-
tertainment Sweden AB. spotify:track:698ItKASDavgwZ3WjaWjtz 

WINGS 

Mull of Kintyre 

Laine, D., McCartney, P. (2017) on Pure McCartney [Compilation][Spotify]. Universal Music En-
terprises. spotify:track:2eYjEQFSl43STOZZe86QgB 


